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This thesis includes four studies which, in the broadest sense, fall within 
the finance domain. The first chapter studies stochastic processes from 
a mathematical finance perspective, and more specifically develops 
theorems for regime switching. Chapter two develops a framework for 
the analysis of scenarios from an economic perspective, conditional on 
forward looking information. Chapter three takes a corporate finance 
angle and describes the optimization of the external audit using belief 
functions. Finally, the last chapter introduces a statistical test for partial 
monotonicity that can be useful in a data science approach to financial 
research problems.
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1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

The field of finance, even more so than economics, is a relatively new
field of scientific study. Surely, history is paved with examples of finan-
cial principles. The history of interest rates goes back thousands of years
to ancient Rome, Greece and Mesopotamia before that (Homer and Sylla,
1996). But it would be inaccurate to call this a field of study in the same
way that it would be inaccurate to equate the existence of gravity with
the field of physics.

Nevertheless, there are some examples of organized texts that can be
seen as the foundations of finance in some shape or form. In 1202,
Fibonacci describes a rudimentary form of discounting of cash flows
(Goetzmann, 2004) and their application to basic business problems. Ef-
fectively, Fibonacci poured the foundations for corporate finance to be
built upon.

After this publication the number of commercial arithmetic books picks
up dramatically (Van Egmond, 1981), but for a more academic expansion
more patience is required. Miller (1999) argues that broad scholarly re-
search only started in the 1950s. Before this, various financial problems
were studied in the context of business, mathematics and economics,
but a structured research agenda was lacking. One of the kickstarters
of the field was Harry Markowitz, and his famous thesis on portfolio
selection. Milton Friedman’s reaction is an illustration of just how aca-
demically marginalized finance was at that time: “Harry, I don’t see
anything wrong with the math here, but I have a problem. This isn’t a
dissertation in economics, and we can’t give you a Ph.D. in economics
for a dissertation that’s not economics. It’s not math, it’s not economics,
it’s not even business administration” (Jovanovic, 2018).

After its academic inception, finance has expanded and matured in sev-
eral directions. In his eye-witness account, Miller (1999) distinguishes
the corporate finance versus asset pricing and the more literal business
school versus economics department. The business school focuses on the de-
cision making of actors that operate in some environment where finance

1
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2 introduction

matters. Which stocks to pick and how to optimize corporate structure
from a tax perspective both fall in this domain. There is no macro-level
feedback mechanism here; the business school aims to teach how to
make better decisions. On the other hand, economics departments take
a more descriptive approach. They study how the decision makers opti-
mize problems and aggregate the behavior to make macro-level predic-
tions.

In this introductory section, I modify this distinction slightly to intro-
duce each chapter. First, while it is true that much of the research in
finance is done in the economics department, many finance courses are
taught in the applied mathematics or statistics departments. The finance
research that is done in these departments is different in nature, and re-
quires a deeper understanding of probability theory and stochastic pro-
cesses. Like the economics department, the research is descriptive in na-
ture. But generally it is micro-descriptive rather than macro-descriptive
in the sense that it teaches how individual assets behave based on de-
ductive principles such as the law of one price.1 I will call this slice of
finance the mathematics department in juxtaposition.

Second, Miller’s classification predates the rise of data science and ma-
chine learning in finance. From a notional (non-physical) perspective,
machine learning plays a similar role as the business school: to solve
micro-level problems in a descriptive way, to make better decisions. The
application of machine learning in finance is generally not concerned
with aggregating theory up to describe systems of interacting agents. In
fact, it is often set out to go against concepts such as the efficient mar-
ket hypothesis. In other aspects, data science and machine learning are
markedly distinct from the business schools: how research is conducted.
The distinction is clear in the techniques used, rather than in the research
questions. Machine learning experts moved away from t-statistics or the
interpretation of coefficients. Their approach is motivated by out of sam-
ple predictive power. This practical approach has secured it a prominent
place in academia. For example, Princeton’s master in finance program
lists five electives with ‘machine learning’ in the title, compared to four
on ‘econometric(s)’ (Bendheim Center for Finance, 2020). As the machine

1 Broadly speaking the law of one price states states that (under certain conditions) two
financial products with the same payoffs must have the same price. This principle can
be used to link the price of an option to the cost of a hedging strategy that mimics the
option payoff.
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1.1 the mathematics department 3

learning research agenda is typically part of the computer sciences, I will
add the fourth category: the computer science department.

I organize this thesis around these four finance categories; the business
school, the economics, mathematics and computer science departments.
These categories are by no means mutually exclusive, but they function
as coathangers for each chapter to come. The next subsections go in
more detail on each category, and give a brief and incomplete historical
account to introduce each of the next four chapters of this thesis.

1.1 the mathematics department

It should be no surprise that the role that applied mathematics played
in finance is oftentimes categorized as mathematical finance. Louis Bache-
lier’s March 1900 thesis entitled “Théorie de la Spéculation” is gener-
ally (but retrospectively) considered its inception (Akyıldırım and Soner,
2014; Davis and Etheridge, 2006; Courtault et al., 2000). Bachelier was the
first to describe the Brownian motion, predating both Albert Einstein’s
and Norbert Wiener’s work on the same. His thesis directly used Brow-
nian motions to describe stock price movements, and more importantly
already included its link to the heat equation (Bachelier, 1900).

The next leap forward for mathematical finance took the better part of a
century. After pivotal contributions to probability theory by Kolomogo-
roff (1933), to functions of stochastic processes by Itô (1951), and to mar-
tingale stochastic processes by Doob (1953), the field jumped into a new
era with a single equation: the celebrated Black-Scholes (1973) formula.
Within two years after publication, almost all option traders were using
this to value and hedge European options, and the market for options
exploded in size in response (Akyıldırım and Soner, 2014). Today, almost
every student of finance (including mathematical finance) has at some
point memorized the Black-Scholes formula for one exam or another.

With the intuition behind this formula, namely that “it should not be
possible to make sure profits by creating portfolios of long and short po-
sitions in options and their underlying stocks”, Black and Scholes (1973)
provided the basis for arguably the most important theoretical contri-
bution to the field: the fundamental theorem of asset pricing (FTAP)
(Harrison and Kreps, 1979; Harrison and Pliska, 1981). The FTAP and
its later generalization (Delbaen and Schachermayer, 1994) states that
there is absence of arbitrage opportunities if and only if there exists an
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equivalent martingale probability measure, called the risk-neutral prob-
ability measure. The FTAP allows us to bypass the economics of utility
and individual preferences and price financial claims directly using this
risk-neutral measure, and thereby lifts several predictions in the field of
mathematical finance to a level that is unparalleled in the social sciences.

These general theories opened up a wide variety of stochastic processes
to be used in pricing and hedging problems. Apart from changes in
the functional form of the drift and volatility of the processes, the most
important changes were the inclusion of jumps (Merton, 1976), the inclu-
sion of latent processes such as volatility (Heston, 1993) or the intensity
of jumps to default (Lando, 1998), and regimes. Regimes are periods of
time with similar time-series behavior. For example, economic expan-
sion and recession are often considered as two different regimes. The
notation that regimes bore economic relevance was largely pioneered by
Hamilton (1989), and made its way into mathematical finance almost a
decade later though the work of Bollen (1998).

Pricing options is generally hard. As we abandon the strictly speci-
fied dynamics of the Black-Scholes world, its famous partial differen-
tial equation (PDE) for pricing European options can oftentimes not be
solved analytically. American and exotic options bring even bigger prob-
lems, since they can be exercised at any moment or have complicated
payoff functions that can involve path dependency. There are, however,
known classes of processes that allow for analytical tractability that can
be useful to price mostly European options and interest rate and credit
derivatives. The two most important classes of such stochastic processes
are Lévy processes and the more general affine processes.

Lévy processes have constant drift, constant volatility and constant jump
intensity.2 The Black-Scholes log-stock price is an example, but the class
is much larger and includes processes on multidimensional state spaces.
Lévy processes have a semi-closed-form characteristic function. The char-
acteristic function can be used to price European options by virtue of
the Carr-Madan (1999) formula. Affine processes may have a drift, co-
variance and jump intensity that is affine in the state (Duffie et al., 2003).
Like Lévy processes they may be multivariate. Their specific properties
allow them to stay on certain domains such as the positive half-space,
and their affine drift can capture effects like mean reversion that are piv-
otal in interest rate, exchange rate and commodities models. The defin-

2 Jump intensity is the frequency at which these processes exhibit discontinuous jumps.
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ing property of affine processes is that their characteristic function is
exponential affine in its present state. Although some closed form ex-
pressions are known in specific cases such as the Heston model, in gen-
eral a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) has to be solved
to obtain the characteristic function. Still, this is generally faster and nu-
merically more stable than solving a PDE, especially as the dimension
of the PDE grows.

Affine processes are ubiquitous in financial mathematics, and are used
extensively in pricing of European options, interest rate derivatives and
credit risky securities. They may include jumps and can be used to
model volatilities, default intensities and other latent processes. In this
context, regimes have been used to price several derivatives. The regimes
identify periods with constant parameters of the affine process, and the
regime switches occur according to a Markov chain. But so far, no uni-
fying theory has been offered to marry affine processes with regime
switching. Chapter 2 provides the first results of that theory. It defines
regime switching in general in terms of properties of the infinitesimal
generator of the regime switching process, and subsequently in the con-
text of affine processes. The main contribution of this chapter is a new
system of ODEs that describes the characteristic function when regime
switching is introduced to certain parameters in the affine process. Sev-
eral existing results from the literature can be derived from this contri-
bution, and regime switching on a much larger class becomes tractable.

1.2 the economics department

After the inception of Markowitz portfolio optimization and its general-
ization to include a riskless asset (Tobin, 1958), it was William Sharpe
(1964) who first understood the economic implications with the cele-
brated Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). The Markowitz portfolio
theory was a normative theory for individual investors, i.e. a theory that
prescribes rather than describes how investors should behave. Sharpe
realized that if all portfolio optimizers used this theory (in particular
Tobin’s extension), then in equilibrium everyone would hold the market
portfolio. This portfolio would become known as the market factor.

The CAPM theory of a single factor that explained mean returns sur-
vived much econometric scrutiny in the decades to follow (Miller, 1999).
Its analytical tractability allowed economists to integrate capital mar-
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kets into their general equilibrium models. It became more credible to
assume that consumers could invest in a single risky asset that described
the market, as in Lucas Jr (1978) and later in Kydland and Prescott (1982),
Donaldson and Mehra (1984) and Cox et al. (1985). Models of this type
also allowed researchers to opine on the magnitude of the expected re-
turns, and gave rise to a better understanding of risk premiums. For
example, the equity risk premium has been the focus in a large litera-
ture. Cochrane (2011) outlines the basis of the theoretical argument. In a
consumption-based model with power utility and log-normal consump-
tion growth, the equity risk premium is a linear function of consump-
tion growth and risk aversion. Many richer structures have subsequently
been identified, by distinguishing durable and non-durable, traded or
non-traded goods, as well as habit persistence, long-run risks and rare
disasters (Campbell, 2003; Claessens and Kose, 2018).

With these risk premiums also came the discovery of discrepancies such
as the equity premium puzzle (Mehra and Prescott, 1985). The number
of puzzles, anomalies and their analysis rose over time. Specifically the
Fama and French (1992a) three factor model deserves mention, which
added size and value factors as additional rewarded factors in the equity
space.

While the theoretical results that link economics and financial markets
have been useful for policy analysis for decades, there is a large group
of practitioners that have only recently been acquainted with this link-
age. These are risk managers and risk management consultants that are
part of the banking, insurance and asset management industries. Tradi-
tionally, risk managers at these institutions approached their job from a
statistical angle: to build an accurate model for the tail of the distribution
of portfolio losses (Duffie and Pan, 1997). The celebrated Value-at-Risk
approach was ubiquitous in the 90s and remained immensely popular
until the global financial crisis that started in 2008. Risk managers fol-
lowed the rules of the mathematics department and adopted techniques
such as jumps and stochastic volatility to model the tail of portfolio
losses as accurately as possible.

Value-at-risk remains an excellent measure to assess the risk of ‘a bad
day’. But with the financial crisis came the lesson that this was not of
fundamental importance to assess the health of an institution and the
financial system. Scenario analysis and stress testing requirements im-
posed by regulators forces risk management out of the mathematics and
into the economics department. Whereas macroeconomic stress tests
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had been around for longer, regulators such as the European Banking
Authority (EBA) and the Fed relied much more on large scale structured
stress tests post-crisis (Schuermann, 2014). The 2014 EBA stress test that
failed 24 out of 123 banks and the Dodd-Frank Act Stress Test in the
same year are prime examples of impactful macroeconomic stress tests
that forced institutions to map out how specific multi-year economic
scenarios would impact their portfolios.

The academic ice is thin for financial institutions to model how a portfo-
lio and capital market assumptions in general should respond to multi-
period economic scenarios. Regulators are highly prescriptive in the na-
ture of the scenarios, but far less so in the analysis itself. Chapter 3 pro-
poses a Bayesian framework to support this analysis. This framework is
not specific to the regulatory requirements, but generic enough to sup-
port different types of economic scenario analysis as well as asset alloca-
tion problems. The framework is also agnostic to the specific economic
approach used. It facilitates dynamic stochastic equilibrium models as
well as more empirical approaches such as vector auto-regressions.

1.3 the business school

The inception of the business school approach to finance really started
with the dissertation of Harry Markowitz. Before CAPM had its way
with it and turned it into economics, it was a normative effort to describe
how practitioners should invest, not a descriptive one on how they do so
by some rationality argument.

Modigliani and Miller (1958) also took a normative route in what is
arguably the most influential paper in corporate finance (Miller, 1999).
The paper attempted to find the optimal capital ratio when new business
projects could be financed through equity or debt or a bit of both. Its con-
clusion was rather unsatisfactory: capital structure does not matter. The
assumptions that lead to this conclusion need to be rather strict. If some
aspects of the Arrow-Debreu environment fail (complete and friction-
less markets, no taxes and no bankruptcy costs), then capital structure
becomes relevant.

Unsurprisingly, much of the work that followed in the field attempted
to relax these strict assumptions and thereby change the conclusion that
capital structure is irrelevant, rather than support it. Tirole (2010) argues
that the most important change was the introduction of agency problems
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in different parts of the corporate model (Jensen and Meckling, 1976;
Myers, 1977; Ross, 1977).

In a related literature, namely that of accounting and audits, the research
agenda went through a similar transition. The topic of this agenda was
how external auditors should sample evidence from accounts, in order
to establish the correctness of financial statements. In the 70s and early
80s, a decision-theoretical approach was prevalent (Kinney, 1975; Men-
zefricke, 1984). The auditor optimizes sample sizes against the costs of
sampling, in a world where the fraction of mistakes is exogenous. This
exogenous nature was then called into question, giving rise to game
theoretical and principal-agent-based angles (Fellingham and Newman,
1985; Baiman et al., 1987; Shibano, 1990; Patterson, 1993).

Parallel to these developments, another research agenda attempted to
better understand the nature of audit evidence itself. It argued that
Bayes’ rule is unfit to capture the non-probabilistic nature of audit ev-
idence, and proposed an alternative in belief functions (Srivastava and
Shafer, 1992, 1994; Gillett and Srivastava, 2000; Gillett, 2000). The belief
paradigm defines how auditors should combine different evidence in a
single framework, but it does not give guidance on how much evidence
should be gathered.

Chapter 4 takes a modification of the framework developed by Srivas-
tava and Shafer (1992) and develops and solves optimization problems
related to optimal sampling for the auditor. Due to the structure of be-
lief functions, the problem of optimal sampling strongly resembles the
classical optimization problems encountered in microeconomics. Under
certain conditions, it turns out that dominant sampling strategies exist
from a game theory perspective. This means that the auditor should
not change its behavior in response to the auditee’s effort to control the
fraction of material errors in the accounts.

1.4 the computer science department

Because its large-scale application in finance and economics is relatively
new, machine learning is semantically in flux. The relation between data
science and machine learning is not clearly defined, but I will follow
Athey (2018) and loosely use machine learning as the toolbox of algo-
rithms that a practitioner of data science applies to data. The algorithms
in machine learning toolbox show quite an overlap with econometrics.
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But machine learning separates itself from econometrics not by its al-
gorithms, but by how they are used. Econometricians typically apply
algorithms to the entire data at hand, and use hypothesis testing to es-
tablish claims about relationships of causal inferences. They do so in
a carefully selected financial model that is often strongly underpinned
by theoretical motivation. In contrast, data scientists often make model
selection part of the problem. Through the use of hyper-parameters, reg-
ularization and cross-validation, they allow algorithms to pick the best
model.

The use of regularization allows data scientists to work with financial
models that econometricians would reject as overfitted or overspeci-
fied. Machine learning algorithms typically start from a very general,
non-linear model specification, and let the algorithm reduce the non-
linearities and number of variables. This means that inherently machine
learning is better equiped to discover non-linear relationships when they
exist. But it also means that estimates are often biased, as regularization
implies that the optimization problem somehow includes the size or sig-
nificance of the coefficients involved.

As much as machine learning is in flux now, it was since its inception in
the late fifties. Carbonell et al. (1983) describe the high-level paradigm
shifts that the field experienced. Machine learning started with the de-
sire to create generally knowledgeable machines. The mathematical pre-
liminaries for this work were founded by Rashevsky (1948), who essen-
tially described the artificial neural network and its relation to logical
reasoning. Although much work from the fifties and sixties can be cited
that attempted to implement these networks to create general purpose
reasoning machines, the research agenda generally bore little fruit. The
lack of computational power and the ambitious goals take the blame
for that. Samuel (1959) deserves mentioning as one of the few success-
ful attempts. His checkers program learned the game through domain-
specific optimization and was able to consistently beat at least its author.

With the failure of the neural network agenda came the rise of symbolic
reasoning. This paradigm was mainly modeled after work on human
learning (Hunt, 1962; Hunt et al., 1966). It relied on logic and knowledge
graphs instead of statistical methods. The paradigm’s applicability was
limited mainly by its rather restricting structural assumptions. In the
late seventies and eighties, researchers gradually abandoned the ambi-
tion to create general knowledge systems in favor of more task-oriented
approaches. The latter proved more successful. Most notably DeJong
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and Mooney (1986) built a system to extract rules from data knowledge
sets.

The current paradigm started in the nineties, when researchers shifted
away from the knowledge-based approaches to data-driven techniques.
Effectively the field has come full circle with the renewed focus on
the neural network, this time with much more computational power
and with domain-specific training. In finance, this has meant the more
widespread application of LASSO, ridge regression and the elastic net
(Tibshirani, 1996; Zou and Hastie, 2005), random forest (Breiman, 2001),
and (to a lesser extent) neural networks (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015).

Both LASSO and the elastic net can be viewed as extensions of linear
regression where on top of minimizing squared errors, an additional
penalty is added for the size of the coefficient. This can reduce overfit-
ting problems on wider datasets. Random forests can also handle a large
number of features. By constructing an ensemble of decision trees in
which fewer variables are included, the random forest can capture non-
linearities quite effectively. Neural networks can capture highly complex
non-linearities, but generally need a lot of data.

Although LASSO and related techniques are now ingrained in the work-
flows of finance practitioners, large scale adoption of random forests,
neural networks and related techniques in finance has been somewhat
slow. The interpretability is the usual suspect. Practitioners would like to
understand why the model says what it says, so they can themselves pre-
dict when the model is likely to be extrapolating too far from its training
set. This is easy enough for a linear regression, but very hard for neu-
ral networks. Secondly, the non-linearities typical in machine learning
models might violate specific domain knowledge.

To improve the performance and interpretability of machine learning
models, it is possible to include such domain knowledge. Sometimes
even enforcing incorrect domain knowledge is desirable or required by
regulation. For example, in determining the credit worthiness of a mort-
gage applicant, their score and thus also the mortgage rate should im-
prove with the size of their own contribution. That is, if two otherwise
identical applicants apply, the one with the higher own contribution
should not be quoted a higher rate. A bank that does not respect this
relationship faces reputation risk.

Domain knowledge comes in all shapes and sizes, and not each machine
learning technique can incorporate each form of knowledge as easily.
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But before deciding how to incorporate it, we should test whether the
data agrees with this knowledge. Chapter 5 focuses on testing for mono-
tonicity much like in the mortgage example. The literature offers some
tests for monotonicity, but these do not generally work in the multidi-
mensional settings of the data science domain. Therefore, we develop
a test for partial monotonicity. Partial monotonicity means that ceteris
paribus, the dependent variable (weakly) increase when we increase the
value of the independent variable that we want to test for significance.
In a linear regression framework, this is the same as testing for the sign
of a variable (unless the independent variable appears more than once,
such as when squared terms are added to the regression). As pointed
out, in data science we cannot make linearity assumptions because the
techniques used (e.g. random forests and neural networks) are not lin-
ear. So instead, Chapter 5 offers a test for such monotonicity in a non-
parametric setting.
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2 R E G I M E S W I T C H I N G A F F I N E P R O C E S S E S W I T H
A P P L I C AT I O N S T O F I N A N C E

abstract

We introduce the notion of a regime switching affine process. Informally
this is a Markov process that behaves conditional on each regime as an
affine process with specific parameters. To facilitate our analysis, specific
restrictions are imposed on these parameters. The regime switches are
driven by a Markov chain. We prove that the joint process of the Markov
chain and the conditionally affine part is a process with an affine struc-
ture on an enlarged state space, conditional on the starting state of the
Markov chain. Like for affine processes, the characteristic function can
be expressed in a set of ordinary differential equations that can some-
times be solved analytically. This result unifies several semi-analytical
solutions found in the literature for pricing derivatives of specific regime
switching processes on smaller state spaces. It also provides a unifying
theory that allows us to introduce regime switching to the pricing of
many derivatives within the broad class of affine processes. Examples in-
clude European options and term structure derivatives with stochastic
volatility and default. Essentially, whenever there is a pricing solution
based on an affine process, we can extend this to a regime switching
affine process without sacrificing the analytical tractability of the affine
process.

2.1 introduction

The economic literature has shown that the behavior of economic quan-
tities varies with the state of the world (Hamilton, 1989). Such a state
of the world is usually referred to as a regime. The most common exam-
ple is the distinction between a bull and a bear market, in which stock
prices are believed to follow different dynamics. Models incorporating
such states are called regime switching models.

13
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14 regime switching affine processes

In a few cases there are analytically tractable solutions to selected deriva-
tives with regime switching underlying processes. These include the
zero-coupon bond price with underlying Vasiček short rate model with
a regime switching mean reversion level and volatility (Landen, 2000),
in a Cox-Ingersoll-Ross short rate with regime switching mean rever-
sion level (Elliott and Siu, 2009), the price of European options where
the underlying stock price process is the exponential of a specific regime
switching pure jump process (Elliott and Osakwe, 2006), and derivatives
pricing with regime switching in a Heston-type stochastic volatility set-
ting (Elliott et al., 2007; Elliott and Lian, 2013; Elliott et al., 2016).

Apart from these specific cases, there is no overarching theory that al-
lows us to introduce regime switching to more general processes and
derivatives, including multivariate extensions. There is also no explana-
tion as to why analytically tractable solutions exist in these, and not in
other cases. The scope of this chapter is to tackle these two points by in-
troducing the class of multivariate regime switching affine processes. This
chapter is related to some earlier ideas discussed briefly in (van Beek
et al., 2014) on introducing regime switching to affine processes. How-
ever, we take a far more general approach here in assuming a generator-
based perspective to define the class of regime switching processes, we
do not limit ourselves pure diffusions on the canonical state space, and
we extend the results beyond regimes driven by the classical Markov
chains.

Regime switching affine processes encapsulate all special cases from the
literature mentioned above, but include many more possible extensions.
We give a non-exhaustive list of the classes that can now be extended to
include regime switching. A set of applications that already includes
regime switching follows later. (1) Multivariate affine term-structure
models are used throughout finance as the gold standard for yield-curve
analysis and the valuation of interest rate derivatives such as bills, notes,
bonds, strips, caps, floors, swaps and swaptions. See Dai and Singleton
(2000) and Christensen et al. (2011) for examples. Also, the (2) Heston
model is a bivariate affine processes that is used ubiquitously in finance
for the pricing of European options on equity under the assumption that
volatility is stochastic (Heston, 1993; Van der Stoep et al., 2014; Fouque
and Saporito, 2018). The theory of regime switching affine processes
also applies to Heston extensions that include an affine model for rates,
such as described in Grzelak and Oosterlee (2011). Next, (3) credit risky
securities including corporate bonds are oftentimes modeled using an
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affine model for rates and a CIR-type process for the instantaneous haz-
ard rate of default (Duffie and Singleton, 1999; Maboulou and Mashele,
2015; White, 2018). Together these processes form a multi-variate affine
process. Finally, (4) affine processes on generalized state spaces, such
as on the space of positive semi-definite matrices can include stochas-
tic covariances between variables. The processes can be useful in the
valuation of options on multiple underlying assets and fixed income
products with stochastic correlation between factors and default intensi-
ties (Cuchiero et al., 2011). The Wishart process is an example of such
a process that lives on the cone of symmetric positive semi-definite (co-
variance) matrices. It is used in pricing options with multiple underlying
assets (Muhle-Karbe et al., 2012), range notes (Chiarella et al., 2014), and
volatility-equity options (Da Fonseca et al., 2015).

There are myriad practical applications thinkable with our generaliza-
tion of the existing literature. Affine processes are generally multivariate
so we can immediately generalize the literature to multivariate processes
with regime switching parameters, as suggested above. One example is
in pricing a credit default swap (CDS) with a credit valuation adjustment
(CVA). This case has multiple hazard rates for the different involved
parties that need to be modeled jointly, possibly together with a short
rate. Regime switching affine processes can capture this multivariate as-
pect, and at the same time introduce regime switching. Giesecke et al.
(2011) and Frey and Backhaus (2004) show that default events exhibit
clustering in regimes, supporting this feature. Second, regime switch-
ing affine processes enable the pricing of derivatives where the payoff
function is regime dependent. This happens when the regimes are the
credit rating of some entity, as proposed by Jarrow et al. (1997), and
when the payoff deviates in the case of a default rating. Third, in the
portfolio optimization space, the mean returns on assets can be mod-
eled as an unobservable Markov chain. Rieder and Bäuerle (2005) and
Bäuerle and Rieder (2007) derive optimal investment strategies in such
a setup. Also, Vostrikova and Dong (2018) analyze utility maximization
on regime switching Lévy processes. In Section 2.9 we derive the ana-
lytical formula for the characteristic function that they consider. Fourth,
we can think of specific calibrations of yield curve models as regimes,
as in Harms et al. (2018). This allows pricing with future recalibration
embedded. A perspective on regime switching different from ours (and
the above cited literature) is the Bayesian one in Duembgen and Rogers
(2014); Cuchiero et al. (2017). These regimes have the interpretation of
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multiple competing (nested) models, and the probability estimate of
each regime represents a Bayesian model averaging weight.

Regime switching affine processes are defined in terms of a continuous-
time Markov chain on a specific state space that switches between states,
the regimes, and a part with different affine dynamics conditional on
each regime. For example, let the Markov chain switch between the bull
and bear market states. Let the short rate follow a Vasiček model revert-
ing to one mean in the bull market, and to another mean in the bear
market. Then the joint process of the Markov chain and the short rate is
a regime switching affine process.

The literature allows those parameters to vary across regimes that do
not multiply with the process. For example, in the drift θ(μ− rt) of the
Vasiček model of the short rate rt, μ may vary across regimes whereas θ
may not, because it multiplies with the process rt in the sense that in the
expanded affine form θμ− θrt, θ and rt are multiplied. Our definition of
regime switching affine processes also allows exactly those parameters
to vary across regimes that do not multiply with the process, but in a
more general and multivariate setup.

The primary result of this chapter is that the characteristic function of
our regime switching affine process can be expressed as the solution
to ordinary differential equations (ODEs), just like in the purely affine
case. Because of the similar (but regime dependent) exponential affine
form of the characteristic function, they are conditionally affine. This
result extends the techniques available to the class of affine processes
to regime switching affine processes. Hence pricing equations based on
affine processes can now be extended to include regime switching on
the previously mentioned subset of parameters. This also explains the
tractability of the special cases dealt with in the literature, because these
can now be seen as specific regime switching affine processes.

The power of this result lies in part in the diversity of affine processes,
as explained above. In general affine processes are use to (jointly) model
log-stock prices (with jumps), stochastic volatility, short rates and short
rate factors, default intensities, (Duffie et al., 2003) and stochastic co-
variance matrices. Affine processes also include all Lévy processes. In-
formally a process X on a state space D is affine if its characteristic
function can be written as

E
[
eiu�Xt

]
= eφ(t,u)+ψ(t,u)�X0 ,
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for some functions φ and ψ. The functions φ and ψ solve a system of
ODEs. Typical examples of the quantities that are (jointly) enumerated in
X are short rates, hazard rates of default, log-stock prices and stochastic
volatility. In our regime switching extension, φ may depend on the cur-
rent regime, whereas ψ may not. This restriction directly dictates that the
process parameters that determine ψ cannot be different across regimes.
Because φ and ψ depend on mutually exclusive parameters, all param-
eters in φ may vary across regimes. Naturally, the state space D is not
allowed to depend on the regime, to prevent jumping from a regime
with a larger state space to a regime with a smaller state space that does
not include the current value of the process. For example, if we jump
from a negative short rate in a Vasiček model regime with state space
R to a Cox-Ingersoll-Ross short rate model regime with a non-negative
state space R+, we no longer have a well-defined process.

The result that regime switching affine processes are conditionally affine
makes the powerful pricing techniques for affine processes available to
regime switching affine processes. The most common technique is trans-
form pricing. Using this technique we can solve complex expectations in
terms of φ and ψ, such as

Et

[
exp

{∫ T

t
(l + L�Xs)ds

}
f (XT)

]
,

with l scalar and L a vector representing discounting, and f a payoff
function on D that satisfies some requirements related to Fourier trans-
formation. For an overview of examples, see Duffie et al. (2000). In a
handful cases, φ and ψ can be solved from the ODEs analytically. If not,
then they result from numerically solving the ODEs. Solving such equa-
tions is often preferred over numerically solving the partial differential
equations (PDEs) that more general processes entail. The ODEs in trans-
form pricing are generally faster to solve than PDEs, and suffer less from
numerical instability.

This chapter is organized as follows. After the notational setup in Sec-
tion 2.2, and a brief overview of results on affine processes in Section 2.3,
Section 2.4 introduces the (general) regime switching process in terms
of its infinitesimal generator. Section 2.5 defines regime switching affine
processes and gives the most important result of this chapter, namely
a system of ODEs for the characteristic function that is the analogue
of the Riccati equations for affine processes. Section 2.6 extends the va-
lidity of this result beyond the standard domain of the characteristic
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18 regime switching affine processes

function. Section 2.7 shows how our analysis in terms of semigroups re-
lates to stochastic differential equations (SDEs). Section 2.8 discusses dis-
counting and how this affects the ODEs in the previous sections. Finally,
Section 2.9 links these techniques to the existing literature on regime
switching, by viewing a number of special instances from the literature
as special cases of the theory developed here.

2.2 general notation

This section introduces notation and the mathematical context. We con-
sider processes on a general state space S. Throughout this chapter we
work with various forms S, either S = D, S = E or S = D × E, where
D and E are specified as follows. We consider processes on D in the
setup of Keller-Ressel et al. (2013). That is, these processes live on the
state space D ⊂ Rd such that the affine hull of D is Rd. We also consider
the one-point compactification D∞ := D ∪ {∞} and extend all functions
on D by assuming f (∞) = 0 unless stated otherwise. This compact-
ification is used to describe a point at infinity, i.e. a cemetery where
killed or exploded processes go.1 State space E can be chosen almost
arbitrarily, as long as it is locally compact. See Remark 9 for a practi-
cally relevant setting. Write Cb(S) for the class of bounded continuous
complex-valued functions on S, and C0(S) for the sub-class of functions
that is real-valued and vanishing at infinity. Cb(S) and C0(S) are Banach
spaces equipped with norm ‖ f ‖ = supx∈S | f (x)|.
Central in this chapter are time-homogeneous continuous time Markov
processes, denoted by (X, (Px)x∈S). Px denotes the law of the process
starting in x ∈ S, so Px[X0 = x] = 1. This context implies the existence
of an associated filtered probability space (Ω,F , F), where X is Markov
with respect to F. To further aid notation, let Pt be the associated semi-
group, Pt f (x) := Ex[ f (Xt)] for f ∈ Cb(S), with Ex the expectation under
Px. For general and possibly unbounded functions we use the same no-
tation, although the expectation may not be defined for all t ≥ 0.

When we use the term process in the remainder of this chapter, we mean
a process with the properties above unless stated otherwise.

1 Intuitively, the killing of a process is a jump to the cemetery state and explosion means
the process wanders off to infinity in finite time. Although such a state may represent
default in a bond, there are easier ways to incorporate defaults using discounting. We
include the cemetery state nonetheless to remain consistent with the literature.
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2.3 affine processes 19

2.3 affine processes

To build the definition of regime switching affine processes, some knowl-
edge of affine processes is necessary. This section gives the relevant setup
of affine semigroups, and largely follows Keller-Ressel et al. (2013).

We begin with a definition of affine processes. Consider the functions
fu(x) := exp 〈u, x〉 on D, for u ∈ U , U ⊂ Cd being the set of complex
vectors such that fu is bounded, i.e. fu ∈ Cb(D). Also introduce Uk :=
{u ∈ Cd : supx∈D 
〈u, x〉 ≤ k} for k ∈ N, so

⋃
k∈N Uk = U .

Definition 1. A semigroup Pt is an affine semigroup if it is stochastically
continuous (in the definition of Duffie et al. (2003, Definition 2.4)) and there
exist two functions Φ : R+ × U → C and ψ : R+ × U → Cd such that

Pt fu(x) = Φ(t, u) exp 〈ψ(t, u), x〉,
for all t ≥ 0, x ∈ D and u ∈ U .

Remark 1. Since iRd ⊂ U , the definition implies a specification of the form of
the characteristic function of Xt with respect to the law Px.

Remark 2. Cuchiero and Teichmann (2013) show that every affine process has
an affine càdlàg version. We assume throughout the rest of this chapter this is
the version we are working with.

Remark 3. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between semigroups and
processes in the present setup, we call the associated process of affine semigroups
affine as well. In the remainder of this chapter we do the same with other prop-
erties.

As long as Φ(t, u) = 0 we can write Φ(t, u) = exp φ(t, u), so when
we write Pt fu(x) = exp{φ(t, u) + 〈x, ψ(t, u)〉} we implicitly assume that
Φ(t, u) = 0. To explain the deeper relation between Φ and φ, introduce
for any u ∈ U , σ(u) := inf{t ≥ 0 : Φ(t, u) = 0} and Qk := {(t, u) ∈
R+ × Uk : t < σ(u)}. Then φ is a function on Q :=

⋃
k∈NQk. Generally

there are multiple choices of φ and ψ possible that describe the same
semigroup. Throughout this chapter we assume that φ and ψ are jointly
continuous onQk for k ∈ N, that φ(0, 0) = 0, and that ψ(0, 0) = 0. Keller-
Ressel et al. (2013, Proposition 2.4 (ii)) prove that these assumptions
make ψ and φ unique on Q.

An important property of affine semigroups is regularity.
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20 regime switching affine processes

Definition 2. An affine semigroup is called regular if the derivatives

F(u) := ∂tΦ(t, u)|t=0+ , R(u) := ∂tψ(t, u)|t=0+

exist for all u ∈ U and are continuous on Uk for each k ∈ N.

Note that F is scalar whereas R is vector valued whose elements are
denoted Ri. Keller-Ressel et al. (2013) prove that every affine semigroup
is regular, and that these derivatives can be written as

F(u) = 1
2 〈u, au〉+ 〈b, u〉 − c +

∫
Rd\{0}

( fu(ξ)− 1− 〈u, h(ξ)〉)m(dξ),

Ri(u) = 1
2 〈u, αiu〉+ 〈βi, u〉 − γi +

∫
Rd\{0}

( fu(ξ)− 1− 〈h(ξ), u〉)μi(dξ),

where the parameters a, α1, . . . , αd are Rd×d matrices, b, β1, . . . , βd are
Rd vectors, c, γ1, . . . , γd are scalars and m, μ1, . . . , μd are signed Borel
measures, and h(x) = x1{‖x‖≤1} is a truncation function based on the
Euclidean norm.

Fast-forwarding to the application of regime switching, we note that F
may be regime dependent, whereas R may not. This implies that only
the F-specific parameters a, b, c and m(dξ) may vary across regimes.
Without this restriction, the characteristic function of such a regime
switching affine process loses its conditionally affine structure.

Additionally, for any u ∈ U , t, s ≥ 0 with (t+ s, u) ∈ Q and (s, ψ(t, u)) ∈
Q the functions φ and ψ satisfy the following flow properties,

Φ(t + s, u) = Φ(t, u)Φ(s, ψ(t, u)), Φ(0, u) = 1,

ψ(t + s, u) = ψ(s, ψ(t, u)), ψ(0, u) = u. (2.1)

These can be differentiated into a system of ordinary differential equa-
tions for u ∈ U and t ∈ [0, σ(u)) called the generalized Riccati equations,

∂tΦ(t, u) = Φ(t, u)F(ψ(t, u)), Φ(0, u) = 1,

∂tψ(t, u) = R(ψ(t, u)), ψ(0, u) = u. (2.2)

This system is used to find Pt fu(x), although there are boundary cases
when the solutions to this system are not unique that require extra care,
as described by (Keller-Ressel and Mayerhofer, 2015). The results in
this chapter assume the necessary technical conditions to exclude these
cases.
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Finally, if the affine semigroup is Feller then its generator A is given by

A f (x) = 1
2 tr(a(x)∂xx f (x)) + 〈b(x), ∂x f (x)〉+ c(x) f (x)

+
∫

D\{0}
( f (x + ξ)− f (x)− 〈h(ξ), ∂x f (x)〉)m(x, dξ),

for all functions f ∈ D(A), the domain of A, and with a(x) = a + α1x1 +
· · ·+ αdxd, b(x) = b + β1x1 + · · ·+ βdxd, c(x) = c + γ1x1 + · · ·+ γdxd
and m(x, dξ) = m(dξ) + μ1(dξ)x1 + · · ·+ μd(dξ)xd.

2.4 regime switching processes

This section introduces regime switching processes, which are defined in
terms of generators of Feller semigroups. Although these regime switching
processes are not the focus of this chapter, they are essential to the def-
inition of regime switching affine processes. Informally regime switch-
ing affine processes are regime switching processes defined in terms of
generators of affine Feller semigroups. We start with some notation and
continue with a proof that regime switching processes also satisfy the
Feller property. This property is important in later sections.

Consider two state spaces D and E as defined in Section 2.2. Consider a
function f : D × E → R. We define by f y : D → R such that f y(x) =
f (x, y) for all (x, y) ∈ D× E. We define f x similarly.

Definition 3. For all y ∈ E, let Ay and B be generators of Feller semigroups
on C0(D) and C0(E) respectively, and also assume that B is bounded. Introduce
the linear operator A∗ on C0(D× E) through

A∗ f (x, y) := Ay f y(x) + B f x(y). (2.3)

Then A∗ is called a regime switching linear operator.

Remark 4. In this definition we say that the linear operator A∗ is switched by
the driving generator B and that E contains the regimes. We call the genera-
tors Ay the regime specific generators and D the state space of the switched
process. The driving process is denoted by Y, or Yt if the time index is relevant.
The switched process is denoted X, or Xt with time index.

Remark 5. The restriction to Feller semigroups is weak. For many specific state
spaces including the canonical state space it is known that affine semigroups
are Feller, and for the general case it is hypothesized (Cuchiero and Teichmann,
2013).
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Remark 6. The requirement that B is bounded restricts the associated process
to pure jumps (Kolokoltsov, 2011, Proposition 3.7.1). This corresponds to the
intuition that a process must remain in a state at least some time to be naturally
interpreted as a regime. Examples of pure jump processes are Markov chains
and compound Poisson processes. The states that these processes take can be
interpreted as regimes because they last for some time.

Remark 7. In this setup the dynamics of the driving process are independent
from the starting point x of the switched process. Indeed, if f (x, y) = g(y) for
all x ∈ D then A∗ f (x, y) = Ay f y(x) + B f x(y) = limt↓0

1
t (Ex[ f y]− f y) +

Bg(y) = Bg(y). Therefore, A∗ is bounded on these functions and P∗t f (x, y) =
exp{tB}g(y), which is independent of x.

For the sake of brevity and readability, in the remainder of this chap-
ter we will often not introduce superscript functions f y and f x every
time we consider an operator on a function with additional variables.
So when we write B f (x, y) it is implicit that the operator acts only on
the variable y, i.e. this is equivalent to (B f (x, ·))(y).
Although it is not directly implied by the definition, A∗ is the genera-
tor of a Feller semigroup. The following theorem states this and thereby
shows that we can think of A∗ as a generator with an associated Feller
semigroup and process. The proof relies mostly on results from pertur-
bation theory.

Theorem 1. Every regime switching linear operator A∗ on C0(D× E) is the
generator of a Feller semigroup.

Proof. Construct the operator A′ on C0(D × E) through A′ f (x, y) =
Ay f y(x) for all x ∈ D and y ∈ E. This is possible since f ∈ C0(D × E)
implies that f y ∈ C0(D) for all y ∈ E.2 Also extend B in this way to B′ on
C0(D × E). Clearly, A′ and B′ are both generators of Feller semigroups
and A∗ = A′ + B′. Also, B′ is bounded so its semigroup can be written
as exp{tB′} and this implies that D(B′) = C0(D× E).

Denote by Rλ the resolvent on the space of linear operators and choose
λ > ‖B′‖. λ belongs to the resolvent set of A′, ρ(A′) ⊃ R++ (Ethier and
Kurtz, 2009, Chapter 1, Proposition 2.1), where R++ is the set of strictly
positive real numbers. Then by ‖Rλ(A′)‖ ≤ λ−1 we get ‖B′Rλ(A′)‖ < 1,

2 Intuitively we have constructed the generator of a process that has extra variables Y
that do not vary stochastically but remain in their starting position y that dictates the
behavior of X.
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and thus (B′Rλ(A′))n → 0 as n → ∞. This limit implies the same limit
in Cesàro means, so B′Rλ(A′) is uniformly ergodic. By Tyran-Kaminska
(2009, Theorem 1.1) A∗ is a closed operator that generates a strongly
continuous contraction semigroup. By Ethier and Kurtz (2009, Chapter
1, Theorem 2.6) D(A∗) is dense in C0(D × E) and the range of λ− A∗
equals C0(D× E). Also, by Ethier and Kurtz (2009, Chapter 2, Theorem
2.2) A′ and B′ satisfy the positive-maximum principle. It follows easily
that A∗ does so too. Again by Ethier and Kurtz (2009, Chapter 2, The-
orem 2.2), the closure of A∗ is a generator. The result follows from the
fact that A∗ was already proven to be closed.

Remark 8. The result in Theorem 1 may be generalized for definitions that
relax the bounded nature of B. Related results exist for strongly continuous
semigroups, see e.g. Engel and Nagel (2006, Chapter III), but it is unclear
whether the same can be done under the more restrictive Feller property. In this
chapter we do not attempt such generalization, as doing so would move us away
from the present, finance-oriented scope (involving regime switching processes),
for which B is naturally bounded.

In its own right, it is obviously an interesting problem from a functional-
analytical point of view to consider unbounded B. It would, however, consider-
ably change and unbalance the scope of this chapter: it is anticipated to involve
a substantial amount of functional analysis, with a myriad of complications that
come along with that.

2.5 regime switching affine processes and properties

This section introduces the regime switching affine processes that are
central to this chapter. These are regime switching processes driven by
a bounded operator such as a Markov chain, and with affine regime
specific generators, subject to specific parameter restrictions. For this
process, we derive a system of ODEs analogous to the Riccati equations
for the affine process.

Definition 4. Consider a regime switching generator A∗ with regimes E and
state space D for the switched process. The generator A∗ is regime switching
affine if

1. the regime specific generators Ay are generators of affine Feller semi-
groups, and
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2. the regime specific semigroups have Py
t fu(x) = Φy(y, u) exp 〈ψ(t, u), x〉

for some functions Φy and ψ for all t ≥ 0, x ∈ D and u ∈ U .

Remark 9. In the practically important special case that B is the generator of
a Markov chain on a state space of standard basis vectors, E = {e1, . . . , ep} ⊂
Rp, a p× p generator matrix Q exists. With qk� for k, � = 1, . . . , p denoting
the entries of Q, it holds that

B f x(ek) =
p

∑
�=1

qk� f x(e�), k = 1, . . . , p.

Remark 10. Requiring Ay to generate Feller semigroups is a minor restriction,
as explained in Remark 5.

An important aspect of the definition of regime switching affine pro-
cesses is that ψ does not depend on the regime y. We call this indepen-
dence regime invariance, and we will use it throughout this chapter to
ensure parameters or functions do not vary with the regimes.

The associated derivatives of Φy and ψ are Fy and R (see Definition
2). The function R is regime invariant as a consequence of the regime
invariance of ψ. The functional forms of Fy and R (see directly below
Definition 2) imply that the parameters ay, by, cy and my may be different
per regime, whereas αi, βi, γi and μi for i = 1, . . . , d must be regime
invariant.

The primary result of this chapter is the functional form of the charac-
teristic function of regime switching affine processes. We consider dual
variables u ∈ U and v ∈ V , the set of continuous mappings v : E → C

such that y �→ exp 〈v, y〉 is bounded, where for homogeneity of nota-
tion we write 〈v, y〉 for v(y). When E is a general Banach space, then we
usually take v ∈ E∗ and when E is finite dimensional, we take v ∈ Cp

and 〈v, y〉 is the usual inner product. In what follows, let X̃ := (X, Y),
x̃ := (x, y), ξ̃ := (ξ, ζ), ũ := (u, v) and F∗(u, y) := Fy(u), and ex-
tend the definition of fu in Section 2.3 from S = D to S = D × E via
fũ(x̃) = exp {〈u, x〉+ 〈v, y〉}.

Theorem 2. Consider a regime switching affine semigroup P∗t and ũ ∈ Ũ =
U ×Cp. Then there exists a function Φ∗ : R+ × Ũ × E → C such that

P∗t fũ(x̃) = Φ∗(t, ũ, y) exp〈ψ(t, u), x〉,
for all x ∈ D, y ∈ E and t ≥ 0, where Φ∗ solves the PDE

∂tΦ∗(t, ũ, y) = F∗(ψ(t, u), y)Φ∗(t, ũ, y) + BΦ∗(t, ũ, y),
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Φ∗(0, ũ, y) = exp 〈v, y〉,
where v ∈ Cp and ψ is as in Definition 4.

Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix 2.A.

Remark 9 introduced the special case that B generates a Markov chain.
Theorem 2 simplifies if this is the case, as the following corollary to this
theorem shows. We adopt the notation that diag(a) or diag(a1, . . . , ap)
is the p × p diagonal matrix with p-vector a on its diagonal. In the re-
mainder of this chapter it often holds that y = ek for some k = 1, . . . , p.
In such cases, we simply write Fk instead of Fy, and similarly for other
semigroups and functions with superscript y.

Corollary 1. In the specific case that B is the generator of a Markov chain with
state space E = {e1, . . . , ep} and generator matrix Q, there exists a function
θ : R+ × Ũ → Cp such that

P∗t fũ(x̃) = 〈θ(t, ũ), y〉 exp 〈ψ(t, u), x〉,
for all x ∈ D, y = ek ∈ E and t ≥ 0, where θ is the unique solution to the
linear ODE

∂tθ(t, ũ) = diag(F1(ψ(t, u)), . . . , Fp(ψ(t, u)))θ(t, ũ) + Qθ(t, ũ).

Proof. Due to the nature of the state space, it is always possible to define
the vector valued function θ from Φ∗ such that 〈θ(t, ũ), y〉 = Φ∗(t, y, ũ).
Similarly, we can write F∗(t, y, u) = 〈(F1(u), . . . , Fp(u)), y〉. Then the
ODE for 〈θ(t, ũ), y〉 is known from Theorem 2 as

〈∂tθ(t, ũ), y〉 = ∂t〈θ(t, ũ), y〉
= 〈(F1(ψ(t, u)), . . . , Fp(ψ(t, u))), y〉〈θ(t, ũ), y〉+ B〈θ(t, ũ), y〉
= 〈diag(F1(ψ(t, u)), . . . , Fp(ψ(t, u)))θ(t, ũ), y〉+ 〈Qθ(t, ũ), y〉.

Since this holds for every standard basis vector y, the time derivative of
θ exists and the ODE follows.

Finally, we need to prove that the ODE has a unique solution. This is
true if F∗(ψ(t, u)) is continuous in t (Knobloch and Kappel, 2013, Satz
II.1.1 and Satz II.6.1). Observe that ψ(t, u) is continuous in t by virtue of
its generalized Riccati equation, and has domain U by the contraction
property of Feller semigroups. F(u) is continuous on Uk for all k ∈ N so
continuous on U , and hence the composition F∗(ψ(t, u)) is continuous
in t.
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The remainder of this chapter focuses on the setup in as in Corollary 1.
We will refer to this setup as a regime switching affine process driven by
a Markov chain. One might intuitively expect this case gives analytically
tractable results because X and Y can be viewed as jointly affine on a
state space D × E. However, it turns out this is not possible as Markov
chains are not affine processes to begin with.

The question arises whether the regime invariance restrictions of ψ (or
equivalently, R or αi, βi, γi and μi) in Theorem 2 can be relaxed. It
appears that this is not straightforward and perhaps not possible. We
conjecture that the restriction here is that ∂tP∗t fũ(x̃)|t=0+ = (G(ũ) +
〈H(ũ), x̃〉) fũ(x̃) for some functions G and H, as is the case for affine
processes (Duffie et al., 2003, Remark 2.8, where G(u) = F(u) and
H(u) = R(u)). It is easy to show that this equation holds for regime
switching affine processes driven by a Markov chain by taking deriva-
tives,

∂tP∗t fũ(x̃)|t=0+

= 〈∂+t θ(t, ũ)
∣∣
t=0 , y〉 exp〈u, x〉

+ 〈(exp v1, . . . , exp vp), y〉〈R(u), x〉 exp〈u, x〉
= 〈diag(exp−v1, . . . , exp−vp) ∂+t θ(t, ũ)

∣∣
t=0 , y〉 fũ(x̃)

+ 〈R(u), x〉 fũ(x̃),

and assigning G(ũ) = 0 and

H(ũ) = (R(u), diag(exp−v1, . . . , exp−vp)∂
+
t θ(t, ũ)|t=0).

In the second equality this derivation depends on

exp〈v, y〉 = 〈(exp v1, . . . , exp vp), y〉,
which is only possible because the elements of E can be written as y = ek
for some k, regardless of the form of the ODE for θ. This step also clearly
breaks down when R is regime-dependent.

2.6 enlarging the domain of the characteristic function

So far we have generally required that u ∈ U . In financial applications of
affine processes, option prices are usually expressed as functions of Pt fu,
where Pt is an affine semigroup and u ∈ Cd ⊃ U . For most applications,
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U is too small a set to work with, and this carries over to the applica-
tion of regime switching affine processes. Even for relatively standard
univariate diffusion processes, specific parameters lead to explosions in
the exponential moments, i.e. Py

t fu(x) does not exist. However, for any
u ∈ C, Φy and ψ will exist up to some time T. This time naturally de-
pends on u. This section extends the validity of Theorem 2 to u beyond
U , yet up to a time T ≤ ∞.

In the world of affine processes, Duffie et al. (2003) provide a toolset to
determine if a solution Φ(t, u), ψ(t, u) to the generalized Riccati equa-
tions up to some T > 0 for u ∈ Cd satisfies Definition 1. The steps
usually involve checking that F and Ri, i = 1, . . . , d are analytic on some
open domain, concluding from this that Φ and ψ must therefore also
be analytic, and finally using regularity properties of characteristic func-
tions to expand the domain on which the solutions of the generalized
Riccati equations describes the exponential moments of the affine pro-
cess. Our case is roughly equivalent so that we can extend the most im-
portant results for affine processes to regime switching affine processes.
We start with the analytic nature of the Riccati solutions. Lemma 1 can
be viewed as the regime switching affine generalization of Duffie et al.
(2003, Lemma 6.5 ii) for the setup in Corollary 1, i.e. driven by a Markov
chain. Its proof closely follows Duffie et al. (2003).

Lemma 1. Consider a regime switching affine semigroup P∗t that is driven by
a Markov chain. Suppose that all Fk and R are analytic on some open set U in
Cd. Let T ≤ ∞ be such that a local U-valued solution to the generalized Riccati
equations ψ exists on (0, T) for all u ∈ U. Then

(i) for all v ∈ Cp there also exists a solution θ to the ODE in Theorem 2 on
(0, T) that is unique given ψ, and

(ii) ψ and θ have unique analytic extensions on (0, T)×U and (0, T)×U×
Cp respectively.

Proof. Consider first the existence of θ. That ψ has a unique analytic ex-
tension on (0, T)×U follows directly from Dieudonné (1969, Theorem
10.8.2). The function ψ is U-valued, so since Fk is analytic on U, the
vector-valued composition (F1(ψ(t, u)), . . . , F1(ψ(t, u))) is analytic on
(0, T) for every u ∈ U, and therefore continuous. Using the linearity of
the ODE in Theorem 2, it follows from Knobloch and Kappel (2013, Satz
II.1.1 and Satz II.6.1) that this ODE has a unique solution χu on (0, T) for
every starting point in w ∈ Cp, not only the one that can be written as
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an exponent of v. Defining θ(t, ũ) = χu(t, w) for w ∈ (C\{0})p, where
wk = exp vk gives the existence of a unique solution θ given ψ.

To prove the final statement of the lemma, consider the composite sys-
tem

∂t

[
ψ(t, u)

θ(t, u, w)

]
= G(ψ(t, u), χ(t, u, w)), ψ(0, u) = u, χ(0, u, w) = w,

G(u, w) =

[
R(u)

(diag(F∗(u)) + Q)w

]
.

G is definitely analytic on the open domain U × Cp, and there exists a
local U ×Cp-valued solution on (0, T) for every (u, w) ∈ U ×Cp. Using
Dieudonné (1969, Theorem 10.8.2) again, ψ and χ have a unique analytic
extension on (0, t)×U× and (0, t)×U×Cp respectively. The results for
θ follows by changing the domain as above.

With the analytic nature of ψ and θ established, Theorem 3 below pro-
vides the necessary conditions to conclude that the ODE solutions de-
scribe the exponential moments of regime switching affine processes.
This theorem is the regime switching affine generalization of (Duffie
et al., 2003, Theorem 2.16 ii).

Theorem 3. Consider a regime switching affine semigroup P∗t driven by a
Markov chain. Let t ≥ 0 and let U be an open convex neighborhood of 0 in Cd.
Suppose that ψ(t, ·) and θ(t, ·) have analytical extensions on U and U × Cp

respectively, then

(i) the exponential moments P∗t fũ(x̃) are finite for all u ∈ U ∩Rd, v ∈ Rp,
x ∈ D and y ∈ E, and

(ii) P∗t fũ(x̃) = 〈θ(t, ũ), y〉 exp〈ψ(t, u), x〉 holds for all u ∈ U such that

(u) ∈ U ∩Rd, v ∈ Cp, x ∈ D and y ∈ E.

Proof. The proof by Duffie et al. (2003, Theorem 2.16 ii) is sufficient here
as it relies in no way on the the form of the characteristic function or
the state space, only on its analytic nature which is satisfied by assump-
tion. The only difference is that we do not require the process to be
conservative. This is allowed because the proof works for any bounded
measure (ν in Duffie et al. (2003, Appendix A)), so not only probability
measures. For a killed process we have that fu(∞) = 0 by assumption,
so for the purpose of computing exponential moments we might as well
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adjust that the measure value is zero on jumps to this point at infinity.
This means that whenever a process includes killing, the exponential
moments will deflate due to strict sub-additivity of the measure rather
than the definition fu(∞) = 0, with the exact same effect.

2.7 sde characterization

We have given a definition of regime switching affine processes driven
by a Markov chain in terms of the generator. For many applications,
SDEs are more intuitive. Also, practitioners more often think in terms of
SDEs than semigroups. This section gives an SDE formulation using the
existing link for affine processes. For completeness, we state the result
for affine processes without regime switching first.

For any Markov process consider the sequence τn = inf{t ≥ 0 : ‖Xt −
X0‖ > n} and define the explosion time τ∞ := limn→∞ τn. Recall the
definitions of a, b and m from the end of Section 2.3. The following
proposition is adapted from Keller-Ressel et al. (2011, Corollary 3.11).

Proposition 1. Let X be an affine process and suppose that the killing terms
vanish, i.e. c = 0 and γ = 0. Then under every Px, x ∈ D the process X is a D-
valued semimartingale on [0, τ∞) with canonical semimartingale representation

dXt = b(Xt)dt +
√

a(Xt)dWt

+
∫

Rd
h(ξ) (νX(ω; dt, dξ)−m(Xt−, dξ))

+
∫

Rd
(ξ − h(ξ))νX(ω; dt, dξ).

where
√· indicates the Cholesky decomposition, Wt is a d-dimensional Brown-

ian motion, νX is the random measure associated with the jumps of X, h is a
truncation function and a, b and m are as defined in Section 2.3.

The following proposition is the regime switching counterpart to Propo-
sition 1 for the Markov chain case. Recall that we can write Y = eK for
K on {0, . . . , p} in this particular case.

Proposition 2. Let X̃ = (X, Y) = (X, eK) be a regime switching affine process
and suppose that the killing terms vanish, i.e. ck = 0 for k = 1, . . . , p and
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γ = 0. Then under every P(x,y), x ∈ D, y ∈ E the process (X, Y) is a D-valued
semimartingale on [0, τ∞) with canonical semimartingale representation

dXt = bKt(Xt)dt +
√

aKt(Xt)dWt

+
∫

Rd
h(ξ)

(
νX(ω; dt, dξ)−mKt(Xt, dξ)

)
+
∫

Rd
(ξ − h(ξ))νX(ω; dt, dξ),

dYt =
p

∑
k=1

Yk,t ∑
� =k

(e� − ek)dNqk�
t ,

where ak, bk and mk are the regime specific parameters corresponding to Ak

and Nqk�
t are independent Poisson processes with intensity qk� that count the

transitions from ek to e� up to time t.

Proof. We prove the statement by letting (X, Y) follow the canonical rep-
resentation in the statement, and showing its semigroup has the correct
parameters.

Let u ∈ U such that ψ and θ exist for all t ≥ 0 by Theorem 2. Based
on this let T ≥ 0 and define MX

t := exp〈ψ(T − t, u), Xt〉 and MY
t :=

〈θ(T − t, ũ), Yt〉. Then let Mt := MX
t MY

t . With the ansatz that M is a
martingale, we find

P∗T fũ(x, y) = E(x,y)[exp{〈u, XT〉+ 〈v, YT〉}]
= E(x,y)[〈(exp v1, . . . , exp vp), YT〉 exp〈u, XT〉]
= E(x,y)[〈θ(0, ũ), YT〉 exp〈ψ(0, u), XT〉]
= E(x,y)[MT ]

= M0

= 〈θ(T, ũ), y〉 exp〈ψ(T, u), x〉.

This means that if M is a martingale, then the semigroup P∗t of (X, Y)
has the correct form. We now show that M is indeed a martingale.

By Itô’s Lemma and the definitions of Fk and R we have that

dMX
t = MX

t−
(
− 〈∂Tψ(T − t, u), Xt−〉+ 〈ψ(T − t, u), bKt−(Xt−)〉

+ 1
2 〈aKt−(Xs−)ψ(T − t, u), ψ(T − t, u)〉
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2.8 discounting 31

+
∫

Rd
(exp〈ψ(T − t, u), ξ〉 − 1− 〈ψ(T − t, u), h(ξ)〉)mKt−(Xt−, dξ)

)
dt

+ dM̃X
t

= MX
t−FKt−(ψ(T − t, u))dt + dM̃X

t ,

where M̃X stands for the local martingale part of MX. By Elliott and
Osakwe (2006, (7)) we can write dYt = Q�Yt−dt + dỸt, where Ỹ is
a p-dimensional martingale. So with the martingale M̃Y

t =
∫ t

0 〈θ(T −
s, ũ), dỸs〉 we get

dMY
t = (−〈∂Tθ(T − t, ũ), Yt−〉+ 〈θ(T − t, ũ), Q�Yt−〉)dt + dM̃Y

t

= (−〈(diag(F∗(ψ(T − t, u))) + Q)θ(T − t, ũ), Yt−〉
+ 〈θ(T − t, ũ), Q�Yt−〉)dt + dM̃Y

t

= −〈diag(F∗(ψ(T − t, u)))θ(T − t, ũ), Yt−〉dt + dM̃Y
t

= −MY
t FKt−(ψ(T − t, u))dt + dM̃Y

t ,

and by independence of the jump measures of Y and X,

dMt = MX
t−dMY

t− + MY
t−dMX

t−
= −MX

t−MY
t FKt−(ψ(T − t, u))dt−MX

t−dM̃Y
t

+ MY
t−MX

t−FKt−(ψ(T − t, u))dt + MY
t−dM̃X

t

= −MX
t−dM̃Y

t + MY
t−dM̃X

t .

Hence M is a local martingale. But MX and Y are uniformly bounded,
so M is a true martingale.

2.8 discounting

Derivatives pricing often requires some form of discounting, either with
an interest rate or a hazard rate of default, or both (Lando, 1998). This
section explains discounting, and that discounting for regime switch-
ing affine processes driven by a Markov chain boils down to the same
small modification of the generalized Riccati equations as discounting
for affine processes.

Consider an affine process X with semigroup Pt. Discounting means
that instead of Pt f (x) we are interested in

Qt f (x) := Ex

[
exp

{∫ t

0
L(Xs)ds

}
f (Xt)

]
,
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where L : D → R such that

L(x) := �+ λ1x1 + · · ·+ λdxd

is the discounting rate. This is usually a short rate or a hazard rate or a
combination. For Qt, Qt fu(x) still has the exponential affine form from
Definition 1. Naturally, unless � = λ1 = · · · = λd = 0, Φ and ψ are not
the same as for Pt. However, it is well-known that a small adaptation
of F and R solves this problem. Effectively F(u) becomes F(u) + � and
Ri(u) becomes Ri(u) + λi for all i = 1, . . . , d.

For a regime switching affine process (X, Y), the natural equivalent is to
see it as a conditionally affine process and use the exact same notation
to obtain

Q∗t f (x, y) := E(x,y)

[
exp

{∫ t

0
L(Xs, Ys)ds

}
f (Xt, Yt)

]
,

where L : D× E → R such that

L(x, y) := �+ λ1x1 + · · ·+ λdxd + λd+1y1 + · · ·+ λd+pyp.

The same modifications apply to Fk and R, giving Fk(u) + �+ λd+k and
Ri(u) + λi.

Alternatively, we can assume without loss of generality that � = 0 since
the constant � can be added to all λd+1, . . . , λd+p keeping L the same.
Then, using a slightly different notation, we can write

Q∗t f (x, y) = E(x,y)

[
exp

{∫ t

0
〈L∗(Xs), Ys〉ds

}
f (Xt, Yt)

]
, (2.4)

where L∗ : D× E → Rp such that

L∗k (x) := �k + λ1x1 + · · ·+ λdxd. (2.5)

The modifications to Fk and R are now Fk(u) + �k for k = 1, . . . , p and
Ri(u) + λi for i = 1, . . . , d.

2.9 applications

This section explains why the most important cases of regime switch-
ing processes from the literature are in fact regime switching affine pro-
cesses. First, we consider the regime switching short rate models in Lan-
den (2000) and Elliott and Siu (2009), and show how the price of a zero
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coupon bond is expressed in both models. Second, we derive the charac-
teristic function of regime switching univariate Lévy processes analyzed
by Elliott and Osakwe (2006). Third, we derive the characteristic function
of a regime-switching Heston model of the type in Elliott et al. (2007);
Elliott and Lian (2013); Elliott et al. (2016). In the final example, we ex-
plore a credit derivative with different interest rate and credit regimes.
For this application we do not base the model directly on the literature.
This section concludes with a few high-level notes on hedging in the
context of regime-switching affine processes.

2.9.1 Riskless bond

Landen (2000) and Elliott and Siu (2009) consider the Vasiček and Cox-
Ingersoll-Ross short rate models (with translated notation such that Xt
is the short rate and Kt is the regime index as before)

dXt = (bKt + βXt)dt +
√

aKt dWt,

and

dXt = (bKt + βXt)dt +
√

αXtdWt.

Using Proposition 2 it is easy to see how these are special cases of regime
switching affine processes. The authors find that the price of a zero
coupon bond at t with maturity T > t in these short rate models is

P(t, T, x, k) = E

[
exp

{
−
∫ T

t
Xsds

}∣∣∣∣Xt = x, Kt = k
]
= eA(t,T,k)−B(t,T)x.

In our notation in (2.4) this is

P(t, T, x, k) = E(x,ek)

[
exp

{∫ T−t

0
〈L∗(Xs), Ys〉ds

}]
= Q∗(T−t) f0(x, ek)

where L∗k (x) = lk + λ1x = −x is the discount rate as in (2.5), and f0 is
simply fũ with ũ = 0. Note that due to lk = 0 the discounting formula
is regime invariant, and the regime only influences the price indirectly
through the dynamics of the short rate rt. The authors use a system of
differential equations that is a specific case of the ODE in Theorem 2,
and use A(t, T, r, k) = ln θk(T − t, 0).
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2.9.2 European option price

In the next example, we look at option pricing in a Lévy setting. Elliott
and Osakwe (2006) choose a regime switching univariate Lévy process
with the Lévy kernel of the variance gamma process. Their arguments
for this specific process are empirical, but theoretically their derivation
checks out for any other univariate Lévy kernel. Translated to our setup,
they choose αi = 0, βi = 0, γi = 0, μi = 0, for i = 1 since there is
only one dimension, and ak = 0, bk free, ck = 0 and mk(dξ)dt are the
compensators of variance gamma processes, for k = 1, . . . , p.

With these parameters it follows that Ri(u) = 0 so ψ(t, u) = u. The
function Fk(u) is the regime specific log-characteristic function,

Fk(u) = ubk +
∫

R\{0}

(
euξ − 1− uh(ξ)

)
mk(dξ).

Using Theorem 2 we get the characteristic function

E
[

exp uXt
∣∣X0 = 0, K0 = k

]
= P∗t f(u,0)(0, ek) = θk(t, ũ),

where ũ = (u, 0), u ∈ iR and θ is p× 1 and the solution to

∂tθ(t, ũ) = (diag(F∗(u)) + Q)θ(t, ũ), θ(0, ũ) = 1,

where 1 is a vector of ones, and with straight forward closed-form solu-
tion

θ(t, ũ) = exp{(diag(F∗(u)) + Q)t}1.

This result is obtained in an entirely different fashion by Elliott and Os-
akwe (2006, Proposition 2). By Lemma 1 and Theorem 3 we may expand
u beyond iR to a convex open neighborhood of 0 in C, as long as F
is analytic on this neighborhood. Note how in our setup we can triv-
ially generalizes to any multivariate process Xt. Variants of this result
have been established in various contexts related to Markov additive
processes; see e.g. Asmussen (2003, Proposition XI.2.2).

2.9.3 Stochastic volatility

Next, we cast the regime-switching Heston model of Elliott et al. (2016)
in the regime switching affine process format. The interpretation of
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volatility in terms of regimes is not new, but has become more impor-
tant in the low volatility period of 2017 (Hamilton and Susmel, 1994).
Let ln St the log-stock price, Vt the (instantaneous) variance, and let Kt
be the regime index. The regime-switching Heston model has

d ln St = (r− 1
2 Vt)dt +

√
VtdW1

t ,

dVt = κ(θKt −Vt)dt + ν
√

Vt

(
ρdW1

t +
√

1− ρ2dW2
t

)
.

When Xt = (ln St, Vt) it is easy to see this in the light of Proposition 2,[
d ln St

dVt

]
=

([
r

κθKt

]
+

[
0 − 1

2

0 κ

] [
ln St

Vt

])
dt

+

√√√√[
0 0

0 0

]
ln St +

[
1 νρ

νρ ν2

]
Vt

[
dW1

t

dW2
t

]
.

From this formulation we can read all parameters required for Ri and
Fk,

ak =

[
0 0

0 0

]
, α1 =

[
0 0

0 0

]
, α2 =

[
1 νρ

νρ ν2

]
,

bk =

[
r

κθk

]
, β1 =

[
0

0

]
, β2 =

[
− 1

2

κ

]
.

The killing and jump parameters ck, γi, mk and μi are all zero and note
that ak is zero and thus regime invariant. From here on, it is straight-
forward to numerically solve the Riccati equations for ψ(t, u) and θ(t, ũ)
using (2.2) and Theorem 2, to get the characteristic function. With the
characteristic function we can price European options through standard
Fourier transformation as in Elliott et al. (2016), or we can price the vari-
ance swap in Elliott et al. (2007); Elliott and Lian (2013).

2.9.4 Defaultable bond

Lastly, we consider an example from credit risk, namely the price of a
defaultable zero coupon bond of a bank, with no recovery value. As
far as we know, this example does not correspond to a model found in
the literature. This simplified case can be extended to include recovery
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value, and can be used to price a credit default swap, possibly with
counterparty credit risk, using the principles in Duffie et al. (2000). We
consider a situation in which, in search of yield, banks tend to take on
more risky loans in a low interest rate environment. We model this by
constructing two regimes indexed by a process Kt, one stressed regime
with a relatively low mean reversion level for the interest rate rt with a
corresponding high mean reversion level for the bank’s default hazard
rate ht, and one vice versa. Both processes are correlated CIR processes
under the risk neutral measure,

drt = θr(μ
r
Kt
− rt)dt + σr

√
rtdW1

t

dht = θh(μ
h
Kt
− ht)dt + σh

√
ht

(
ρ2dW1

t +
√

1− ρ2dW2
t

)
,

where μr
1 < μr

2 and μh
1 > μh

2. It is well-known from Lando (1998, Proposi-
tion 3.1) that, given the Markov property of the processes involved, the
price of such a bond is given by

P(t, T, r, λ, k)

= 1{τ>t} E

[
exp

{
−
∫ T

t
(rs + hs)ds

}∣∣∣∣ rt = r, ht = h, Kt = k
]

,

where τ is the default time corresponding to the intensity process h
and T is the maturity. To translate this to our setup, write X = (r, h).
It is straightforward to derive the parameters of the regime switching
process for this case as it closely resembles the Heston model in the
previous example. Using (2.4) we get

P(t, T, r, h, k)

= 1{τ>t} E(x,ek)

[
exp

{∫ T−t

0
〈L∗(Xs), Ys〉ds

}]
= Q∗(T−t) f0(x, ek),

where L∗k (x) = lk + λ1x1 + λ2x2 = −r− h is the discount rate as in (2.5).
Note that due to lk = 0 we have regime invariance in the discounting,
i.e. 〈L∗(Xt), Yt〉 = −rt − ht. This pricing problem can be solved numeri-
cally using the ODE in Theorem 2.

2.9.5 Notes on hedging

In the Black-Scholes world (and several generalizations to other diffu-
sion processes), hedging a contingent claim is well-understood and stan-
dard. After switching to an equivalent martingale measure we can use
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a unique self-financing strategy to replicate the payoff of the contingent
claim almost surely. With jumps involved, market incompleteness gen-
erally (but not always) arises, i.e. the contingent claim cannot exactly be
replicated. It is beyond the scope of this chapter to go into detail, but
worthwhile to highlight the implications when using regime switching
processes for hedging purposes.

In this application, the set of generators Ay may cause hedging errors
due to incompleteness, for example because these are the generators of
processes that include certain jump components. These hedging errors
may be regime-specific, i.e. in some regimes it may be harder to hedge
than others. But the perturbation by the generator B may lead to an ad-
ditional source of hedging error that is caused by non-tradable regime
changes. This is clearest in the case when we try to hedge a European op-
tion in a regime switching Black-Scholes world, where only the volatility
is different in each regime. In the trivial case that the regime is observed
and constant (i.e. each state is absorbing), the contingent claim can be
replicated as in the Black-Scholes case. If the regime is observed and
can be traded, then the risk of jumping to another regime is priced, and
the claim can be replicated again with appropriate modifications to the
absorbing case. However if the regime cannot be traded, then in general
a hedging error emerges. In this specific Black-Scholes case, the hedg-
ing error can be fully attributed to the regime switching nature of the
process, since the generators Ay correspond to different Black-Scholes
diffusions. The hedging error can be minimized using mean-variance
hedging and locally risk minimizing trading strategies. Di Masi et al.
(1995) show explicitly how this can be done for the regime-switching
volatility case described above. It is conceivable that their approach can
be mimicked for our switching regime processes, but as said above this
is beyond the scope of the present chapter.

2.a proof of theorem 2

of Theorem 2. The proof consist of three parts. We first prove the form of
P∗t fũ(x̃) through the existence of θ. Second, given that θ exists, we find
the ODE it satisfies. Finally, we prove that this ODE always has a unique
solution.

To prove the existence of θ, consider A′ and B′ as in the proof of Theorem
1. Let P′t be the semigroup that corresponds to A′. This semigroup exists
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since A′ is the generator of a Feller semigroup. From the construction of
A′ it is immediate that P′t f (x, y) = Py

t f y(x). Intuitively this shows that
P′t is the semigroup of a regime switching affine process when every
regime is absorbing.

Define P(0)
t := P′t and recursively

P(n)
t :=

∫ t

0
P′t−sB′P(n−1)

s ds,

for all n = 1, 2, . . . and t ≥ 0. Then by Engel and Nagel (2006, Theorem
III.1.10), we have

P∗t =
∞

∑
n=1

P(n)
t . (A.6)

We will prove the theorem by showing that P(n)
t fũ(x̃) obeys a specific

factorization that gives P∗t fũ(x̃) the desired form as stated in the theo-
rem.

First, define the functions gn recursively through

g0(t, y, ũ) = Φy(t, u) exp 〈v, y〉,
gn(t, y, ũ) =

∫ t

0
Φy(t− s, ψ(s, u))B′gn−1(s, y, ũ)ds

We prove by induction that for n ≥ 0 it holds that

P(n)
t fũ(x̃) = exp 〈ψ(t, u), x〉gn(t, y, ũ). (A.7)

It holds for n = 0 because

P(0)
t fũ(x̃) = P′t fũ(x̃) = fv(y)Py

t fu(x) = exp 〈v, y〉Φy(t, u) exp 〈ψ(t, u), x〉.

Suppose (A.7) holds for n− 1. Then it must also hold for n since by (2.1)
in the fifth equality below,

P(n)
t fũ(x̃) =

∫ t

0
P′t−sB′P(n−1)

s fũ(x̃)ds

=
∫ t

0
P′t−sB′ exp 〈ψ(s, u), x〉gn−1(s, y, ũ)ds

=
∫ t

0
(P′t−s exp 〈ψ(s, u), x〉)B′gn−1(s, y, ũ)ds
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=
∫ t

0
Φy(t− s, ψ(s, u)) exp 〈ψ(t− s, ψ(s, u)), x〉B′gn−1(s, y, ũ)ds

=
∫ t

0
Φy(t− s, ψ(s, u)) exp 〈ψ(t, u), x〉B′gn−1(s, y, ũ)ds

= exp〈ψ(t, u), x〉
∫ t

0
Φy(t− s, ψ(s, u))B′gn−1(s, y, ũ)ds

= exp〈ψ(t, u), x〉gn(t, y, ũ).

At this point, it follows from (A.6) and (A.7) that

P∗t fũ(x̃) = Φ∗(t, ũ, y) exp〈ψ(t, u), x〉, (A.8)

for all x ∈ D, y ∈ E and t ≥ 0 and some function Φ∗. The finiteness
of Φ∗ follows from basic properties of the complex norm and fact that
Feller semigroups are contractive,

|Φ∗(t, ũ, y)| = |P∗t fũ(x̃)|
| exp〈ψ(t, u), x〉| ≤

| fũ(x̃)|
| exp〈ψ(t, u), x〉| < ∞.

We proceed with the derivation of the ODE of Φ. Taking the time-
derivative on the LHS of (A.8) gives

∂tP∗t fũ(x̃) = A∗(P∗t fũ(x̃))
= A∗Φ∗(t, ũ, y) exp〈ψ(t, u), x〉
= Φ∗(t, ũ, y)Ay exp〈ψ(t, u), x〉+ exp〈ψ(t, u), x〉BΦ∗(t, ũ, y)
= Φ∗(t, ũ, y)(∂tφ

y(t, u) + 〈∂tψ(t, u), x〉) exp〈ψ(t, u), x〉
+ exp〈ψ(t, u), x〉BΦ∗(t, ũ, y).

Similarly, taking the derivative on the RHS gives

∂tΦ∗(t, ũ, y) exp〈ψ(t, u), x〉
= exp〈ψ(t, u), x〉∂tΦ∗(t, ũ, y) + Φ∗(t, ũ, y)∂t exp〈ψ(t, u), x〉
= exp〈ψ(t, u), x〉∂tΦ∗(t, ũ, y) + Φ∗(t, ũ, y)〈∂tψ(t, u), x〉 exp〈ψ(t, u), x〉.

Equating both sides and multiplying by exp{−〈ψ(t, u), x〉} yields

∂tΦ∗(t, ũ, y) = −Φ∗(t, ũ, y)〈∂tψ(t, u), x〉
+ Φ∗(t, ũ, y)(∂tφ

y(t, u) + 〈∂tψ(t, u), x〉) + BΦ∗(t, ũ, y)
= Φ∗(t, ũ, y)∂tφ

y(t, u) + BΦ∗(t, ũ, y)
= Fy(ψ(t, u))Φ∗(t, ũ, y) + BΦ∗(t, ũ, y),

which is what we wanted to prove.
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3 C O N S I S T E N T C A L I B R AT I O N O F E C O N O M I C
S C E N A R I O G E N E R AT O R S : T H E C A S E F O R
C O N D I T I O N A L S I M U L AT I O N

abstract

Economic Scenario Generators (ESGs) simulate economic and financial
variables forward in time for risk management and asset allocation pur-
poses. It is often not feasible to calibrate the dynamics of all variables
within the ESG to historical data alone. Calibration to forward-looking
information such as future scenarios and return expectations is needed
for stress testing and portfolio optimization, but no generally accepted
methodology is available. This chapter introduces the Conditional Sce-
nario Generator, which is a framework for consistently calibrating sim-
ulations and projections of economic and financial variables both to
historical data and forward-looking information. The framework can
be viewed as a multi-period, multi-factor generalization of the Black-
Litterman model, and can embed a wide array of financial and macroe-
conomic models. Two practical examples demonstrate this in a frequen-
tist and Bayesian setting.

3.1 introduction

Economic Scenario Generators (ESGs) are models that simulate economic
and financial variables forward in time. They are primarily used to anal-
yse existing asset allocations and balance sheets of financial institutions
such as banks, insurers and asset managers against stressed scenarios.
Financial institutions are often required to do so by regulators. A sec-
ond application is in the construction of new allocations. ESGs can sim-
ulate the movements of financial markets that feed into the portfolio
optimization process.

41
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42 consistent calibration of economic scenario generators

ESGs typically consist of many sub-models that all have parameters to
be set. These parameters are usually calibrated to historical data. Histor-
ical data alone is insufficient for two applications. First, in stress testing
regulators prescribe partial calibrations in the form of forward-looking
information about the economy. These calibrations are far from histor-
ical averages by design, and the onus is on the user to consistently cali-
brate all other quantities. Second, when using an ESG for portfolio op-
timization, it needs to be calibrated against (often expert-based) views
known as Capital Market Assumptions (CMAs). These are views on
the mean returns of primary asset classes. If all other asset mean re-
turn calibrations are not consistent with these CMAs, then optimiza-
tion routines will return highly concentrated allocations. For example,
if two strongly correlated equities have diverging mean return calibra-
tions, then an extreme long-short position can theoretically (but rarely
in practice) achieve high returns with low volatility.

There is no generally accepted approach to consistently calibrate ESGs
to historical data and forward-looking information simultaneously. To
address this gap, this chapter introduces the Conditional Scenario Gen-
erator (CSG) as a framework for prediction, stress testing and asset al-
location. Similar to an ESG, the CSG allows for joint analysis of macroe-
conomic variables, financial factors and asset expected and realized re-
turns in a multi-period context, where forecasts are driven by dynam-
ics fitted on historical data. But the CSG embeds a structured approach to
calibration to forward-looking information such as stressed scenarios or
CMAs expressed as expert views.

For a practical example of the role of the CSG in an investment process,
consider the following case. Suppose an investor has to make a strate-
gic asset allocation decision across several portfolios and wants to know
their mean returns to this end. The investor has several medium-term
views on macroeconomic variables such as GDP growth and future pol-
icy rates, as well as CMAs in the form of long-term views on the mean
returns of major asset classes. The CSG can determine what the mean
returns are on each portfolio conditional on all views at each horizon.

Next, suppose the investor is worried about a stressed scenario in which
a demand-driven recession hits the economy. Such a scenario can be
expressed as a negative economic growth shock, in combinations with
low inflation. The CSG can be used to simulate price paths that are
consistent with a specific set of assumptions, e.g. -2% quarterly GDP
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3.1 introduction 43

growth and 0% consumer price index growth at a 2 year horizon. This
shows whether the chosen asset allocation is robust to such a scenario.

Asset allocation problems conditional on views of mean returns are of-
ten solved using the Black-Litterman (BL) model (Black and Litterman,
1992). However, this allows the investor only to express views on mean
returns of assets at one prespecified horizon, as (A) macroeconomic vari-
ables are not integrated into the model, the model is (B) underpinned
by a single-factor explanation of the market, and (C) single-period in na-
ture. In contrast, as a generalization of the BL model to a multi-period,
multi-factor and macro-informed framework, the CSG can synthesize
more diverse information into the mean return predictions, and derive
term structures of return expectations rather than point forecasts.

As mentioned above, stress testing an existing allocation or portfolio
is a form of scenario analysis that is at the core of modern regulation
such as ORSA, CCAR, DFAST, CECL in the US, and Solvency, Basel
and IFRS9 in Europe (Acharya et al., 2012; Cole and McCullough, 2014).
These tests require institutions to project losses given macroeconomic
scenarios that the regulator explicitly provides, or require institutions
to come up with their own scenarios tailored to their portfolios. Since
the CSG jointly models macroeconomic and financial variables, it is rel-
atively straightforward to calibrate to macroeconomic variables to see
portfolio losses, or (in the so-called reverse stress test), condition on port-
folio losses to see what macroeconomic environment explains them best
(Grundke, 2011; Breuer et al., 2012).

The mechanics of the CSG are based on analytical (Kalman) and simula-
tion smoothing in a dynamic linear model (DLM).1 The DLM setup in-
corporates both a macroeconomic model and a financial markets model,
that are tied together with a linear macro-financial link. Most popular
macroeconomic models, such as the vector auto-regressive (VAR) fam-
ily and (log-linearized) dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE)
models can be written in the form of a DLM when joint normality is
assumed. The financial markets model follows the classical setup of a
linear factor model to explain asset returns. In this way, the CSG encap-
sulates the BL model as a special case, with the same predicted mean
returns for specific settings that are explained in Appendix 3.B.

1 Also often referred to as a state-space model, although the terminology is somewhat
fuzzy.
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44 consistent calibration of economic scenario generators

Despite regulatory emphasis, the existing literature on generating cal-
ibrated scenarios is thin at best. Golub et al. (2018) point out that no
generally accepted framework exists, and that the research on best prac-
tises is limited (Clemen and Winkler, 1999).

Golub et al. (2018) propose a framework for calibrating asset returns to
financial scenarios. Their Market-Driven Scenario (MDS) approach fol-
lows the conditioning philosophy outlined by Kupiec (2002). The core
concept is to consider the joint distribution of factors that drive financial
outcomes, and look at the conditional distribution of outcomes given
an explicit value for a subset of these factors that capture the scenario.
This is a powerful and practical idea, but it is not directly applicable to
answer regulatory questions. First, it is unclear how to extend the reg-
ulatory scenarios that are described in mostly macroeconomic terms to
financial factors. Second, regulatory scenarios are multi-period and can-
not easily be flattened into a single-period equivalent. The CSG can be
viewed as a multi-period extension of the MDS approach to macroeco-
nomic quantities.

For portfolio construction, the BL model is a close cousin of the MDS
approach. But other extensions to the BL model exist that allow for cali-
bration of future financial outcomes against expert views. Meucci (2010)
notes that these views can also represent scenarios for stress testing pur-
poses. Most of these extensions focus on generalizing the distributional
assumptions underpinning the model, as well as the financial quantities
that the user can have views on. For example, through a modification of
existing simulations called entropy pooling, Meucci (2008) shows how
to obtain a sample from a posterior distribution given highly general
non-linear views that can be expressed on volatilities and correlations
as well as macroeconomic quantities. These views may also apply to
financial factors (Meucci, 2009). The extension that the entropy pool-
ing technique gives is clearly beneficial in terms of the flexibility of
the views that can be incorporated. While this is important, it is still
a single-period framework that cannot handle the multi-period nature
of macroeconomic scenarios. Related approaches that are not discussed
here share this shortcoming (Qian and Gorman, 2001; Pezier, 2007; Alm-
gren and Chriss, 2007; Palczewski and Palczewski, 2019). In contrast, the
CSG is multi-period in nature, but does not address the non-normality
and non-linearity of certain views. The CSG is thus more limited in the
breadth of views themselves that it can express, but less limited in their
timing.
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Outside the portfolio and risk management context, calibrating a model
to multi-period scenarios is more common. Macroeconomists are usually
interested in gauging the impact of a government policy or of a macroe-
conomic shock on the economy or financial variables of interest. To this
end they calibrate models to an impulse, or more generally to a set of
shocks, to obtain impulse response functions. A standard way to do this
is through analytical (Kalman) smoothing of a DLM. The smoother com-
putes the marginal distribution of variables at each horizon, conditional
on all past, present and future information, in a jointly normal setup
that works for a wide range of macroeconomic models (see Clarida and
Coyle, 1984; Waggoner and Zha, 1999; Bańbura et al., 2015, for technical
details). There are myriad examples of analyses that use this approach
(for example Jarocinski and Smets, 2008; Giannone et al., 2010; Lenza
et al., 2010; Bloor and Matheson, 2011; Giannone et al., 2012, 2014). The
CSG follows a similar smoothing approach, but models the behavior
of assets explicitly. Even when financial variables are included, such as
by Ha et al. (2020), there is no specific model of the financial markets
available to simulate financial outcomes that are directly relevant to as-
set managers. The CSG includes a model of financial markets that is
linked to the economy, such that assets can be priced consistently in this
framework.

To the best of my knowledge, there exists one other framework that
allows consistent calibration of multi-period, macro-consistent simula-
tions and that also contains the appropriate structure to model rele-
vant financial outcomes. Van der Schans and Steehouwer (2017) pro-
pose a time-dependent generalization of the Black-Litterman framework,
which includes a multi-factor model. In their definition of what a factor
is, they include macroeconomic variables. This model is different primar-
ily in three shortcomings that the CSG addresses. First, Van der Schans
and Steehouwer require a specific statistical factor model that merges
both macroeconomic and financial variables. The power of the CSG is
that it can build on existing macroeconomic and factor models from a
broad class. Second, there is no distinction between financial factors and
assets. These are mixed, which means that implicitly the exposures of as-
sets are determined through regression. Unlike in the CSG framework,
assets with time-varying exposures to underlying risk factors, such as
bonds, cannot be included in the analysis. Third, forecasts are not im-
pacted by views at later horizons, and hence their framework is not
fully forward-looking. For example a high-rates view at time 5 would
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46 consistent calibration of economic scenario generators

see business-as-usual forecast at time 4, with a sudden jump to time 5.
This is unrealistic as rates tend to hike, not jump, and is problematic in
particular for scenario analysis.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 outlines the structure of
the model, introduces the macroeconomic and financial market compo-
nents, and explains the link between these two. This section concludes
with the conditioning framework. Section 3.3 discusses how the differ-
ent components of the model can be estimated on historical data, and
how an externally estimated model can be brought into the analysis
under certain assumptions. Section 3.4 and 3.5 discuss fully estimated
examples of the framework; the first from a frequentist and the second
from a Bayesian perspective. I conclude in Section 3.6. The connection
with the Black-Litterman model, as well as the mathematics behind the
conditional forecasting algorithms are available in the Appendix.

3.2 notation of the general framework

This section derives the CSG as a general calibration framework for pre-
diction and scenario analysis in financial markets. The CSG consists of
roughly three components, or models, depicted in Figure 3.1. The first
component is a macroeconomic model that describes the economy. The sec-
ond component is a factor model, and the third component is an asset
model, linked by exposures of the assets to the factors. Jointly, the factor
and asset model are the financial markets model. A macro-financial linkage
between the macroeconomic model and the financial markets model de-
scribes how the two domains interact. This section describes each com-
ponent in detail. Jointly, these components lock down the dynamics of
all hidden and observable time-series.

The bottom block in Figure 3.1 depicts conditioning. Conditioning is how
we can calibrate the dynamics to views on any variable within the frame-
work to update the forecasts of these time-series with scenarios or CMAs.
The support for conditioning is what brings out the power of the frame-
work for scenario analysis and incorporating investor views, and is de-
scribed at the end of this section.

The structure of the framework can be seen as a generalization of the
BL model. It extends BL in three dimensions, i.e. (A) it is multi-period
in nature, (B) it is multi-factor rather than CAPM based, and (C) it is
macro-informed by incorporating a macroeconomic model. Appendix
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Macro model

xt+1 = c + Axt + εx
t

yt = d + Bxt + ε
y
t

Factor model

ft = μ
f
t + ε

f
t

μ
f
t = f̄ + Γ(xt − x̄)

Asset model

rt = αt + βt ft + εr
t

αt+1 = Φαt + εα
t

Views on xt, yt, εt, ft, μ
f
t , αt, or μt = αt + βtμ

f
t

Input views for any subset of variables affect the simula-
tions of all other variables, e.g.

• Scenarios are (usually extreme) views on outcomes
(low GDP growth, rate hikes, etc.)

• Capital market assumptions are views on expected
(factor) returns, i.e. μt or μ

f
t .

Link

Γ

Exposure

βt

Financial markets model

Figure 3.1. Graphical representation of the framework.

3.B shows how the BL model is a special case of the CSG for specific
factor and macroeconomic model choices, and a single time-period.

3.2.1 The macroeconomic model

The first component, the macroeconomic model, assumes the following
DLM format,

x̃t+1 = Ax̃t + Gε′t, x̃1 ∼ N (x̃1|0, P1|0), (3.1)

ỹt = Bx̃t + Hε′t, ε′t ∼ N (0, I), (3.2)

for t = 1, . . . , T with present time T. Equation (3.1) is called the state
equation and describe the auto-regressive dynamics of the latent macroe-
conomic states, that are not necessarily observable. The nx-vector xt con-
tains these latent macroeconomic states. For this and other variables the
tilde denotes that the variables are measured in excess of their steady
states x̄, such that x̃t = xt − x̄. Equation (3.2) is the measurement equa-
tion and shows how the latent macroeconomic states are observable
through the ny-vector yt of observable time-series. The error vectors
ε′t are i.i.d. standard multivariate Gaussian across time and describes
both the measurement errors and structural shocks to the states. I label
εx

t = Gε′t and ε
y
t = Hε′t as the structural shocks and measurement errors
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48 consistent calibration of economic scenario generators

respectively.2 Using the assumption that x̃0 is unconditionally Gaussian,
the joint distribution of all variables xt and yt are Gaussian. This facili-
tates the notation for the conditional mean and covariance matrices

xt|y1, . . . , ys ∼ N (xt|s, Pt|s), (3.3)

xt|s = E[xt|y1, . . . , ys], Pt|s = vcov(xt|y1, . . . , ys),

and similarly for the states in excess of their steady states, x̃t.3

This DLM format (3.1-3.2) may seem restrictive, but is in fact very gen-
eral and includes a wide range of macroeconomic models that com-
monly are driven by Gaussian errors. Vector auto-regressions (VARs) of
any order and with intercepts, structural VARs (SVARs) in reduced form,
factor augmented VARs (FAVARs), and dynamic stochastic general equi-
librium (DSGE) models in log-linearized format all qualify. Sections 3.4
and 3.5 give examples for a FAVAR and a DSGE model.

3.2.2 The financial markets model

Following standard linear factor model literature, I assume mean asset
returns can be explained by a linear combination of underlying risk
drivers plus an additional return, i.e.

rt = αt + βt ft + εr
t, εr

t ∼ N (0, Σr
t), (3.4)

for the present and all future times t = T, . . . , T + H, up to forecast-
ing horizon H. Here, rt is a vector of asset returns and ft is a vector of

2 For some applications, special care should be given to the construction of G and H.
There are infinite possible choices of G and H that lead to the same macroeconomic dy-
namics, but different impulse response functions on applying macroeconomic shocks.
For standard VAR models (H = O, B = I), this is very easy to see. We only have
data on vcov(εx

t ) = GG�, which has nε′ (nε′ + 1)/2 elements, whereas n2
ε′ elements of

G need to be identified. This is a hard but well-studied identification problem. Ad-
ditional constraints can either be added recursively using Cholesky decomposition
(Sims, 1980; Christiano et al., 1999), via long-run assumption (Blanchard and Quah,
1989; Fisher, 2006), or via sign restrictions (Uhlig, 2005; Arias et al., 2014). While com-
puting impulse response functions is not the purpose of this chapter, impulse response
functions can be seen as a special case of conditional forecasting. Section 3.2.4 details
when and how this identification problem appears.

3 The corner case x̃1|0, P1|0 represents the distribution of x̃1 without conditioning on any
measurements, and can be seen as a prior from a Bayesian perspective. In most practial
applications, it is intuitive that x1 start in its unconditional distribution, so x̃1|0 = 0 and
P1|0 solves the discrete Lyapunov equation AP1|0 A� − P1|0 + GG� = O.
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factor returns. The excess returns αt and factor exposures βt are time-
varying.4 Equity factor exposures are typically estimated using regres-
sion, whereas for fixed-income assets the exposures are derived analyti-
cally at each future time through a rates model.5 The error εr

t represents
idiosyncratic risk and is assumed to be independent across time and
independent of all other sources of risk. Different assets may have cor-
related idiosyncratic risk in the sense that Σr

t has non-zero off-diagonal
elements.

The functional form of factor returns is slightly more general than is
common in the literature, with means that can be time-varying,

ft = μ
f
t + ε

f
t , ε

f
t ∼ N (0, Σ f ), (3.5)

for all t = 1, . . . , T + H. Classical factor models are the Fama-French
three-factor model (Fama and French, 1992b, 1993) for equity and the
Nelson-Siegel model of the yield curve (Nelson and Siegel, 1987) for
fixed-income products.

The errors ε
f
t are independent across time, but may be correlated with

the errors εx
t and ε

y
t in the macroeconomic model.6 Without loss of gen-

erality, we may assume that ε
f
t = F′ε′t + F′′ε′′t , where ε′t and ε′′t ∼ N (0, I)

are independent sources of risk, and F =
[

F′ F′′
]

is such that FF� =

Σ f .7

In practical applications such as Markowitz portfolio optimization the
interest is often in the distribution of returns conditional on the mean
and covariance matrix. It follows from (3.4) and (3.5) that

μt = E[rt|αt, μ
f
t ] = αt + βtμ

f
t , (3.6)

Σt = vcov[rt|αt, μ
f
t ] = βtΣ f β�t + Σr

t . (3.7)

The vector αt that describes the additional return in excess of the factor
model is common in the literature, but less is known about its behavior.

4 Factor exposures are also called factor loadings, or simply ‘beta’.
5 In practical settings it is more common to directly specify equity exposures, and derive

the equity factor returns through linear regression (Sheikh, 1996). The CSG is agnostic
to this modeling choice as it assumes that exposures and factor returns are exogenous.

6 Note that only the idiosyncratic risk εr
t is uncorrelated with the other sources of risk

identified thus far.
7 Under certain assumptions, this structure of F allows for separate estimation of the

macroeconomic model and the factor model. Section 3.3 discusses this in more detail.
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50 consistent calibration of economic scenario generators

I allow the possibility of non-zero alpha by assuming a mean-reverting
stochastic process of the form

αt+1 = Φαt + εα
t , αT ∼ N (0, τΣr

T), (3.8)

εα
t ∼ N

(
0, τΣr

t − τΦΣr
t Φ�

)
,

for t = T, . . . , T + H, with Φ diagonal or simply a constant. The errors εα
t

are distributed independently across time and independent of all other
variables in the framework. The covariance of εα

t is such that in case
of homogeneity, i.e. Σr = Σr

t , we obtain the unconditional distribution
αt ∼ N (0, τΣr). Therefore τ controls the tightness of the αt process
around zero (to be discussed in more detail below). For convenience,
also introduce ε′′′t ∼ N (0, I) such that Stε

′′′
t ∼ εα

t , where St solves StS�t =
τΣr

t − τΦΣr
t Φ�.

The AR(1) dynamics of each marginal alpha are consistent with Ma-
maysky et al. (2008), who define alpha as the result of mean reverting
trading signals. If an asset with constant positive alpha were to exist in
excess of a sensible factor model, then given enough history investors
would find it and invest in it. This would then increase the value of
the asset and thereby diffuse its alpha. Busse et al. (2010) find empirical
evidence for the existence of alpha at shorter horizons for institutional
investors. The speed of mean reversion and potential impact of alpha are
encoded in Φ and τ.8 The definition of τ in terms of the unconditional
covariance matrix τΣr may seem odd. I choose this structure because it
uncovers a deep link with the parameter τ in the BL model and allows
for a similar interpretation, as shown in Appendix 3.B. Intuitively, τ rep-
resents the tightness of the prior distribution of alpha around zero in
the same way that τ defines the tightness of mean returns around the
equilibrium in the BL model.

8 To ensure mean-reversion Φ should have values on the interval (−1, 1). The structure
of the model allows stronger assumptions to be expressed, such as that a constant
alpha vector α = αt exists. This alpha is unknown with prior α ∼ N (0, τΣr

T), and
can be specified by the limit Φ → I (such that εα

t = 0) and τ > 0. The constant alpha
assumption has historically been the center of a large research agenda (see for example
Ferson and Schadt, 1996; Barras et al., 2010; Fama and French, 2010). Even stronger, the
efficient market hypothesis states that αt = 0 for any sensible choice of factor model.
Choosing τ = 0 (Φ can be anything since αT = 0 and εα

t = 0 as consequence) generates
the dogmatic prior that there is no excess alpha.
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The tuple ψ collects the parameters that describe the future markets
(which can be defined independently of the views),

ψ = 〈βt, Σt, τ, Φ〉T+H
t=T . (3.9)

3.2.3 The macro-financial linkage

As pointed out above, correlation between εx
t , ε

y
t and ε

f
t may exist, through

which financial shocks can impact the economy and vice versa. This link
is contemporaneous and therefore fast-moving and may not be useful
for tactical asset allocations.

The second way that a link between asset returns and macroeconomic
variables can exist is through the mean of factor returns, μ

f
t , using

μ
f
t = f̄ + Γx̃t. (3.10)

This relationship reads that the mean factor returns in excess of its steady
state is linearly related to the latent macroeconomic states in excess of
their respective steady states. Since the macroeconomic variables in xt

are typically slow-moving, μ
f
t is also slow-moving. The matrix of load-

ings Γ can describe typical stylized facts, e.g. if GDP growth is higher
than usual, then the return on the market factor also tends to be higher
than usual.9

There is ample theoretical and empirical literature on the existence of
the link in (3.10). Cochrane (2011) outlines the basis of the theoretical
argument. In a standard consumption-based model with power utility
and log-normal consumption growth, the equity risk premium is a linear
function of consumption growth and risk aversion.10

9 This implies a potentially time-varying market price of risk for each factor. A non-zero
loadings matrix Γ is equivalent to saying that market risk premia are changing with
the business cycle. As we are free to add lagged (or leading) versions of variables
to the macroeconomic model, there may be an offset in the timing, in the sense that
macroeconomic variables forecast risk premiums or the other way around. The fact
that leading variables are not available for the latest time periods is not a problem, as
the DLM framework handles missing values. If yt contains missing data at some time
t, the corresponding rows in yt, B and H can be removed. The resulting DLM is no
longer time-homogeneous as B and H now vary through time, but all algorithms used
in this chapter accommodate this by default.

10 Many richer structures can be identified by generalizing the framework. Cochrane
(2011) lists distinguishing durable and non-durable, traded or non-traded goods, as
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52 consistent calibration of economic scenario generators

Empirically, the macro-financial link has been studied for a wide array
of factors. For the equity risk premium, the earliest proof came from
dividend-price ratios and dividend yields. For example, Campbell and
Shiller (1988a,b) show in two well-known papers that aggregate divi-
dend yields forecast the mean of stock returns. Other variables that have
been shown to have forecasting power are interest rate, spread and infla-
tion related variables (Campbell, 1987; Fama and French, 1989; Campbell
and Vuolteenaho, 2004; Ang and Bekaert, 2006).

We do not strictly require a forecasting relationship between macroeco-
nomic and financial variables. A contemporaneous effect, or even lagged
relationship is sufficient for a non-zero Γ. Therefore, the relationship in
(3.10) is far more robust to the critiques outlined by Welch and Goyal
(2007) that many existing equity return forecasting measures do not
beat historical means out-of-sample. Also, for other asset classes the ex-
planatory power of macroeconomic variables is far less controversial. For
example, Ang and Piazzesi (2003) find that up to 85% of bond yields
(i.e. key rates) are explained by macroeconomic variables. Chen et al.
(1986) give an overviews of the kind of macroeconomic variables that
may be considered for the right-hand side of (3.10).

3.2.4 Conditional forecasts

The CSG framework describes the dynamics of xt, yt and ft from time
t = 1 up to T. However, for the purpose of forecasting the interest is in
the joint distribution of xt, yt, ft and rt from t = T up to a forecasting
horizon t = T + H. Moreover, this distribution should be conditional
on (i.e. consistently calibrated to) the future values of some of these
variables, expressed as views vt. To make this possible I assume that the
macroeconomic model and macro-financial link remain valid up to time
T + H, even if the observations end at T. In general all views can be
combined in a single matrix equation of the following form,

ṽt = Ptαt + Qtx̃t + Rtεt + ξt, ξt ∼ N (0, Ωt), (3.11)

for t = T, . . . , T + H, where εt = (ε′t, ε′′t , ε′′′t ) are the macroeconomic,
factor, and alpha-related independent sources of risk. ξt is an additional

well as habit persistence, long-run risks and rare disasters. See Claessens and Kose
(2018) and the references therein for a recent overview. For a more complete account,
see Campbell (2003).
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3.2 notation of the general framework 53

source of risk that describes the uncertainty of the views. Views may be
exact in the sense that they have no uncertainty, by choosing Ωt as zero.
This chapter distinguishes several different types of conditioning that
can be written in this format.

views on macroeconomic states are values to condition the fu-
ture value of macroeconomic latent state variables on. These views
are expressed through the matrix equation

vx
t = Qx

t xt + ξx
t , ξx

t ∼ N (0, Ωx
t ),

ṽx
t = vx

t −Qx
t x̄ = Qx

t x̃t + ξx
t (3.12)

where vx
t stores the views and Qx

t maps the views to the variables.
For example, suppose the aim is to condition on GDP growth being
−2% at t = T + 5 with 1% standard deviation, and GDP growth
is stored in the second entry in xt, then vT+5 = −0.02, QT+5 =[
0 1 0 · · · 0

]
and Ωx

T+5 = 0.012. Adding additional views to
the same time t expands the rows of vx

t and Qx
t and the rows and

columns of Ωx
t .

views on macroeconomic observations are values to condition
the future value of macroeconomic observable time-series on,

vy
t = Qy

t yt + ξ
y
t = Qy

t (ȳ + Bx̃t + ε
y
t ) + ξ

y
t , ξ

y
t ∼ N (0, Ωy

t ),

ṽy
t = vy

t −Qy
t ȳ = Qy

t Bx̃t + Qy
t Hε′t + ξ

y
t . (3.13)

The interpretation of the components is the same as above. Views
on yt are important because the latent processes xt are not always
meaningful to condition on. For example, in the case of a FAVAR
macroeconomic model the values in xt are estimated via princi-
pal component analysis, whereas the observable variables yt are
interpretable.

views on macroeconomic shocks are values to condition the shocks
to the macroeconomic system on,

vε
t = Rε

tε
′
t + ξε

t , ξε
t ∼ N (0, Ωε

t),

ṽε
t = vε

t = Rε
tε
′
t + ξε

t . (3.14)

In macroeconomic theory these views are important because they
can be used to create impulse response functions. These are the re-
sponses of a system that is in steady state to a single-period view
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54 consistent calibration of economic scenario generators

on exactly one element of ε′t. Since the interpretation of the ele-
ments of ε′t depends on G and H, an identification problem arises
for this specific type of views. Section 3.2.1 gives some references
for dealing with this issue.

views on mean factor returns are values to condition the future
mean factor returns on,

v
μ f
t = P

μ f
t μ

f
t + ξ

μ f
t = P

μ f
t ( f̄ + Γx̃t) + ξ

μ f
t , ξ

μ f
t ∼ N (0, Ω

μ f
t ),

ṽ
μ f
t = v

μ f
t − P

μ f
t f̄ = P

μ f
t Γx̃t + ξ

μ f
t . (3.15)

The interpretation is similar. Views on mean factor returns make
sense from an investment perspective, for example when modeling
a financial crisis or when simply adjusting the model forecasts
with investor views such as CMAs.

views on factor returns are values to condition the future factor
returns on,

v f
t = P f

t ft + ξ
f
t = P f

t ( f̄ + Γx̃t + ε
f
t ) + ξ

f
t , ξ

f
t∼ N (0, Ω f

t ),

ṽ f
t = v f

t − P f
t f̄ = P f

t Γx̃t + P f
t F′ε′t + P f

t F′′ε′′t + ξ
f
t . (3.16)

When we want to condition on actual factor returns instead of
mean factor returns, we can modify the structure slightly to add
the error in the factor equation (3.5).

views on mean asset returns are values to condition the future
mean asset returns on,

vμ
t = Pμ

t μt + ξ
μ
t = P f

t (αt + βt( f̄ + Γx̃t)) + ξ
μ
t , ξ

μ
t ∼ N (0, Ωμ

t ),

ṽμ
t = vμ

t − Pμ
t βt f̄ = Pμ

t αt + Pμ
t βtΓx̃t + ξ

μ
t . (3.17)

Views on asset mean returns are useful when the interest is in
returns on specific assets, and when at the same time analyst fore-
casts are available for these specific stocks. These forecasts can be
assimilated by the model in the form of views.

Conditional on the views vt at future times t = T, . . . , T + H it is possi-
ble to generate the future means, covariances and paths of the macroeco-
nomic variables xt, the measurements yt, and all factor and asset returns
and mean returns. Mathematically, what we want to forecast or simulate
is

xt, αt, εt|y1, . . . , yT, f1, . . . , fT, vT, . . . vT+H , t = T, . . . , T + H. (3.18)
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All other variables of interest are linear combinations of these variables.
Appendix 3.A describes the approach to generate these forecasts in more
detail. This approach allows us to forecast and simulate linearly in the
number of time-steps, and cubically in the number of variables. Note
that this is the same computational complexity as a standard Monte-
Carlo simulation without conditioning, if there is a time-inhomogeneous
correlation structure in the variables that requires factorization.11

The tuple φ collects the parameters required to describe the mapping of
views and their uncertainty,

φ = 〈Pt, Qt, Rt, Ωt〉T+H
t=T . (3.19)

Not all future times may have views, in which case the corresponding
matrices have zero rows, and also zero columns for Ωt.12

3.3 estimation procedures

By aggregating (3.1-3.2), (3.5), and (3.10) into a single DLM, we can ob-
tain

x̃t+1 = Ax̃ +
[

G O
] [ε′t

ε′′t

]
, x̃1 ∼ N (x̃1|0, P1|0), (3.20)

[
ỹt

f̃t

]
=

[
B
Γ

]
x̃t +

[
H O
F′ F′′

] [
ε′t
ε′′t

]
,

[
ε′t
ε′′t

]
∼ N (0, I), (3.21)

where F =
[

F′ F′′
]

is such that FF� = Σ f and can be obtained from

a Cholesky decomposition of the joint covariance matrix of (ε′t, ε
f
t ). The

asset returns described in (3.4) and alphas in (3.8) are not added because
the errors therein, εr

t and εα
t , are independent of εx

t , ε
y
t and ε

f
t . Note how

the only structural change to the DLM in (3.1-3.2) is the additional mea-
surements of the macroeconomic states, and additional sources of risk
in the measurement errors.

11 To simulate from jointly normal random variables at every time step, a Cholesky or
LDL decomposition is required that runs in cubic time.

12 All matrix multiplications with such matrices are zero matrices with the number of
rows and columns equal to the number of rows in the LHS matrix and columns in the
RHS matrix, even if one of these dimensions is zero.
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56 consistent calibration of economic scenario generators

Conceptually, there are two ways to estimate this model, regardless of
whether we pick a frequentist or Bayesian perspective. The first ap-
proach is a full re-estimation of the macroeconomic model with the
new measurements, based on the idea that the high-level structure of
the macroeconomic model remains the same. Only new measurement
equations have been added. For some models such as the VAR class this
may be straightforward, for DSGE models this is harder. The second ap-
proach is to re-use the original estimation of the macroeconomic model,
and estimate the macro-financial link separately. This requires an addi-
tional assumption, namely that factor returns contain no information on
the parameters and variables of the macroeconomic model, given the
historical observations. The next sections explain these two approaches
in more detail.

3.3.1 Estimating macro and financial models jointly

As pointed out, full re-estimation based on additional observations is
simple for VAR-type models. For example, in a standard VAR we have
that H = O and B = I. The fact that xt are observable in this setting
allows us to estimate B and Γ using seemingly unrelated regressions
(SUR). There are only a few more equations to run. The matrices G
and F can subsequently be obtained by Cholesky decomposition on the
sample covariance of the residuals.

For VAR models with latent states, such as the FAVAR approach, we can
simply assume that the factors are additional observations. Any FAVAR
is constructed from a large number of time-series, so the methodology
allows for additional series without modification (Bernanke et al., 2005).

DSGE models are trickier. These models are typically estimated using
MCMC methods. The size of Γ and F can cause the number of parame-
ters to grow rapidly with the number of factors, rendering MCMC less
feasible. Boivin and Giannoni (2006) propose a solution, by inserting
a Gibbs sampling step inside the MCMC. The algorithm below is a
straightforward modification using the present notation.13

13 In the specific case that we already start out with a formulation as in Boivin and
Giannoni (2006), i.e. B and H are dense, no modifications are required and we can
view the factors as additional measurements as in the FAVAR approach.
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Using a solver such as the algorithm by Anderson and Moore (1985),
given a set of parameters π that calibrates the macroeconomic model,
we can write the DLM in (3.20-3.21) as follows.

x̃t+1 = A(π)x̃t +
[

G(π) O
] [ε′t

ε′′t

]
, x̃1 ∼ N (x̃1|0, P1|0), (3.22)

[
ỹt

f̃t

]
=

[
B(π)

Γ

]
x̃t +

[
H(π) O

F′ F′′

] [
ε′t
ε′′t

]
,

[
ε′t
ε′′t

]
∼ N (0, I), (3.23)

where the steady states ȳ and x̄ can also be functions of π, but f̄ is
not. With some initial parameter draw π(0), Γ(0), F(0) and f̄ (0), iterate
through the following steps.

1. Draw the latent time-series given the parameters and data,

p
(

x(i)1:T,
∣∣π(i−1), Γ(i−1), F(i−1), f̄ (i−1), y1:T, f1:T

)
.

This is done using a standard simulation smoother, such as de-
scribed by Durbin and Koopman (2002, Appendix A).

2. Draw the linear parameters given the parameters π, the latent time-
series and the data,

p
(
Γ(i), F(i), f̄ (i)

∣∣π(i−1), x(i)1:T, y1:T, f1:T
)
.

For example, with a normal-inverse-Wishart conjugate prior stan-
dard procedures can be used to sample this distribution.

3. Draw the parameters π given the linear parameters, the latent time-
series and the data,

p
(
π(i)∣∣Γ(i), F(i), f̄ (i), x(i)1:T, y1:T, f1:T

)
.

Due to the non-linearity, we require an accept-reject step here. This
is done based on the likelihood, which can be computed from the
DLM using standard techniques.

3.3.2 Estimation of macroeconomic model first

I now consider estimation of the framework when factor returns con-
tain no information for the estimation of the macroeconomic model. In
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58 consistent calibration of economic scenario generators

a Bayesian setting, this can be expressed as the following conditional
independence,

p(θm, x1:T, ε′1:T |y1:T, f1:T) = p(θm, x1:T, ε′1:T |y1:T).

where the tuple θ collects all parameters to be estimated, i.e.

θ = 〈A, B, Γ, G, H, F, x̄, ȳ, f̄ 〉 = 〈θm, θ f 〉, (3.24)

θm = 〈A, B, G, H, x̄, ȳ〉, θ f = 〈Γ, F, f̄ 〉,
with θm the parameters specific to the macroeconomic model, and θ f
the macro-financial link. With this assumption in place, we can split the
estimation using Bayes rule,

p(θ, x1:T, ε′1:T, ε′′1:T |y1:T, f1:T)

= p(θ f , ε′′1:T |x1:T, ε′1:T, y1:T, f1:T)p(θm, x1:T, ε′1:T |y1:T, f1:T)

= p(θ f , ε′′1:T |x1:T, ε′1:T, y1:T, f1:T)p(θm, x1:T, ε′1:T |y1:T).

For a Bayesian estimation of the DLM in (3.22-3.23) that uses this as-
sumption, I propose the following two-step estimation procedure.

1. Using whatever method is available to the macroeconomic model,
we draw from the posterior distribution of p(θm, x1:T, ε′1:T |y1:T). In
case we only have a sample from the posterior parameters p(π|y1:T)
available, then we can use the mapping from π to θm that is im-
plicit in (3.22-3.23), as well as a standard simulation smoother to
generate this sample.

2. We draw from the distribution p(θ f |x̃1:T, f1:T, ε′1:T). This second
step is a Bayesian multivariate linear regression with explanatory
variables x̃t and ε′t as well as an intercept. I.e.

ft = f̄ + Γx̃t + F′ε′t + F′′ε′′t .

For notational convenience, I write the regression in this second
step as

Y = XB + E ,

with Y = f̃�1:T, X =
[
1 x̃�1:T ε′�1:T

]
, B =

[
f̄ Γ F′

]
and E =

(F′′ε′′1:T)
�. Also denote ΣE = F′′F′′�, which is the covariance ma-

trix of the rows of E .
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Notice how the estimation of the macro and factor part are separated.
We do not need to adjust the estimation procedure of the macroeco-
nomic model for the fact that have added a factor block.

For the sake of completeness and because Section 3.5 implements this
specific setup, I will given an example with a flat normal-inverse-Wishart
conjugate prior for the parameters B and ΣE . This means that the covari-
ance matrix of ΣE is inverse-Wishart distributed, and conditional on this
covariance matrix the coefficients B follow the matrix-normal distribu-
tion. That is,

(ΣE |Y ,X ) ∼ W−1(V̂0, ν̂0)

(B|Y ,X , ΣE ) ∼MN (B̂0, Λ̂−1
0 , ΣE ),

where V̂0, ν̂0, B̂0 and Λ̂0 are parameters controlling the prior.

The updating formulas follow from the standard formulas for Bayesian
multivariate linear regression. The posterior parameters are

Λ̂ = Λ̂0 +X�X ,

B̂ = Λ̂−1(X�Y + Λ̂0B̂0),

ν̂ = ν̂0 + T,

V̂ = V̂0 + (Y −X B̂)�(Y −X B̂) + (B̂− B̂0)
�Λ̂0(B̂− B̂0).

For a flat prior, we have V̂0 = O, ν̂0 = n f − nx − nε′ , B̂0 = O and Λ̂0 = O,
such that the estimation reduces to OLS, which we can sample from
using the normal-inverse-Wishart distribution.

3.4 example a : favar with fama-french and nelson-siegel
factors

This and the next section give two example applications of the CSG.
For the first example I choose an empirical macroeconomic model. The
FAVAR model of Bernanke et al. (2005) identifies a number of latent
factors that drive a larger number of macroeconomic time-series. The
model can be estimated using principal-component analysis (PCA).14

The factors come from the Fama and French (1992b, 1993) three fac-
tor (FF3) model constructed from US stock returns data, and I use the

14 The authors also implement a Gibbs sampler, but as these methods give very similar
results, the simpler approach is taken here.
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Nelson-Siegel (1987) model to explain the US treasury yield curve with
a level, a slope and a curvature factor. This brings the total to six factors.

3.4.1 Methodology

This subsection discusses the methodology behind the macroeconomic
model, the financial markets model, and the macro-financial link. I use
the estimation approach explained in Section 3.3.2, i.e. to estimate the
macroeconomic model first, under the assumption that the factor returns
provide no additional information. The conditional forecasts are formu-
lated as outlined in Section 3.2.4. I use Appendix 3.A to produce the
analytical conditional distributions.

3.4.1.1 Macroeconomic model

The details of estimating the FAVAR model are quite involved, and I
refer to the original paper for the exact PCA-based method. The es-
timated model can be written in the form of (3.1-3.2). Here xt holds
the federal funds rate, five latent drivers of the economy and six lags
of each of these six variables.15 The measurement variables yt are 120
macroeconomic time-series, including the federal funds rate (details in
Section 3.4.2). The estimation procedure gives an estimate of the tuple
θm, namely A, B, G, H, x̄ and ȳ.

3.4.1.2 Financial markets model

I use the canonical three Fama-French factors, and include the Nelson-
Siegel factors to describe the yield curve. A brief explanation of this
model follows.

In the Nelson-Siegel framework, the yield curve is explained by three
factors: level f L

t , slope f S
t and curvature f C

t , jointly denoted f LSC
t =

( f L
t , f S

t , f C
t ). Let P(t, T) be the price of a zero-coupon bond with maturity

T at time t. Then the T-yield at time t, R(t, T), is defined through

P(t, T) = exp {−R(t, T)(T − t)},

15 In the paper, the latent variables form a VAR(7), but we only need additional states for
lags beyond the first, hence the inclusion of six lags.
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R(t, T) =
1

T − t
ln P(t, T)

= BL(T − t, λ) f L
t + BS(T − t, λ) f S

t + BC(T − t, λ) f C
t ,

where

BL(τ, λ) = 1,

BS(τ, λ) =
1− exp {−λτ}

λτ
,

BC(τ, λ) =
1− exp {−λτ}

λτ
− exp {−λτ}.

Clearly, the log-price of the bond is linear in the factors. Since the marginal
distributions through time of the factors are normal, the marginal distri-
butions of the bond price are log-normal with an analytical confidence
interval.16

For known λ, the factors can be estimated using linear regression at each
time t. For a set of rates with maturities τj, j = 1, . . . , k that is available
at each time t, we can run the cross-sectional regressions⎡

⎢⎢⎣
R(t, t + τ1)

...

R(t, t + τk)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

BL(τ1, λ) BS(τ1, λ) BC(τ1, λ)
...

...
...

BL(τk, λ) BS(τk, λ) BC(τk, λ)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
X(λ)

⎡
⎢⎣ f L

t

f S
t

f C
t

⎤
⎥⎦+

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

η1,t
...

ηk,t

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,

with all errors ηj,t i.i.d. across tenors and time. I apply non-linear least-
squares on all parameters (λ, f L

1 , f S
1 , f C

1 , . . . , f L
T , f S

T, f C
T ) by a grid search

over λ and running all cross-sectional least-squares minimizations for
the independent variables X(λ).

3.4.1.3 Macro-financial link

There are five tenors included in the FAVAR data-series yt by default,
namely, the 3-and 6-month and 1, 5-and 10-year treasury rates. After es-
timating X̂ = X(λ̂), we can obtain the level, slope and curvature factors

16 It is easy to see that the log-return on the bond is linear in ( f L
t , f S

t , f C
t , f L

t−1, f S
t−1, f C

t−1).
Although the lags of the factors are not included in the model, they can be added by
extending the DLM with the lags of the corresponding errors. I choose to model the
price here to show how the pull-to-par effect is preserved in the framework.
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from yt by pre-multiplying the subset of yt that contains the rates, yR,t,
with (X̂�X̂)−1X̂�. That is,

f LSC
t = (X̂�X̂)−1X̂�yR,t = (X̂�X̂)−1X̂�(BRxt + HRε′t),

where the subscript R again indicates that we are dealing with the rows
corresponding to the rate observations. When we add the Fama-French
factors f FF3

t = ( f SMB
t , f HML

t , f LSC
t ) and their sources of risk ε′′t , we get the

macro-financial link in the format of (3.21),

ft =

[
f FF3
t

f LSC
t

]
=

f̄−Γx̄︷ ︸︸ ︷[
f̄ FF3 − ΓF x̄

0

]
+

Γ︷ ︸︸ ︷[
ΓF

(X̂�X̂)−1X̂�BR

]
xt

+

[
F′F F′′F

(X̂�X̂)−1X̂�HR O

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

F

[
ε′t
ε′′t

]
,

where the subscript F takes the rows corresponding to the Fama-French
factors. Γ and F can be estimated block-wise, by estimating ΓF and FF
through regression of the Fama-French factors on the estimated states
x̂t, and using the estimates of B and H to construct the lower blocks.
However, this turns out to be equivalent to estimating Γ and F directly
by running regressions of ft on xt.

3.4.2 Data

To estimate the FAVAR model, I use the same data as Bernanke et al.
(2005), i.e. 120 macroeconomic series on (A) real output and income, (B)
employment and hours, (C) consumption, (D) housing starts and sales,
(E) real inventories, orders, and unfilled orders, (F) stock prices, (G) ex-
change rates, (H) interest rates, (I) money and credit quantity aggregates,
(J) prices indexes, and (K) average hourly earnings. All series have his-
tory from January 1959 through August 2001.17

Since the Nelson-Siegel factors are estimated from the same data, the
factor returns for the FF3 model for the US market need to be added

17 I have chosen not to update the data series with more recent data, since several of the
series have been retired since, and the focus of this section is illustration, not prediction.
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(French, 2019). All arithmetic returns are transformed to annualized log-
returns. The data contains the risk free rate (RFR), the market return
in excess of the risk free rate (MKT), the returns on a portfolio long in
small stocks and short in big stocks measured by market capitalization
(small minus big, SMB), and a similar portfolio long in high book to
value stocks and short low book to value stocks (high minus low, HML).
The FF3 factor model is formulated in excess of the risk free rate, but
can be rewritten in terms of total returns by adding the RFR as a factor
that all equity has unit exposure to.

3.4.3 Results

This section gives the estimation results and compares unconditional
and conditional forecast. For the conditional part, I use a scenario where
the price of a 5-year zero-coupon bond with face value $100, purchased
for $80 at the time the prediction starts (implied by the 4.5% 5-year rate
at August 2001), is worth $85 at the 3-year horizon. This intuitively is a
reverse scenario analysis: we want to see what kind of macroeconomic
scenario we need to meet an unhedged liability in the future.

The number of parameters estimated in the FAVAR is too large to display
here efficiently, but a partial analysis is available in Bernanke et al. (2005).
Table 3.1 describes how the factors are explained by the latent drivers
in the macroeconomic model. By and large there is a fairly strong link
between the market factor and the FAVAR factors. The Nelson-Siegel fac-
tors show an even stronger link, as is to be expected from the inclusion
of various rates in the FAVAR model.

Because the conditional problem is set up as a reverse stress test, I start
with the graphs for the assets. Next to the price of the zero coupon
bond, this includes a stock with unit exposure to the short-rate (using
exposures to the Nelson-Siegel factors), and unit exposure to the mar-
ket factor. This asset has an annualized excess return variance of 15%.
Figure 3.2 shows the price evolution of the bond as well as the spot
return on the stock. From the unconditional case, it is evident that the
scenario is roughly the lower 5th percentile of the bond price projection.
By restricting on this price, the confidence interval shrinks to zero at
the 3-year horizon in the conditional case. We also see a strong response
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Table 3.1. Parameter estimates for the macro-financial link in the FAVAR example.

Macro-financial linkage:
MKT SMB HML level slope curvature

FYFF −1.569∗ −1.039 0.345 5.535∗∗∗ 4.188∗∗∗ 3.452∗∗∗

(0.884) (0.676) (0.625) (0.141) (0.160) (0.425)

PC1 −0.718 0.566 0.065 1.229∗∗∗ −1.510∗∗∗ −0.551

(0.812) (0.622) (0.575) (0.129) (0.147) (0.390)

PC2 −4.116∗∗∗ −0.101 0.383 −0.523∗∗∗ 0.456∗∗ −0.214

(0.990) (0.758) (0.700) (0.157) (0.180) (0.476)

PC3 −1.165 −0.913 −0.159 −4.721∗∗∗ 4.337∗∗∗ −1.324∗∗∗

(0.762) (0.583) (0.539) (0.121) (0.138) (0.366)

PC4 −4.696∗∗∗ −1.491∗∗ 1.011 −1.452∗∗∗ 1.534∗∗∗ 0.388

(0.931) (0.713) (0.659) (0.148) (0.169) (0.447)

PC5 7.025∗∗∗ 4.528∗∗∗ −1.550∗∗ −1.842∗∗∗ 1.935∗∗∗ 0.380

(0.984) (0.753) (0.696) (0.156) (0.178) (0.473)

Const. 16.090∗∗∗ 8.839∗ 3.110 48.505∗∗∗ −42.640∗∗∗ 2.670

(6.139) (4.698) (4.344) (0.976) (1.114) (2.949)

N 504 504 504 504 504 504

R2 0.191 0.085 0.016 0.927 0.816 0.205

σε 48.281 36.952 34.164 7.677 8.759 23.192

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

from the asset, with a dip around the same horizon and a subsequent
recovery.18

Figure 3.3 shows how these asset-level moves are explained by factor
movement. Intuitively for the bond price to drop, the level, slope and
curvature factor may all show an increase. We see that the change is
mainly driven by the slope, which is intuitive since the level is generally
more stable as it drives movements both at the long and the short end
of the curve.

18 The model was estimated on a time-period when the stock-bond correlation was
broadly positive, hence the direction of the response. More recent data tends to show
opposite correlation.
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Figure 3.4 shows select macroeconomic variables. We can see the fed-
eral funds rate (FYFF) hikes to explain the bond price movement, and
in conjunction the industrial production (IP) drops relative to the base-
line. Inflation measured in CPI (PUNEW) increases steadily at first, and
then drops as rates come down. These movements are consistent with
a cost-push shock (Steinsson, 2003).19. The reverse stress test has thus
identified that the unhedged liability is exposed to a cost-push macroe-
conomic scenario.

unconditional conditional on bond price scenario

5−year zero−coupon bond price
spot return on stock

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

80%

90%

100%

−5%

0%

5%

10%

Figure 3.2. Unconditional versus conditional (columns) predictions of the asset-level
predictions (rows). The thick line plots the mean forecast. The dashed lines indicate a
90% confidence interval. The timing of the conditional view is indicated by the vertical
dotted line, and as the view is exact (no uncertainty), the confidence interval width of
the bond price shrinks to zero.

19 For example, compare Figure 3.4 with Ireland (2011, second column in Figure 1).
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unconditional conditional on bond price scenario
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Figure 3.3. Unconditional versus conditional (columns) predictions of the factor-level
predictions (rows). The thick line plots the historical value up to August 2001 (first
vertical dotted line) and the mean forecast thereafter. The dashed lines indicate a 90%
confidence interval. The timing of the conditional view is indicated by the second
vertical dotted line.
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unconditional conditional on bond price scenario
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Figure 3.4. Unconditional versus conditional (columns) predictions of the macro-level
predictions (rows). The thick line plots the historical value up to August 2001 (first
vertical dotted line) and the mean forecast thereafter. The dashed lines indicate a 90%
confidence interval. The timing of the conditional view is indicated by the second
vertical dotted line.
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3.5 example b : dsge with nelson-siegel factors

The second example uses the DSGE model of Ireland (2011), who anal-
yses the latest three recessions of 1990, 2001 and 2008 from a New Key-
nesian perspective. Three variables, output, inflation and the nominal
short rate are at the center of the analysis. DSGE models that are used
in practice are oftentimes much larger, but with the goal of illustration
in mind a more parsimonious model is suitable. The factor model reuses
the Nelson-Siegel estimation from Section 3.4.

3.5.1 Methodology

This section introduces the methodology behind the macroeconomic
model, the financial markets model, and the macro-financial link. I use
the estimation approach explained in Section 3.3.2, i.e. to estimate the
macroeconomic model first, under the assumption that the financial fac-
tors provide no additional information. The observations in the model
measure the underlying shocks with no error, hence the model is iden-
tified and the assumption is valid. Instead of a maximum likelihood
estimation as in the paper, I consider a Bayesian strategy to illustrate
some additional features of the framework.

3.5.1.1 Macroeconomic model

For completeness, this section reiterates some of the results from Ireland
(2011). The macroeconomic model is captured in eight (log-linearized)
state equations,

(z− βγ)(z− γ)λ̂t = γzŷt−1 − (z2 − βγ2)ŷt + βγzEt[ŷt+1]

+ (z− βγρa)(z− γ)ât − γzẑt,

λ̂t = r̂t + Et[λ̂t+1]−Et[π̂t+1],

(1 + βα)π̂t = απ̂t−1 + βEt[π̂t+1]− ψλ̂t + ψât + êt,

ĝt = ŷt − ŷt−1 + ẑt,

0 = γzq̂t−1 − (z2 + βγ2)q̂t

+ βγzEt[q̂t+1] + βγ(z− γ)(1− ρa)ât − γzẑt,

x̂t = ŷt − q̂t,
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r̂t = ρrr̂t−1 + ρππ̂t + ρgĝt + ρxx̂t + σrεr
t.

It also includes the following shocks

ât = ρaât−1 + σaεa
t ,

êt = ρeêt−1 + σeεe
t,

ẑt = σzεz
t .

The model is measured through three time series,

ĝt = ln(Yt)− ln(Yt − 1)− ln(g),
π̂t = ln(Pt)− ln(Pt − 1)− ln(π),

r̂t = ln(rt)− ln(r).

I use the Bayesian estimation strategy outlined in Section 3.3.2, i.e. to
estimate the DSGE separately and in advance. The estimation procedure
for the macroeconomic model on its own is an adaptive MCMC, with
a chain length of 106 after a burn-in of 105. Every 100th draw is saved,
so we have a sample of size 104 from the posterior distribution. This
procedure requires a prior distribution on the parameters of the model,
and a way to compute the likelihood of observing the data given specific
parameters. I assume the following relatively flat set of priors. α, γ, ρa,
ρe, ρg, ρπ are uniformly distributed on the interval [0, 1], σa is inverse-
gamma distributed with mean 0.1 and variance 1, and σe, σr and σz are
inverse-gamma distributed with mean 0.01 and variance 1.

The likelihood is computed as follows. For a specific set of parameters,
and with the equations as specified above, I use the algorithm by An-
derson and Moore (1985) to solve the system. The solved system can be
written in DLM format of (3.1-3.2), which allows in turn for the compu-
tation of a likelihood using standard algorithms.

3.5.1.2 Financial markets model and macro-financial link

As mentioned above, the factor model is the estimated Nelson-Siegel
model outlined in Section 3.4.1. For the macro-financial link, I use the ex-
ample in Section 3.3.2, i.e. a flat normal-inverse-Wishart conjugate prior
for the parameters in θ f .
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3.5.2 Data

The data used in the original model is available on the web-appendix
to the paper. It covers the real GDP, the GDP implicit price deflator, the
3-month treasury rate, and the US civilian population over age 16 (for
normalization of the GDP) from 1983 to 2009. The data is complemented
with the level, slope and curvature estimates from Section 3.4, converted
to a quarterly frequency by taking the last month of each quarter, and
extended in history to 2009 using updated treasury rate series.

3.5.3 Results

Figure 3.5 shows the marginal posterior distribution of the macro model
parameters against their priors. It also includes the MLE estimates in
the paper and the MAP estimate using a particle swarm optimizer. It is
clear that the estimate in the paper is practically equivalent to the MLE
estimate.20

I consider a scenario on the observed series as defined in the macroeco-
nomic model. This is a joint scenario on two variables that represents a
recession at a 5-year horizon. The recession itself is characterized by a
-2% quarterly GDP growth. Recessions may be demand or supply-shock
driven. The demand-shock driven variant is identified through an addi-
tional view of 0% on inflation in the same quarter.

Figure 3.6 shows the unconditional evolution of the macroeconomic ob-
servations and factor returns in the left column, versus the conditional
case in the right column. We see a strong decline of interest rates as
the Fed tries to navigate the recession, and a recovery afterwards. The
decline is visible in both rates as well as the level, slope and curvature
factors, which all show GFC-like patterns. GDP growth is stronger than
the baseline forecast right after the 5-year horizon, suggesting a recovery
from the recessionary shock.

20 The small difference in the estimate of γ likely stems from a difference in the imple-
mentation of the solver and the Kalman filter, or its starting point.
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sigma_r sigma_z

sigma_a sigma_e

rho_g rho_pi

rho_a rho_e

alpha gamma

0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.00 0.01 0.02

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

estimator Ireland 2011 MLE MAP MLE

Figure 3.5. MCMC estimates of the DSGE model parameter distributions (black), com-
pared to priors (dashed), MAP estimate (green), MLE estimates (blue) and orginal MLE
estimates in Ireland (2011, red).
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unconditional conditional on recession scenario
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Figure 3.6. Unconditional versus conditional (columns) predictions of the macro and
factor-level predictions (rows). The thick line plots the historical value up to Q4 2009
(first vertical dotted line) and the mean forecast thereafter. The dashed lines indicate a
90% confidence interval. The timing of the conditional views is indicated by the second
vertical dotted line, and as the views are exact (no uncertainty), the confidence interval
width of the corresponding variables shrinks to zero.
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3.6 conclusion

Economic scenario generators cannot be calibrated to historical data
alone. For various purposes they need to be calibrated to stressed sce-
narios or expert views, or any other forward-looking information. There
is no generally accepted way to do this. In finance there are methods
available that allow for calibration of single-period variables, but these
models are unfit for the multi-period macroeconomic scenarios that reg-
ulators prescribe. In macroeconomics, the approaches do not include
enough granularity in financial variables to capture the level of detail
that financial practitioners need. This chapter proposes a conditional
scenario generator framework that marries the macroeconomic and the
finance approach. Under certain econometric assumptions, the frame-
work has a bring-your-own flexibility to macroeconomic and factor mod-
els. Two examples demonstrate how this would work for an empirical
as well as a more theoretical macroeconomic model. Finally, for specific
model choices and a single-period horizon, forecasting mean returns
becomes equivalent to the Black-Litterman formula.

3.a forecasting procedure

This appendix describes the forecasting algorithm, conditional on the
views. Future views are collected in the tuple ψ, and the dynamics of
future assets in φ. I distinguish two important cases for estimated pa-
rameters θ that control the macroeconomic model, the factor model and
the macro-financial link. First a single estimate of θ may be available, as
in Section 3.4. Second, we may have a sample of size N available, θ(i),
i = 1, . . . , N, as in Section 3.5. I discuss both cases.

3.a.1 Single estimate of θ

All variables of interest can be expressed as linear combinations of x̃t,
αt and εt, and it is tempting to collect all variables in a single DLM,
along with all macroeconomic measurements, factor returns and views.
However, αt and ε′′′t as well as views only exist in future states, whereas
macroeconomic measurement and factor returns are only relevant in the
past. The independence assumptions allow us to strictly split such a joint
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DLM up into a historical part running from t = 1, . . . , T, and a future
part for t = T . . . , T + H.21

The DLM for past data is as in (3.20-3.21). The second DLM combines
the parameters in θ, ψ and φ into

[
x̃t+1

αt+1

]
=

[
A O
O Φ

] [
x̃t

αt

]
+

[
G O O O
O O St O

] ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ε′t
ε′′t
ε′′′t

ε′′′′t

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (3.25)

[
x̃T

αT

]
∼ N

([
x̃T|T

0

]
,

[
PT|T O

O τΣT

])
,

ṽt =
[

Qt Pt

] [x̃t

αt

]
+
[

Rt Ω
1
2
t

] [ εt

ε′′′′t

]
, (3.26)

[
εt

ε′′′′t

]
∼ N (0, I),

where Ω
1
2
t ε′′′′t ∼ ξt ∼ N (0, Ωt) through LDL decomposition.22 Note how

the initial distribution (x̃T, αT) can be determined from the final filtered
value of the first DLM. That is, by applying the Kalman filter algorithm
outlined by De Jong and Shephard (1995), which takes into account the
correlation between state and measurement errors, we get estimates x̃T|T
and PT|T.

Subsequently, apply the Kalman filter to the second DLM in (3.25) to
get the filtered mean and covariance forecasts of x̃t and αt jointly for
all t = T, . . . , T + H. These forecasts only include views up to the same
time.

Finally, running the Kalman smoother backwards in time from t = T +
H, . . . , T gives the updated means and joint covariances for

xt, αt, εt|y1:T, f1:T, vT:T+H , t = T, . . . , T + H.

21 The overlapping period is not problematic, since conditioning can be applied in se-
quential processing steps on the same period for independent views (Koopman and
Durbin, 2000).

22 The dimension of ε′′′′t needs to be the largest rank of Ωt of all times t = T, . . . , T + H.

Ω
1
2
t can be column-appended with zeros to ensure the multiplication with ε′′′′t has the

right dimension for all other times. In case there are no views at a given time, Ωt is a

0× 0 matrix and Ω
1
2
t has zero rows.
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Obtaining the variance of any linear combination of these variables is
straightforward. Alternatively, we can simulate any number of paths
from this distribution using the simulation smoother, which is also de-
scribed in De Jong and Shephard (1995).

3.a.2 Sample from the distribution θ

In case we have an entire sample of size N available, θ(i), i = 1, . . . , N,
it is possible to use the algorithms above. If the interest is in simulation,
simply construct the DLMs above for each parameterization θ(i), and
simulate a single path.

Naturally, this approach can also be used to approximate the analytical
distribution. However, it is more efficient to rely on the laws of total
expectation and variance. Suppose that through filtering and smoothing,
vectors ĉt|T+H(θ) and σ2

t|T+H(θ) are obtained, containing the means and
variances of a vector of all variables of interest, ct for t = T, . . . , T + H,
for a specific value θ. Then, with expectations and variances conditional
on all data, y1:T, f1:T, and vT:T+H ,

E[ct] = E[E[ct|θ]] = E[ĉt|T+H(θ)],

Var(ct) = E[Var(ct|θ)] + Var(E[ct|θ]) = E[σ2
t|T+H(θ)] + Var(ĉt|T+H(θ)).

Finally, take the sample mean and sample variance over all θ(i) to ap-
proximate the mean and variance.

3.b link to black-litterman

The CSG and the BL model overlap as both prescribe an unconditional
distribution of mean returns, which is then updated with views. To show
that the BL model is a special case of the CSG, I construct the CSG from
a specific macro and factor model, which is then analysed for a single
period to show that the forecasts align. This appendix uses the notation
introduced in Section 3.2.

I start with the introduction of the BL model. For ease of comparison,
we use a slightly different formulation. Black and Litterman (1992) do
not include the risk-free rate in their analysis, and instead consider all
returns to be excess returns. In our comparison we will add a constant
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risk-free rate r f to all returns.23 The prior distribution of mean returns
(given no views) is defined as

μ ∼ N (r f + Σwλ, τΣ), (3.27)

where Σ is the covariance matrix of all available assets, w are the weights
of the market portfolio, λ is the market price of risk, and τ is a scaling
parameter that defined the tightness of the prior.

With views vt on the returns of the following format

v = Pμ + ξ, ξ ∼ N (0, Ω), (3.28)

after applying the BL formula, the updated returns are

μ|v ∼ N
((

(τΣ)−1 + P�Ω−1P
)−1(

(τΣ)−1π + P�Ω−1v
)
, (3.29)(

(τΣ)−1 + P�Ω−1P
)−1

)
,

where π = r f + Σwλ is the prior mean.

I now show how this formula is a special case of the CSG in this chapter,
by setting up a specific implementation with views, that results in the
exact same posterior distribution of the asset mean returns. Set t = T =
1 and H = 0, i.e. we only analyse the CSG for a single period, as the BL
model is not multi-period.

The macroeconomic model has a single variable, namely the risk aver-
sion parameter λt, which remains constant over time and equal to λ.
The factor model has two factors, a (known and constant) risk-free rate
r f

t = r f and a market factor mt = w�(rt − r f
t ) in excess of the risk-free

rate, with mean μm
t and variance σ2

m. Suppose all assets in the market are
included, then with w the weights of the market portfolio, from CAPM
it follows that

μt = αt + r f
t +

cov(rt, rm
t )

σ2
m

μm
t = αt +

[
1 Σwσ−2

m

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

βt

[
r f

t

μm
t

]
.

From standard regression results we also get that

Σr = vcov(rt − β f )

23 I do this since the entire notation of this chapter has defined means as non-excess.
The analysis in this appendix works as well for the excess return case, by simply
substituting r f = 0 in what follows.
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= vcov(rt − r f
t − Σwσ−2

m w�(rt − r f
t )) = vcov((I − Σwσ−2

m w�)rt)

= Σ− 2σ−2
m Σww�Σ + σ−4

m Σww�Σww�Σ = Σ− σ−2
m Σww�Σ.

As a consequence, by choosing the initial distribution of the macroeco-
nomic variable as λt ∼ N (λ, τσ−2

m ) and the macro-financial linkage as
μm

t = σ2
mλt, the BL unconditional (prior) distribution follows as defined

by joint normality and

μ̂1|0 = E[μt] = E[α1] + r f
1 + Σwσ−2

m E[σ2
mλ1] = 0 + r f + Σwλ = π,

Σ1|0 = vcov(μt) = vcov(α1) + βvcov(μ f
1)β�

= τΣr + Σwσ−2
m var(μm

t )σ
−2
m w�Σ = τΣ.

Note that implicitly, all parameters in the tuple θ are defined as

A = 1, B = 1, Γ =

[
0

σ2
w

]
, G = 0, H = 0, F =

[
0

σw

]
,

x̄ = 0, ȳ = 0, f̄ =

[
r f

0

]
.

Section 3.2.4 shows how to define the parameter in the tuple φ for views
on asset mean returns. We start from vμ

t = Pμ
t μt + ξ

μ
t , where Pμ

t = P. For
such views v̄t = Pμ

t βt f̄ = Pr f and φ is defined through

Pt = Pμ
t = P, Qt = Pμ

t βtΓ = PΣw, Rt = 0, Ωt = Ω.

To prove equivalence after updating the mean returns with the views, we
need to use compute the forecasts in accordance with Appendix 3.A.1.
Since we know the distribution of the macroeconomic variable at t =
T = 1, i.e. λt ∼ N (λ, τσ−2

m ), we only need a single Kalman filter update
step to get the posterior distribution μ1|v1.24 Running through a single
step of the Kalman filter gives (with St the innovation covariance, and
Kt the optimal Kalman gain)

ỹ1 = v1 − v̄1 −
[

Q1 P1

] [λ

0

]
= v− P(r f + Σwλ) = v− Pπ

24 An additional smoothing stage is not necessary, as the last filtering step already in-
cludes all available future data. Smoothing does not affect the last time step.
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S1 =
[

Q1 P1

] [τσ−2
m 0�

0 τΣr

] [
Q�1
P�1

]
+ Ω1

= PΣwτσ−2
m w�ΣP� + PτΣrP� + Ω

= Pτ(Σ− Σr)P� + PτΣrP� + Ω = PτΣP� + Ω

K1 =

[
τσ−2

m 0�

0 τΣr

] [
Q�1
P�1

]
S−1

1 = τ

[
σ−2

m w�Σ

Σr

]
P�(PτΣP� + Ω)−1

x̃1|1 =

[
λ

0

]
+ K1ỹ1 =

[
λ

0

]
+ τ

[
σ−2

m w�Σ

Σr

]
P�(PτΣP� + Ω)−1(v− Pπ)

P1|1 = (I − K1

[
Q1 P1

]
)

[
τσ−2

m 0�

0 τΣr

]

= τ

[
σ−2

m 0�

0 Σr

]
− τ

[
σ−2

m w�Σ

Σr

]
P�(PτΣP� + Ω)−1Pτ

[
σ−2

m Σw Σr
]

Multiplying with
[

β1Γ I
]
=
[
Σw I

]
and adding factor means gives

the posterior mean and covariance matrix of the mean returns.

μ1|1 = β1 f̄ +
[

β1Γ I
]

x̃1|1

= r f + βΓλ + τ(Σwσ−2
m w�Σ + Σr)P�(PτΣP� + Ω)−1(v− Pπ))

= r f + Σwλ + τΣP�(PτΣP� + Ω)−1(v− Pπ),

Σ1|1 =
[
Σw I

]
P1|1

[
w�Σ

I

]
= τΣ− τΣP�(PτΣP� + Ω)−1PτΣ.

Although this posterior mean and covariance matrix look different from
the BL formula in (3.29), they are in fact identical. This can be seen
by applying the Woodbury matrix identity on the posterior mean and
covariance matrix in (3.29). Starting with the covariance,

((τΣ)−1 + P�Ω−1P)−1) = τΣ− τΣP�(Ω + PτΣP�)−1PτΣ = Σ1|1,

and reusing this result for the mean shows that also

((τΣ)−1 + P�Ω−1P)−1((τΣ)−1π + P�Ω−1v)

= (τΣ− τΣP�(Ω + PτΣP�)−1PτΣ)((τΣ)−1π + P�Ω−1v)

= π − τΣP�(Ω + PτΣP�)−1Pπ

+ τΣP�Ω−1v− τΣP�(Ω + PτΣP�)−1PτΣP�Ω−1v
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= π − τΣP�(Ω + PτΣP�)−1Pπ

+ τΣP�(Ω + PτΣP�)−1(Ω + PτΣP� − PτΣP�)Ω−1v

= π − τΣP�(Ω + PτΣP�)−1(Pπ − v) = μ1|1,

which completes the proof of equivalence.
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4 A U D I T E C O N O M I C S : O P T I M A L S A M P L I N G I N A
B E L I E F F U N C T I O N F R A M E W O R K

abstract

We start from a holistic framework of the external audit, rooted in the
Dempster-Shafer theory of belief functions. Within this framework, we
derive the optimization problem of the auditor given the behavior of the
auditee and the costs of sampling. The auditor chooses sample sizes for
each objective of each account, in order to attain a certain degree of be-
lief that the financial statements are materially correct. After solving this
optimization problem, we show that dominant strategies exist. This ren-
ders the behavior of the auditee irrelevant in some cases. For example,
for each account, it is optimal for the auditor to choose whether to con-
duct tests of details of transactions, or tests of details of balances. This
contradicts industry practice, where it is common to balance samples
across both types of tests. Also, the interaction of evidence on different
accounts and types of evidence concludes that a holistic model such as
presented in this chapter is required to accurately model the behavior of
the auditor.

4.1 introduction

This chapter derives cost efficient sampling strategies for audit evidence
in a framework that incorporates the logical connections between dif-
ferent objectives and between different accounts, and that allows for
statistical evidence to be complimented with non-statistical evidence.

To assert that the financial statements are materially correct, auditors
typically draw samples and inspect the relevant objectives for each sam-
ple element. Once evidence is gathered for all relevant accounts and
objectives, this evidence needs to be combined with any available non-
statistical evidence to formulate an opinion regarding the material cor-

81
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rectness of the financial statements. As argued by Arens et al. (2008), the
combination of audit evidence relies mostly on the professional judg-
ment of the auditor. Many auditors see the concept of professional judg-
ment as a synonym for “warm, fuzzy feeling”(Hirst and Koonce, 1996,
p. 474). In response to the ambiguity in combining different pieces of
audit evidence, Srivastava and Shafer (1992) developed an encompass-
ing model of audit evidence using belief functions, and showed how
audit evidence expressed as belief functions on single audit objectives
on individual accounts should be combined to formulate an opinion on
the material correctness of the financial statements. Belief functions are
used to express evidence in a newer class of mathematical models based
on Dempster-Shafer theory, which is a generalization of probability the-
ory that includes Bayes’ rule as a special case (Shafer, 1976). Harrison
et al. (2002) show in an experiment that auditors represent evidence as
belief functions instead of regular probabilities. In this chapter, we use
the belief function framework to derive cost efficient sampling strategies
for audit evidence.

There is ample descriptive research available on sample size selection by
auditors (for an overview, see Elder et al. (2013)) but normative models
on optimal sampling are scarce. We contribute to the literature on opti-
mal sampling, i.e. the economics of auditing, in two ways. First, classical
audit risk formulas typically rely on probability theory and Bayes’ rule
(Ashton and Ashton, 1988). Bayes’ rule, however, is unfit to capture non-
probabilistic aspects of non-statistical audit evidence. For a list of ex-
amples see Srivastava and Shafer (1992). In contrast, the belief function
framework that we consider allows for non-statistical evidence at the
level of the financial statement, the account, or the objective (Srivastava
and Shafer, 1992). These forms of evidence may include analytical proce-
dures, inherent factors and evidence from the quality of internal controls.
In addition, the framework also allows for “ignorance” in the sense that
for certain events, no claim can be made regarding the likelihood that
they hold true. Second, in the existing models of audit planning, sample
size selection is usually modeled as a single choice per sample without
considering the interaction of different samples. The Bayesian method-
ology outlined by Felix and Grimlund (1977) is an exception to this, but
suffers from the first point. It requires the auditor to formulate a prior
distribution over the error rate. This chapter develops optimal sampling
strategies in a belief function based framework that incorporates the in-
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teractions of evidence over audit objectives, accounts and the financial
statements.

We first extend the framework developed by Srivastava and Shafer (1992)
by considering the conceptual interaction between tests of details of
transactions and balances. Within this extended framework, we then
model and solve the optimization problem of the auditor. We assume
that the auditor is set out to either attain at minimal cost a prefixed level
of belief that the financial statements are materially correct, or maxi-
mizes belief given a budget constraint. The auditee controls the fraction
of mistakes present in the different accounts up to some level. We do
not model the auditee’s behavior explicitly, strategic or not, since our
framework permits conclusions on optimal sample strategies that are
independent of the auditee’s behavior. The central contributions of this
chapter are (1) the formulations and solutions to the optimization prob-
lems and (2) the identification of strategies for the auditor that are dom-
inant in the sense that the strategy is optimal regardless of the reporting
behavior of the auditee.

Our analysis suggests that in common cases, auditors should gradu-
ally increase the sample sizes pertaining to the tests of details of a spe-
cific account until the desired belief in the correctness of the account is
reached. The relative speed at which the sizes of the different samples
should grow is a function of the desired belief, the costs of sampling
for each sample, and the non-statistical evidence that is available. Under
weak conditions, we also find that for any account the auditor should al-
ways choose between conducting tests of details of transactions and test
of details of balances, and thus should not collect evidence from both.
In practice, however, the auditor typically gathers evidence from both
transaction and balance related sets of objectives. Our results suggest
that this is suboptimal.

This chapter is organized as follows. We start a literature survey in Sec-
tion 4.2. Section 4.3 introduces the mathematical model of the audit and
the belief function framework insofar it is necessary to understand this
model. Section 4.4 subsequently defines and analyses the optimization
problems within this framework. We end the chapter with a brief con-
clusion in Section 4.5.
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4.2 background and literature review

The purpose of the external audit is to express the fairness of financial
statements to the extent that they contain no material misstatements
(AICPA, 1972). A misstatement, whether caused by error or fraud is ma-
terial if it could affect the decision-making of any reasonable user of the
statements (Arens et al., 2008). The opinion that there are no material
misstatements is to be reasonably assured in the sense that it is a conclu-
sion on the combined audit evidence gathered by the auditor (AICPA,
1972).

Such audit evidence typically pertains to a single or small set of related
audit objectives. If the combined evidence concludes that all objectives
are met, then this is to say that the financial statements contain no ma-
terial misstatements. Often, the evidence is statistical in nature. In such
cases, a large sample means stronger evidence, but is also more costly.
Kinney (1975) and later Menzefricke (1984) have proposed to tackle this
issue from the perspective of decision theory. The auditor optimizes sam-
ple sizes against the costs in a world where the true fraction of mistakes
is deterministic, exogenous.

In the decades that followed, this exogenous nature of the true frac-
tion of mistakes has been called into question. Fellingham and Newman
(1985) showed from a game theoretic perspective that the strategic be-
havior of the auditee leads to an underestimation of audit risk. The true
fraction of mistakes is endogenous. This approach has remained the
prevailing paradigm; for further reference see Shibano (1990) and Pat-
terson (1993). This chapter complies with both the game theoretical and
the decision theoretical paradigms in the following sense. We model the
behavior of the auditor conditional on fractions of mistakes. By identi-
fying dominant strategies that are independent of the fractions of mis-
takes, the control of the auditee over these fractions becomes irrelevant.
Naturally, these strategies thereby also work when the auditee shows
no strategic behavior. This is important because typical auditees are un-
likely to strategically control the fraction of mistakes, especially those of
the genuine non-fraudulent type.

Parallel to these developments from a decision to a game theoretical
perspective, the nature of audit evidence itself has been called into ques-
tion. As argued in the introduction, Bayes’ rule is dominant in practice,
but is unfit to capture the non-probabilistic nature of audit evidence.
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Srivastava and Shafer (1992) are the first to develop an encompassing
model of audit evidence using belief functions.1 Their analysis shows
how audit evidence expressed as belief functions on single audit ob-
jectives on individual accounts should be combined to formulate an
opinion on the level of the financial statement. Later applications often
build on this model. Srivastava and Shafer (1994), Gillett and Srivas-
tava (2000) and Gillett (2000) show how to interpret statistical evidence
within this model, and how to combine statistical and non-statistical ev-
idence. Mock et al. (1998) show applications of the model to the risk
adjustment of the planning of the audit. Desai et al. (2010) construct
a conceptually different model for the evaluation of the internal audit
function. After the Sarbanes-Oxley act the internal audit function has
become increasingly important. The model’s evaluation of the internal
audit function can be used as an input to the model by Srivastava and
Shafer (1992).

Srivastava and Cogger (2009) make an important contribution to the
computation of belief function for versatile evidence. A piece of versa-
tile evidence does not apply to a single objective, but to multiple objec-
tives at once. Disregarding the versatility of evidence generally causes
underestimation of the strength of the evidence obtained. Disregarding
versatility is therefore expensive as more evidence will need to be gath-
ered to compensate.

We extend the work of Srivastava and Shafer (1992) by considering the
conceptual interaction between tests of details of transactions and bal-
ances and its economic implications. Srivastava and Shafer regard these
two categories of tests as independent. In practice there is a strong con-
nection between the two. Arens et al. (2008) explain this connection as
follows. In arriving at the material correctness of an account, the auditor
may proceed in two ways. (A) The auditor starts with the assumption
that the previous balance was correct and performs tests of details of
transactions to assess that the transactions on the account in a given pe-
riod are correct. This implies that also the end balance has to be correct.
Or (B) the auditor may perform tests of details of balances directly on
the end balance. Each method individually asserts the material correct-
ness of the account balance, but it is common practice to combine both
methods to arrive at a stronger statement (Arens et al., 2008). We extend

1 Two older publications are noteworthy, a discussion of the potential uses of belief
functions in audit procedures by Shafer and Srivastava (1990) and a computation tool
with some basic structures by Shafer et al. (1988).
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the framework of Srivastava and Shafer (1992) to include the interaction
of tests of details of transactions and balances (Section 4.3).

4.3 model framework

This section explains the logical and mathematical structure of the audit
model in detail. In short and on a higher level, this structure is as follows.
The financial statements are materially correct if all accounts are materi-
ally correct. A single account is materially correct if its set of transaction
related objectives is materially correct, and/or if its set of balance related
objectives is correct. A set of transaction (balance) related objectives is
materially correct if all transaction (balance) related objectives hold.

The workhorse methodology for the task of the auditor to evaluate
the material correctness of any account is to perform tests of details
of transactions and/or balances. Transaction related “assertions [are]
about classes of transactions and events for the period under audit,
[. . . ] [whereas balance related] assertions [are] about account balances
at the period end”(AICPA, 2006, p. 312). Before each of such an asser-
tion can be established, it must comply with numerous objectives that
differ across these two categories of assertions. Transaction related ob-
jectives should satisfy (1a) occurrence (transactions exist), (1b) complete-
ness (all are included), (1c) accuracy (the data is correct), (1d) cutoff
(all are recorded in the proper period) and (1e) classification (all are
in the correct account). For balance-related objectives, these conditions
are (2a) existence (what constitutes the account exists), (2b) rights and
obligations (the firm owns and is liable for what it states it is), (2c) com-
pleteness and (2d) valuation and allocation (the amounts are proper and
adjustments are correctly recorded) (AICPA, 2006).

Arens et al. (2008) explain that an account is materially correct if all
transaction and/or all balance related objectives hold. The auditor can
assume that the begin balance is correct and verify all transactions (via
tests of details of transactions) to assert that the end balance must be
correct, or can verify the end balance directly (via tests of details of
balances). Therefore, the relation between the balance and transaction
related objectives is an “and/or”-(∨)-relation. For example, if the set
of balance related objectives holds, then it does not matter if the set of
transaction related objectives has negative evidence, or no evidence at
all. In contrast, the relation between the individual objectives of a single
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Account a ∨

∧

∧

Occurrence

Completeness

Accuracy

Cutoff

Classification

Tests of
details of

transactions

Existence

Rights and obligations

Completeness

Valuation and allocation

Tests of
details of
balances

Figure 4.1. Model of the evidential structure of transaction (occurrence through clas-
sification) and balance related objectives (existence through valuation and allocation).
Tests of details of transactions and balances are the workhorse methods to collect evi-
dence on these objectives.

set of objectives is an “and”-(∧)-relation. Only if all objectives hold indi-
vidually, the set of objectives holds. These relations are shown in Figure
4.1. In practice, the auditor gathers evidence from both transaction and
balance related objectives to make a stronger case.

Important tests of details of transactions and balances are often based on
statistical evidence obtained from sampling. The auditor draws a sample
and verifies the objective for each sample element. Often, multiple ob-
jectives are verified with the same sample. In addition to this statistical
evidence, non-statistical forms of evidence may exist at the level of the fi-
nancial statement, the account, and the objective (Srivastava and Shafer,
1992). These forms of evidence include analytical procedures, inherent
factors and evidence from the quality of internal controls.

Broadly speaking, we stick to the framework of Srivastava and Shafer
(1992) for combining evidence from the objective level to the accounts
level to the level of the financial statements. Their model is organized
as follows. On all objectives of a single account, a ∧-relation exists that
tells us that the account is correct whenever all objectives of the account
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are fulfilled. On all accounts, a ∧-relation exists that tells us that the fi-
nancial statement is correct whenever all accounts are correct. Pieces of
evidence may also act directly on the level of the account or financial
statement. For example, the assessment that internal controls are strong
can be seen as evidence that the financial statements are materially cor-
rect, so this evidence acts on that level. We extend this framework on
an important point. To model the logical connection between tests of
details of transactions versus balances, we add a ∨-relationship in (4.7)
that tells us that an account is correct whenever all transaction related
objectives hold, or whenever all balance related objectives hold. With-
out this extension, the important distinction between tests of details of
transactions and balances is lost.

The subsections that follow explain how pieces of statistical and non-
statistical evidence from different objectives and different accounts can
be combined in order to determine the overall belief of material correct-
ness of the accounts. We start by presenting the basics of belief func-
tions. Next, we discuss how, for a given objective, a belief function can
be derived from statistical and non-statistical evidence. Finally, we ex-
plain how evidence from different objectives is combined to determine
the overall belief of material correctness. We introduce the theory of be-
lief functions insofar as it is required to understand the model. We rely
on the Dempster-Shafer theory of belief functions and notations. For a
complete overview of the theory, see Shafer (1976).

4.3.1 Belief functions for a single event

Suppose the auditor needs to assert whether an event holds true or not.
An event could be defined at the level of a specific account or objective
(e.g., the event that for a specific objective on a specific account, the frac-
tion of errors is lower than a prespecified tolerable level), or at the level
of the financial statements (e.g., the event that the financial statements
are materially correct).

Let e represent the case where the event holds true, and ¬e represent the
case where it does not hold true. Also, let Θ = {e,¬e} be the possible
states of the world; the frame of discernment. A basic probability assignment
(BPA) is the mapping m : 2Θ → [0, 1] that assigns a probability to each
of the four subsets of Θ, and that satisfies

m(e) + m(¬e) + m({e,¬e}) = 1, m(∅) = 0. (4.1)
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The BPA differs from a regular probability distribution P in the sense
that instead of assigning all probability mass to either e holding true
or e not holding true (i.e., P[e] + P[¬e] = 1), it allows for “ignorance”
in the sense that some probability mass is assigned to the set {e,¬e}
instead of to either e holding true or to e not holding true, i.e., it allows
for m({e,¬e}) > 0.

Suppose, for example, that for some account, the transaction related ob-
jective “occurrence” needs to be verified. Then, the relevant states of the
world are e, the state that objective “occurrence” holds, and ¬e, the state
that it does not hold. Now suppose further that, for example by drawing
a sample and inspecting each element of the sample, the auditor has ev-
idence that suggests that the probability that the objective “occurrence”
is satisfied is at least 80 percent, but has no judgment regarding the ex-
act likelihood that “occurrence” is not satisfied. The corresponding BPA
could then satisfy m(e) = 0.8, m(¬e) = 0, m({e,¬e}) = 0.2, and, by
definition m(∅) = 0. The fact that m({e,¬e}) = 0.2 > 0 reflects “igno-
rance” in the sense that no claim is made regarding the exact likelihood
that “occurrence” is not satisfied. This flexibility is not available in a
standard probabilistic framework. For example, the claim that the prob-
ability that “occurrence” is satisfied is 0.8, automatically implies that it
is also claimed that the probability that it is not satisfied equals 0.2.

We now show how different pieces of evidence on the same event can be
combined. Each piece of evidence, statistical or not, is represented by a
BPA. Two pieces of evidence represented by m1 and m2 can be combined
to a single BPA m = m1 ⊕m2 using Dempster’s rule of combination,2

m(e) =
m1(e)m2(e) + m1({e,¬e})m2(e) + m1(e)m2({e,¬e})

1−m1(e)m2(¬e)−m1(¬e)m2(e)
. (4.2)

When there are more than two pieces of evidence, one can proceed itera-
tively. Hence, using this rule, we may assume without loss of generality
that for any event, all available evidence is represented in a single BPA.

For every BPA, the corresponding belief function is the mapping Bel :
2Θ → [0, 1] given by

Bel[∅] = 0, (4.3)

Bel[e] = m(e), Bel[¬e] = m(¬e),

2 Dempster’s rule of combination is formulated for more general BPAs defined on
frames of discernment Θ that can have more than two elements. For a complete treat-
ment see Shafer (1976).
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Bel[{e,¬e}] = 1.

We note that the BPA and its corresponding belief function differ only
in the value that is assigned to {e,¬e}. For any A ⊂ Θ, Bel[A] can be
interpreted as the belief that the true state is in A. Bel is related to a
probability measure P, but different in the sense that P[e] + P[¬e] =
1, whereas Bel[e] + Bel[¬e] ≤ 1. When Bel[e] + Bel[¬e] < 1, there is
“ignorance” because at least some probability mass is not assigned to
either e holding true or not holding true. However, if Bel[e] +Bel[¬e] = 1,
then the belief function is probabilistic in the sense that it is a probability
measure. A belief function is thereby a generalization of a probability
measure, called a sub-probability measure.

As demonstrated by (4.3), the mapping between BPAs and belief func-
tions on frames of discernment of size 2, is simple. Therefore we con-
tinue to work with BPAs in this chapter. Throughout this chapter we
will use the belief in e as a synonym for m(e) as well as Bel[e].

4.3.2 Belief from statistical evidence

In this section, we show how belief functions for a single objective can
be derived from statistical evidence obtained via sampling. We first in-
troduce all necessary notation for this and the coming sections. This
section is based on Gillett and Srivastava (2000) and makes no new con-
tributions, but is necessary for understanding the framework and fixing
notation.

Let a = 1, . . . , A denote the relevant set of accounts. Each account has
two sets of objectives that can be verified. The transaction related ob-
jectives oT

a,j are indexed j = 1, . . . , JT
a , and the balance related objectives

oB
a,j are indexed j = 1, . . . , JB

a .3 For the sake of brevity, we give results
with superscript T. In what follows, unless indicated otherwise, T can
be replaced with superscript B.

3 Although in general JT
a = 5 and JB

a = 4, exceptions often occur. Sometimes an objective
is trivially satisfied because it does not apply for a specific account, and may be left out.
Also, evidence may be versatile Srivastava and Cogger (2009). That is, several objectives
are verified through the same sample or non-statistical evidence. In that case we may
consider these objectives as a single objective. All results in this chapter take these two
exceptional cases into account by allowing JT

a and JB
a to be positive integers.
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Statistical evidence on a specific objective j of account a can be obtained
by drawing a sample, and inspecting the objective for all sample ele-
ments. By obtaining a random sample from the transaction (or balance)
items, the auditor can validate whether the true but unknown fraction
of errors pT

a,j ∈ [0, 1] is lower than a maximum tolerable fraction of er-

rors for this objective, denoted pT
a,j ∈ (0, 1). This tolerance is chosen by

the auditor and represents a boundary above which the objective fails
and the account is said to be materially misstated. We let oT

a,j denote the

event that pT
a,j ≤ pT

a,j.

Suppose a sample of size nT
a,j is drawn, and let kT

a,j be the number of

errors found. Gillett and Srivastava (2000) show that the belief that oT
a,j

is satisfied is4

mT,S
a,j

(
oT

a,j

)
=

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1−
(

pT
a,j

kT
a,j/nT

a,j

)kT
a,j
(

1−pT
a,j

1−kT
a,j/nT

a,j

)nT
a,j−kT

a,j
if

kT
a,j

nT
a,j
< pT

a,j, nT
a,j >0,

0 if
kT

a,j

nT
a,j
≥ pT

a,j or nT
a,j =0,

mT,S
a,j

(
¬oT

a,j

)
=

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1−
(

pT
a,j

kT
a,j/nT

a,j

)kT
a,j
(

1−pT
a,j

1−kT
a,j/nT

a,j

)nT
a,j−kT

a,j
if

kT
a,j

nT
a,j
> pT

a,j, nT
a,j >0,

0 if
kT

a,j

nT
a,j
≤ pT

a,j or nT
a,j =0.

(4.4)

We use superscript S to denote the statistical nature of evidence.5 This
result is based on random sampling with replacement from a large pop-
ulation.6 We see that mT,S

a,j

(
oT

a,j

)
= 0 or mT,S

a,j

(
¬oT

a,j

)
= 0 depending on

how kT
a,j/nT

a,j compares to pT
a,j. The probability mass on the entire frame,

mT,S
a,j

({
oT

a,j,¬oT
a,j

})
, decreases with nT

a,j and the size of the difference

between kT
a,j/nT

a,j and pT
a,j. The larger our sample and the further from

4 For mathematical convenience define
( x

0
)0 as 1. Implicitly taking limits does not affect

the proofs presented in this text and correctly extends the belief definition for kT
a,j = 0.

5 Another implicit assumption is that the belief function is consonant and based on the
renormalized likelihood (of the binomial distribution). The theory of consonant belief
functions is beyond this chapter. For details we refer to Shafer (1976) and Gillett and
Srivastava (2000).

6 Due to the form of the likelihood, the case of sampling without replacement from a
smaller population is mathematically less suitable for the optimization context that we
will consider later on, but perhaps more realistic. This assumption is discussed in more
detail in Section 4.4.
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ambiguity (ambiguity means kT
a,j/nT

a,j = pT
a,j) we are, the stronger is the

expected belief in oT
a,j or in ¬oT

a,j.
7 An exception is ambiguity, in which

increasing the sample size does not lead to a more pronounced expected
difference in oT

a,j or in ¬oT
a,j.

It is important to note here that for this statistical evidence, the BPA
mT,S

a,j depends on the outcome of the random sample. In order to do
any kind of a-priori optimization of the sample sizes, as is the goal
of this paper, we must choose how to combine or weigh the different
possible outcomes. To facilitate this we will introduce the pipe/vertical
bar notation mT,S

a,j

(
·
∣∣∣kT

a,j = κ
)

, which essentially means the BPA when κ

errors are found. To compute the BPA in this situation we simply replace
the occurrences of kT

a,j with κ in (4.4). For BPAs that depend on multiple
samples, we follow the same principle but with multiple conditions on
the right side of the pipe operator.

4.3.3 The belief in the material correctness of one account

In this section we show how statistical and non-statistical pieces of evi-
dence from different transaction and balance related objectives and dif-
ferent accounts can be combined in order to determine the overall belief
of material correctness of the accounts. Non-statistical forms of evidence
may exist at the level of the financial statement, the account, and the ob-
jective (Srivastava and Shafer, 1992). These forms of evidence include
analytical procedures, inherent factors and evidence from the quality
of internal controls. The logical relations as shown in Figure 4.1 pre-
scribe how evidence from different objectives and accounts should be
unified. This section is based on application of the formulas in Srivas-
tava and Shafer (1992) and Srivastava et al. (1995) and modifies them to
the specificities of our framework, in particular the interaction between
transaction and balance related objectives.

7 Since the belief is stochastic, this relation does not hold exact but in expectation. The
stochastic element is brought into the belief via the random number of successes kT

a,j.

That is, when the auditor draws a sample and registers a number of successes kT
a,j,

the belief is a fixed number that depends on kT
a,j. But before the auditor draws this

sample, the ex-post belief can be thought of as a random variable that is essentially a
transformation of the random variable kT

a,j.
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We first illustrate how, for any given transaction related objective oT
a,j,

the belief function from statistical evidence determined from (4.4) can be
combined with non-statistical evidence. In a first step, using Dempster’s
rule of combination (4.2) all non-statistical evidence can be combined to
a single belief function mT,NS

a,j . Then, again using Dempster’s rule of com-
bination, statistical and non-statistical evidence can be combined into
one BPA. To illustrate this, consider the case where the non-statistical
and statistical evidence is not unfavorable to the objective in the sense
that mT,NS

a,j

(
¬oT

a,j

)
= mT,S

a,j

(
¬oT

a,j

)
= 0. Using (4.2) we get the belief func-

tion of the combined statistical and non-statistical evidence. The combi-
nation is partially statistical (indicated by P) and partially non-statistical,

mT,P
a,j

(
oT

a,j

)
=
(

1−mT,NS
a,j

(
oT

a,j

))
mT,S

a,j

(
oT

a,j

)
+ mT,NS

a,j

(
oT

a,j

)
, (4.5)

mT,P
a,j

(
¬oT

a,j

)
= 0.

Next, we show how BPAs for a set of different transaction objectives for
a given account a can be combined into a BPA. Let OT

a = oT
a,1 ∧ · · · ∧ oT

a,JT
a

be the event that all transaction related objectives hold, and ¬OT
a its

logical complement that at least one transaction related objective does
not hold. By applying Proposition 1 in Srivastava et al. (1995),

mT,P
a

(
OT

a

)
=

JT
a

∏
j=1

mT,P
a,j

(
oT

a,j

)
, (4.6)

1−mT,P
a

(
¬OT

a

)
=

JT
a

∏
j=1

(
1−mT,P

a,j

(
¬oT

a,j

))
.

Then, the belief that either all transaction related objectives or all balance
related objectives hold for account a, denoted Oa, can be determined
from (again using Proposition 1 in Srivastava et al. (1995)),

1−mP
a (Oa) =

(
1−mT,P

(
OT

a

)) (
1−mB,P

a

(
OB

a

))
, (4.7)

mP
a (¬Oa) = mT,P

a

(
¬OT

a

)
mB,P

a

(
¬OB

a

)
,

where Oa = OT
a ∨OB

a is the event that the transaction and/or the balance
related objectives hold for account a.

Since non-statistical evidence may exist at the account level, we assume
the existence of a corresponding BPA mNS

a . If there is no such non-
statistical evidence then mNS

a (Oa) = mNS
a (¬Oa) = 0. In case mP

a (¬Oa) =
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mNS
a (¬Oa) = 0, using (4.2) we get that the belief that account a is mate-

rially correct is

ma(Oa) =
(

1−mNS
a (Oa)

)
mP

a (Oa) + mNS
a (Oa), ma(¬Oa) = 0. (4.8)

4.3.4 The belief that the financial statements are materially correct

This section aggregates the belief in the material correctness of the in-
dividual accounts to the financial statements, again using the theory in
Srivastava et al. (1995), and contains no novel contributions.

Let F = O1 ∧ · · · ∧OA be the event that all accounts are materially cor-
rect, such that the financial statements are materially correct. The com-
bined evidence from all accounts (indicated with A) is, by Srivastava
et al. (1995, Proposition 1) as in (4.6),

mA (F) =
A

∏
a=1

ma (Oa) , (4.9)

1−mA (¬F) =
A

∏
a=1

(1−ma (¬Oa)) .

Next to the evidence on the accounts, we have evidence at the level
of financial statements. This evidence can be combined into a BPA mF.
The combination of mA and mF gives the final belief that the financial
statements are materially correct, m. By (4.2) we have

m(F) =
mA(F)mF(F) + mA({F,¬F})mF(F) + mA(F)mF({F,¬F})

1−mA(F)mF(¬F)−mA(¬F)mF(F)
.

(4.10)

When m(F) is high enough, the auditor is reasonably assured that the
financial statements are materially correct.

4.4 optimal sampling

This section analyses optimal sampling on the three levels introduced in
the previous section; at the level of a set of objectives (either transaction
or balance related), at the level of an account, and at the level of the
financial statements. We show that these problems are nested.

Without further reference, we make the following assumptions.
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error fractions are small enough . All actual error fractions p
are smaller than p, i.e. there is no material misstatement. Other-
wise, it makes no sense to optimize to achieve a certain belief in
the correctness of the financial statements. The reason being that
the larger the sample, the more certain it becomes that the finan-
cial statements are materially misstated. This assumption is only
required for the optimality of the strategies to hold. In case this
assumption fails and there is material misstatement, the strategies
will find the misstatement, just not in a cost-optimal way. This
chapter does not deal with finding the optimal stopping time of
the sampling strategy in the case of misstatement.

sample sizes are small relative to the population. All sam-
ples are obtained with replacement from an infinitely large popu-
lation. In reality, sampling without replacement may be more com-
mon, and the population is finite. The miscalculation of costs or
belief in the case of sampling with replacement from a finite pop-
ulation is in the fact that we only get the belief or incur the costs
of the unique items in the sample. The expected fraction of unique

items is u = N
n

(
1−

(
N−1

N

)n)
, where n is the sample size and N is

the population size. Expressing this as a function of the fraction of
the population sampled, φ = n

N , and taking the limit N → ∞, we
get the lower bound u = φ−1 (1− e−φ

)
. Figure 4.2 plots u and u

against φ. When we sample a relatively small fraction φ of the pop-
ulation this unique fraction u is close to one and the cost estimates
of sampling are more accurate.

sample sizes and outcomes are continuous . For mathematical
convenience we regard nT

a,j and kT
a,j as continuous. This assumption

weakens with the size of the samples.

non-statistical evidence is obtained first. This assumption
is made because if non-statistical evidence is obtained later, the
auditor does not know how strong the statistical evidence must
be for the combination to be sufficient. The auditor has no basis
for the sample size in that case. Obtaining non-statistical evidence
later is still a possibility, but the original sample sizes might not be
optimal in the face of this new evidence.

non-statistical evidence is not dogmatic . This means that
non-statistical evidence does not have unit belief in the material
correctness or incorrectness of some account or objective. If such
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Figure 4.2. Sample fraction φ = n/N against the expected fraction of unique items
u for various population sizes N. The line indicates the lower bound limit u as the
population size grows to N → ∞.

dogmatic evidence is found, then we can just leave out the rele-
vant account or objective in the case of material correctness. In the
case of material incorrectness, the auditor has reached a negative
conclusion.

4.4.1 Optimal sampling for a set of objectives

This section computes optimal sampling strategies for a set of objectives.
Without loss of generality, we assume for notational convenience that
these are transaction related objectives.

Shafer (1976) introduces the weight of evidence − ln(1− s) where s is
the belief in the positive probability event of a simple support function.
A simple support function is a BPA that has probability mass assigned to
one event (the positive probability event) and the remainder to the entire
frame of discernment. By assumption, all non-statistical evidence at the
objective level is simple in this sense. Therefore, with zT

a,j = mT,NS
a,j

(
oT

a,j

)
,

wT,NS
a,j = − ln

(
1− zT

a,j

)
⇔ zT

a,j = 1− e−wT,NS
a,j . (4.11)

In the optimizations in this chapter we assume that the auditor is inter-
ested in the most likely belief. We cannot optimize the sample sizes for
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the actual belief after sampling because this is a random variable that
depends on the sample obtained. The most likely belief is simply the
belief in the sample outcome that is most likely to occur (i.e. the mode),
given the true fraction of errors. In this case, kT

a,j/nT
a,j = pT

a,j. Define

wT,S
a,j = − ln

(
pT

a,j

pT
a,j

)pT
a,j
(

1− pT
a,j

1− pT
a,j

)1−pT
a,j

, (4.12)

such that by (4.11) and (4.4), and using the assumption that pT
a,j < pT

a,j,
we have (with the pipe/vertical bar notation introduced in Section 4.3.2,
indicating ‘given that’, or ‘conditional on’ as in a conditional probability,
such that effectively it means we can replace the random variable kT

a,j

with its most likely outcome pT
a,jn

T
a,j),

mT,S
a,j

(
oT

a,j
∣∣kT

a,j = pT
a,jn

T
a,j

)
= 1− e−nT

a,jw
T,S
a,j . (4.13)

Therefore, nT
a,jw

T,S
a,j is the (most likely) weight of the statistical evidence.

wT,S
a,j can thus be interpreted as the weight of statistical evidence per

sample element.

Substituting (4.13) in (4.5) and (4.6) we get that the belief that all trans-
action related objectives of account a hold is

mT,P
a

(
OT

a
∣∣kT

a,j = pT
a,jn

T
a,j, ∀j

)
=

JT
a

∏
j=1

((
1− zT

a,j

)(
1− e−nT

a,jw
T,S
a,j

)
+ zT

a,j

)
.

(4.14)

It is easy to show that (4.14) is strictly quasi-concave in na,1, . . . , na,Ja .8,9

With respect to this belief, we consider two problems. The cost minimiza-
tion problem is the optimization where the auditor seeks to achieve a

8 A function f with convex domain D is quasi-concave if for any two points x1 and
x2 in D we have f (λx1 + (1 − λ)x2) ≥ min{ f (x1), f (x2)} for all λ ∈ [0, 1]. Strict
quasi-concavity holds when additionally for x1 = x2 we have f (λx1 + (1− λ)x2) >
min{ f (x1), f (x2)} for all λ ∈ (0, 1).

9 Take the second derivative of ln
((

1− zT
a,j

)(
1− e−nT

a,jw
T,S
a,j

)
+ zT

a,j

)
, which is equal to

−
(

wT,S
a,j

)2
e−nT

a,jw
T,S
a,j
(

1− zT
a,j

)
/
(

1−
(

1− zT
a,j

)
e−nT

a,jw
T,S
a,j

)2
< 0. The sum of these log-

arithms across j gives a sum of strictly concave functions, which is strictly concave.
(4.14) is obtained by exponentiating this sum, giving strict quasi-concavity.
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certain belief πT
a ∈ (0, 1) in the material correctness of a set of objectives,

at minimal cost. The belief maximization problem is the optimization
where the auditor seeks to maximize belief subject to a budget constraint
CT

a ≥ 0.10 We start with the solution and analysis of the cost minimiza-
tion problem.

Proposition 3. The cost minimization problem,

minimize
na,1,...,na,JT

a
≥0

JT
a

∑
j=1

nT
a,jc

T
a,j

subject to
JT
a

∏
j=1

((
1− zT

a,j

)(
1− e−nT

a,jw
T,S
a,j

)
+ zT

a,j

)
≥ πT

a

has a unique solution given by

nT∗
a,j = max

⎧⎨
⎩ 1

wT,S
a,j

ln

⎛
⎝1 + λT

a πT
a

wT,S
a,j

cT
a,j

⎞
⎠− wT,NS

a,j

wT,S
a,j

, 0

⎫⎬
⎭ ,

where λT
a is the shadow price of marginally increasing belief πT

a and

JT
a

∏
j=1

max

⎧⎨
⎩ λT

a πT
a

λT
a πT

a + cT
a,j/wT,S

a,j

, zT
a,j

⎫⎬
⎭ = πT

a

uniquely defines λT
a .

The parameter λT
a reflects the shadow price, i.e., the effect on the optimal

sampling cost ∑JT
a

j=1 nT∗
a,j c

T
a,j of a marginal increase in the target belief πT

a .

As can be seen from its implicit definition, λT
a is identified through πT

a
and the fractions cT

a,j/wT,S
a,j for j = 1, . . . , JT

a . As a consequence, also the

optimal cost of sampling objective i, nT∗
i,a cT

a,i, depends only on πT
a and

10 By the quasi-concavity of (4.14), we can view belief maximization as a utility maxi-
mization problem subject to a budget constraint, a common microeconomic problem
(Mas-Colell et al., 1995). The solution nT∗

a,j
(
ca,1, . . . , ca,Ja , Ca

)
can be interpreted as a

Marshallian demand function given costs (prices) ca,j and budget (income) Ca. The op-
timum belief πa

(
ca,1, . . . , ca,Ja , Ca

)
is analogous to the indirect utility function. For the

cost minimization problem the solution nT∗
a,j
(
ca,1, . . . , ca,Ja , πa

)
is the Hicksian demand

function and the optimum cost Ca
(
ca,1, . . . , ca,Ja , πa

)
is the expenditure function for the

belief (utility level) πa.
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the fractions cT
a,j/wT,S

a,j for j = 1, . . . , JT
a . These fractions increase when

costs go up or the strength of evidence drops (e.g. because of a higher
error fraction). An increase in one fraction generates an increase in λT

a
whenever the corresponding sample size is positive, and thus increasing
all sample sizes and total costs.

Optimal sample sizes nT∗
a,j generally vary with pT

a,j and pT
a,j through their

effect on wT,S
a,j . Therefore the strategy of the auditor depends on the be-

havior of the auditee that is expressed in pT
a,j. This renders pT

a,j endoge-

nous. However, an important special case arises when pT
a,j = pT

a and

pT
a,j = pT

a for all j = 1, . . . , JT
a .

A more general but less intuitive situation with this property is when
the auditee controls the quality of an account and thus the weight of
evidence, but not the relative weights of the evidence among the types.
That is, wT,S

a,j /wT,S
a,i do not depend on the behavior of the auditee. If this

holds, then we can define an auditee controlled meta-weight wT,S
a and

ρT
a,j such that wT,S

a,j = ρT
a,jw

T,S
a , where ρT

a,j is independent of the auditee’s
behavior by construction.

In this more general case, the following is true.

Proposition 4. If wT,S
a,j = ρT

a,jw
T,S
a then it holds for all i and j that the ratio

n∗a,i/n∗a,j does not depend on wT,S
a .

The situation where pT
a,j = pT

a and pT
a,j = pT

a gives that all ρT
a,js are one,

and the auditee controls all wT,S
a,j s at once through pT

a .

Proposition 4 leads to a dominant strategy for the auditor.11 There are
two cases to consider, the case of material correctness and misstatement.
First, suppose that for all j, pT

a,j < pT
a,j. If the auditor always increases the

relative sample sizes in accordance with Proposition 3 until the target
belief is reached, then he samples optimally with respect to the goal
cost minimization, given that the most likely belief occurs. Second, if
pT

a,j > pT
a,j we expect that kT

a,j > pT
a,jn

T
a,j, so the belief that the objective is

not met grows to one with the sample size.

There are two practical considerations to this strategy. The first is that
we have defined an optimal strategy over the most likely outcomes. In

11 In this context a dominant strategy is a strategy that is optimal regardless of the be-
havior of the auditee, who has control over the material correctness of the statements.
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practice any other outcome belief may also occur. We have thus turned
a dynamic stochastic control problem into an optimization problem by
considering only the most likely case. The deviation from the most likely
outcome that practically occurs due to the stochastic nature of the prob-
lem, may result in suboptimal sampling.

Second, the above described strategy assumes that we can increase the
sample marginally, which is not the case in reality. A practical solution
would be so set step 1 sample sizes nT∗(1)

a,j conservatively small by as-

suming that pT(1)
a,j = 0. If indeed kT(1)

a,j = 0 then πT
a has been reached.

If not, then the auditor can enlarge the sample to a sample size nT∗(2)
a,j

based on pT(2)
a,j = kT(1)

a,j /nT∗(1)
a,j . The process continues until πT

a is reached.
Even when the optimal strategy does not, the total cost still depends
on the behavior of the auditee. This strategy partly works when the as-
sumptions in Proposition 4 do not hold. As soon as we have obtained
the first sample, we have learned about the additional sample sizes that
are necessary, given that the most likely sample outcome occurs. How-
ever, there is no guarantee that the initial step of setting pT(1)

a,j = 0 gives
rise to a set of sample sizes that are below the true optimal sample sizes
for all j, causing oversampling for these objectives.

As discussed at the start of this section, as an alternative to the cost min-
imization problem, the auditor can maximize belief subject to a budget
constraint. This problem is very similar and its properties are summa-
rized in Proposition 5.

Proposition 5. The belief maximization problem,

maximize
nT

a,1,...,nT
a,JT

a
≥0

JT
a

∏
j=1

((
1− zT

a,j

)(
1− e−nT

a,jw
T,S
a,j

)
+ zT

a,j

)

subject to
JT
a

∑
j=1

nT
a,jc

T
a,j ≤ CT

a

has a unique solution given by

nT∗
a,j = max

{
1

wS
j

ln

(
1 + γT

a

wS
j

cj

)
−

wNS
j

wS
j

, 0

}
,
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where 1/λT
a is the shadow belief of marginally increasing budget CT

a and

JT
a

∑
j=1

max

⎧⎨
⎩ ca,j

wT,S
a,j

ln

⎛
⎝1 + γT

a

wT,S
a,j

ca,j

⎞
⎠− ca,jw

T,NS
a,j

wT,S
a,j

, 0

⎫⎬
⎭ = CT

a

uniquely defines γT
a . The parameter λT

a can be obtained from γT
a = λT

a πT
a with

πT
a the maximum attained.

The managerial insights from this section are the following.

• We can formulate the cheapest way to attain a certain belief that
a set of objectives is materially correct. This is expressed as the
number of samples we should obtain from each objective.

• Alternatively, we can formulate how to attain the most belief in
the material correctness of the accounts given a budget constraint.
This is also expressed as the number of samples we should obtain
from each objective.

• If the auditee controls the error rate of the account as a whole, and
not specifically which for each objective, then how large a sample
we need to draw from each objective relative to the other objec-
tives is independent of the error rate. The auditor should just keep
sampling until the desired belief in material correctness is reached,
where the relative sample sizes from each account depend on the
sampling costs.

4.4.2 Optimal sampling from sets of transaction and balance related objectives

This section deals with two sets of objectives logically connected with a
∨-relation. This is the case for transaction and balance related objectives,
as explained in Section 4.3. We show that it is always optimal to sample
from one of these sets only.

Arens et al. (2008) explain that in practice, auditors consider two smaller
samples from both transaction and balance related objectives to be more
informative than one large sample from either objectives. However, a
central contribution of this chapter is that the auditor should always
dedicate resources to testing either transaction or balance related objec-
tives.12

12 This result may not hold in some cases when non-statistical evidence on the objective
level is added, as we will show.
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Analogous to Proposition 3, the auditor wants to achieve a certain belief
πa that the transaction related objectives all hold and/or that the balance
related objectives all hold, at minimal costs. This belief is defined in (4.7)
as mP

a

(
Oa
∣∣kT

a,j = pT
a,jn

T
a,j, kB

a,j = pB
a,jn

B
a,j, ∀j

)
.

Proposition 6. Consider the cost minimization problem,

minimize
nT

a,1,...,nT
a,JT

a
≥0

nB
a,1,...,nB

a,JB
a
≥0

JT
a

∑
j=1

nT
a,jc

T
a,j +

JB
a

∑
j=1

nB
a,jc

B
a,j

subject to 1−
(

1−mT,P
a

(
OT

a
∣∣kT

a,j = pT
a,jn

T
a,j, ∀j

))
×
(

1−mB,P
a

(
OB∣∣kB

a,j = pB
a,jn

B
a,j, ∀j

))
≥ πa

with all zT
a,j and zB

a,j zero (no non-statistical evidence at the objective level).
There exists a solution to this problem that has nT∗

a,1 = · · · = nT∗
a,JT

a
= 0, and/or

there exists a solution that has nB∗
a,1 = · · · = nB∗

a,JB
a
= 0.

Proposition 6 implies that on testing some account, the auditor should
always pick between between exclusive testing for details of transac-
tions or balances.13 However, the proposition does not specify which
of the two is cheaper; the auditor should verify this via Proposition 3.
This choice generally requires knowledge of the error fraction set by the
auditee. In a game theoretical framework, the optimal strategy might in-
clude a mixed strategy in the sense that the auditor randomizes between
sampling from either set of objectives.

There exists a special case for which the auditee behavior is indepen-
dent of the choice between balance and transaction related objectives.
Suppose all weights of evidence are the same, wT

a,j = wB
a,j = wa. This

case arises when the auditee can control only an account specific error
rate pa, and all tolerances pT

a,j and pB
a,j are equal. From the previous

section we know that sampling at some auditee independent ratio of
sample sizes is optimal for each set of transactions, the auditor should
pick the case where this is optimal. This can be done by comparing the
marginal costs λT

a and λB
a and opting for the lowest.

13 A knife edge case can be identified in which mixed sampling also optimal, but this
occurs only when there is only one transaction and one balance related objective, which
are equally expensive. See the proof of Proposition 6 for a more detailed discussion.
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Although Proposition 6 holds with non-statistical evidence at the ac-
count at play, it generally does not work when such evidence is present
at the objective level. Consider the following illustrative counterexam-
ple. Suppose we have two objectives to verify in of each set of objectives
(transaction and balance related). Let cT

a,1 = cB
a,1 be very high and cT

a,2 =

cB
a,2 = 1. Also, let zT

a,1 = zB
a,1 = 0.95 and zT

a,2 = zB
a,2 = 0, and the weights

of statistical evidence equal to one. Setting nT
a,1 = nB

a,1 = ln 20 gives belief
at the account level of 1− (1− 0.95(1− e− ln 20))(1− 0.95(1− e− ln 20)) ≈
0.99. Clearly, if we would limit ourselves to one set then no matter how
large a sample we choose on objective 2, we never reach belief 0.99 on
the account level. Therefore, we must also sample from objective one,
which is (arbitrarily) expensive, so the case where we sample from both
sets is cheaper.

A similar proposition holds for the belief maximization subject to a bud-
get constraint.

Proposition 7. Consider the belief maximization problem,

maximize
nT

a,1,...,nT
a,JT

a
≥0

nB
a,1,...,nB

a,JB
a
≥0

1−
(

1−mT,P
a

(
OT

a
∣∣kT

a,j = pT
a,jn

T
a,j, ∀j

))
×
(

1−mB,P
a

(
OB∣∣kB

a,j = pB
a,jn

B
a,j, ∀j

))
subject to

JT
a

∑
j=1

nT
a,jc

T
a,j +

JB
a

∑
j=1

nB
a,jc

B
a,j ≤ Ca

with all zT
a,j and zB

a,j zero (no non-statistical evidence at the objective level).
There exists a solution to this problem that has nT∗

a,1 = · · · = nT∗
a,JT

a
= 0, and/or

there exists a solution that has nB∗
a,1 = · · · = nB∗

a,JB
a
= 0.

The managerial insights from this section are the following.

• When faced with the choice of sampling from the transaction of
balance related objectives to establish the material correctness of
an account, a mixed strategy is never strictly optimal. Instead one
of the two sets of objectives should be chosen.

• This result holds for both the cost minimization problem as well
as the belief maximization problem given a budget, but not nec-
essarily when there is non-statistical evidence at the the objective
level.
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• When the auditor has control over the account-specific error rate,
but not the error rate in each objective, then the choice between
the transaction and balance related objectives is independent of
the error rate, and can be obtained by comparing the marginal
costs the two sets.

4.4.3 Optimal sampling for multiple accounts

As explained by Srivastava and Shafer (1992) the structure of the general
audit is a ∧-relation between many accounts. So only when for each ac-
count a of a set of accounts a ∈ {1, . . . , A}, A ≥ 2 it can be proven that
this account is materially correct, the financial statements can be consid-
ered materially correct. The previous section has shown how to choose
sample sizes for individual accounts. This section considers the problem
of allocating sample sizes to different accounts. We assume that at the
optimum the correct set of objectives (transaction or balance related) is
chosen for each account. To this end, non-statistical evidence at the ob-
jective level is excluded, such that Proposition 6 holds. To indicate that
for every account either transaction or balance related evidence has been
chosen, we drop the superscripts T and B.

Consider the problem of minimizing the total cost subject to a target
belief, by varying the sample sizes of all types of all accounts. Interest is
not only in the optimal allocation, but also in the the most likely belief
πa obtained for individual accounts a. This belief is obtained from (4.8),
(4.9) and (4.14) as πa = mP

a
(
Oa
∣∣ka,j = pa,jna,j∀j

)
. Introduce the relative

belief qa = πa/π. qa > 1 for at least one a, since ∏A
a=1 qa = ∏A

a=1 πa/π =
π1−A > 1.

Proposition 8. The cost minimization problem,

minimize
n1,1,...,n1,J1 ,...,

nA,1,...,nA,JA
≥0

A

∑
a=1

Ja

∑
j=1

na,jca,j

subject to
A

∏
a=1

(
(1− ya)

Ja

∏
j=1

(
1− e−na,jwS

a,j

)
+ ya

)
≥ π
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with all zT
a,j and zB

a,j zero (no non-statistical evidence at the objective level), has
a unique solution given by

n∗a,j = max

{
− 1

wS
a,j

ln

(
1 + ηπ

wS
a,j

ca,j

)
− wNS

a

wS
a,j

, 0

}

where η is the shadow price of marginally increasing π and

A

∏
a=1

⎛
⎝(1− ya)

Ja

∏
j=1

max

⎧⎨
⎩1− ca,j

(1− ya)
(

ca,j + ηπwS
a,j

) , 0

⎫⎬
⎭+ ya

⎞
⎠ = π

uniquely defines η. Furthermore, if ya are zero (there is no non-statistical evi-
dence at the account level), then

qa =
1
π

Ja

∏
j=1

ηπ

ηπ + ca,j/wS
a,j

=
η

λa
.

Interestingly, qa are proportional to the shadow belief of marginally in-
creasing the (virtual) budget constraint (see Proposition 5) in the cor-
responding account, at optimal belief πa. So for accounts that have rel-
atively cheap belief at the margin, we attain a proportionally higher
belief.

As before, we give the related belief maximization proposition.

Proposition 9. The belief maximization problem,

maximize
n1,1,...,n1,J1 ,...,

nA,1,...,nA,JA
≥0

A

∏
a=1

(
(1− ya)

Ja

∏
j=1

(
1− e−na,jwS

a,j

)
+ ya

)

subject to
A

∑
a=1

Ja

∑
j=1

na,jca,j ≤ C

with all zT
a,j and zB

a,j zero (no non-statistical evidence at the objective level), has
a unique solution given by

n∗a,j = max

{
− 1

wS
a,j

ln

(
1 + κ

wS
a,j

ca,j

)
− wNS

a

wS
a,j

, 0

}
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where 1/η is the shadow belief of marginally increasing C and

A

∑
a=1

Ja

∑
j=1

max

{
− ca,j

wS
a,j

ln

(
1 + κ

wS
a,j

ca,j

)
− ca,jwNS

a

wS
a,j

, 0

}
= C

uniquely defines κ. η can be obtained from κ = ηπ with π the optimum.

Non-statistical evidence at the level of the financial statements can be
included as follows. In the case of belief maximization subject to a cost
constraint, simply combine the belief from all accounts jointly (mA(F),
the attained optimum in Proposition 9) with the belief from the non-
statistical evidence at the level of the financial statements, mF, using (4.8).
In the case of cost minimization subject to a belief constraint, work back-
wards and define the belief that should be attained from all accounts
jointly (mA(F) = π, the target belief in Proposition 8) in such a way that
when combined with the non-statistical evidence at the level of the fi-
nancial statements, the result is the desired final belief that the financial
statements are materially correct, m(F).

4.5 conclusion

We have given a holistic model of the external audit that extends the
belief function framework. This model proves tractable as an optimiza-
tion problem of the auditor. The identification of dominant strategies
shows that the decision theoretical view of the audit and the game the-
oretical view (i.e. that the auditor and auditee have misaligned interests
and behave strategically taking each other’s responses into account, as
explained in the introduction to this chapter) are not mutually exclusive.
Moreover, the interactions of different types of evidence and accounts
render simple models that do not take these interactions into account
as unrealistic. The auditor should sample less for accounts where this is
expensive, and more where it is not. Therefore, game theoretical models
of the external audit should take this interaction into account.
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4.a proofs of propositions

Proof of Proposition 3. The modified Lagrangian of the optimization prob-
lem is

L
(

nT
a,1, . . . , nT

a,JT
a
, λT

a

)
=

JT
a

∑
j=1

nT
a,jc

T
a,j

− λT
a

⎛
⎝ JT

a

∏
j=1

(
(1− zT

a,j)

(
1− e−nT

a,jw
T,S
a,j

)
+ zT

a,j

)
− πT

a

⎞
⎠ .

The Kuhn-Tucker conditions are

∂L
∂nT

a,j

∣∣∣∣∣
nT

a,j=nT∗
a,j

≥ 0, nT∗
a,j ≥ 0,

∂L
∂nT

a,j

∣∣∣∣∣
nT

a,j=nT∗
a,j

nT∗
a,j = 0,

JT
a

∏
j=1

(
(1− zT

a,j)

(
1− e−nT

a,jw
T,S
a,j

)
+ zT

a,j

)
= πT

a ,

where (with substituted constraint)

∂L
∂nT

a,j

∣∣∣∣∣
nT

a,j=nT∗
a,j

= cT
a,j − λT

a

π
(

1− zT
a,j

)
e−nT∗

a,j wT,S
a,j wT,S

a,j(
1− zT

a,j

)(
1− e−nT∗

a,j wT,S
a,j

)
+ zT

a,j

.

Rewriting the first condition gives

e−nT∗
a,j wT,S

a,j ≤
cT

a,j

(1− zT
a,j)(c

T
a,j + λT

a wT,S
a,j πT

a )

⇒ nT∗
a,j ≥

1

wT,S
a,j

ln

⎛
⎝1 + λT

a πT
a

wT,S
a,j

cT
a,j

⎞
⎠− wT,NS

a,j

wT,S
a,j

.

Note that the following solution satisfies the first three Kuhn-Tucker
conditions

nT∗
a,j = max

⎧⎨
⎩ 1

wT,S
a,j

ln

⎛
⎝1 + λT

a πT
a

wT,S
a,j

cT
a,j

⎞
⎠− wT,NS

a,j

wT,S
a,j

, 0

⎫⎬
⎭ .
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It directly follows that

e−nT∗
a,j wT,S

a,j = min

⎧⎨
⎩ cT

a,j(
1− zT

a,j

) (
cT

a,j + λT
a wT,S

a,j πT
a

) , 1

⎫⎬
⎭ .

λT
a is implicitly defined by substituting this result into the last Kuhn-

Tucker condition, giving that πT
a equals

JT
a

∏
j=1

⎛
⎝(1− zT

a,j

)⎛⎝1−min

⎧⎨
⎩ cT

a,j(
1− zT

a,j

) (
cT

a,j + λT
a wT,S

a,j πT
a

) , 1

⎫⎬
⎭
⎞
⎠+ zT

a,j

⎞
⎠

=
JT
a

∏
j=1

max

⎧⎨
⎩ λT

a πT
a

λT
a πT

a + cT
a,j/wT,S

a,j

, zT
a,j

⎫⎬
⎭ .

Notice that this product increases continuously from ∏JT
a

j=1 zT
a,j < πT

a to

one for λT
a from zero to infinity, so a unique λT

a exists for any πT
a with

corresponding nT∗
a,j s. Since the objective function is convex and the con-

straints are strictly quasi-concave,
(

nT∗
a,1, . . . , nT∗

a,JT
a
, λT

a

)
uniquely solves

the cost minimization problem.

Proof of Proposition 4. Let wT,S
a,j = ρT

a,jw
T,S
a for some endogenous weight

wT,S
a > 0 and exogenous factors ρa,j > 0. Then

πT
a =

JT
a

∏
j=1

max

⎧⎨
⎩ λT

a πT
a

λT
a πT

a + cT
a,j/wT,S

a,j

, zT
a,j

⎫⎬
⎭

=
JT
a

∏
j=1

max

⎧⎨
⎩ ρT

a,jw
T,S
a λT

a πT
a

ρT
a,jw

T,S
a λT

a πT
a + cT

a,j

, zT
a,j

⎫⎬
⎭ ,

which implies that the product λT
a wT,S

a depends only on the exogenous
costs cT

a,j, factors ρT
a,j, non-statistical evidence zT

a,j and target belief πT
a .

Therefore,

nT∗
a,j = max

⎧⎨
⎩ 1

wT,S
a,j

ln

⎛
⎝1 + λT

a πT
a

wT,S
a,j

cT
a,j

⎞
⎠− wT,NS

a,j

wT,S
a,j

, 0

⎫⎬
⎭
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=
1

wT,S
a

max

⎧⎨
⎩ 1

ρT
a,j

ln

⎛
⎝1 + πT

a

λT
a wT,S

a ρT
a,j

cT
a,j

⎞
⎠− wT,NS

a,j

ρT
a,j

, 0

⎫⎬
⎭

has only one endogenous variable, wT,S
a . The ratio nT∗

a,i /nT∗
a,j , when it ex-

ists, thus only depends on exogenous variables.

[Proof of Proposition 5.] Since it is always possible to increase the most
likely belief if the budget constraint does not hold with equality, the
budget constraint must hold with equality. Rewrite the belief maximiza-
tion problem as a two stage maximization with nT∗

a,j

(
cT

a,1, . . . , cT
a,JT

a
, πT

a

)
the solution to the cost minimization problem in Proposition 3,

maximize
πT

a ∈(0,1)
πT

a subject to
JT
a

∑
j=1

nT∗
a,j

(
cT

a,1, . . . , cT
a,JT

a
, πT

a

)
cT

a,j ≤ CT
a .

From Proposition 3 this is equivalent to

maximize
πT

a ∈(0,1),λT
a >0

πT
a

subject to
JT
a

∑
j=1

max

⎧⎨
⎩ 1

wT,S
a,j

ln

⎛
⎝1+λT

a πT
a

wT,S
a,j

cT
a,j

⎞
⎠−wT,NS

a,j

wT,S
a,j

, 0

⎫⎬
⎭ cT

a,j ≤ CT
a ,

JT
a

∏
j=1

max

⎧⎨
⎩ λT

a πT
a

λT
a πT

a + cT
a,j/wT,S

a,j

, zT
a,j

⎫⎬
⎭ = πT

a .

When we substitute the second constraint into the objective function, λT
a

and πT
a are determined jointly. Write γT

a = λT
a πT

a , such that

maximize
γT

a >0

JT
a

∏
j=1

max

⎧⎨
⎩ γT

a

γT
a + cT

a,j/wT,S
a,j

, zT
a,j

⎫⎬
⎭

subject to
JT
a

∑
j=1

max

⎧⎨
⎩ 1

wT,S
a,j

ln

⎛
⎝1+λT

a πT
a

wT,S
a,j

cT
a,j

⎞
⎠−wT,NS

a,j

wT,S
a,j

, 0

⎫⎬
⎭ cT

a,j ≤ CT
a .

The constraint is strictly increasing to infinity in γT
a and zero at γT

a = 0,
whereas the objective function increases from zero to one as γT

a rises
from zero to infinity, so there exists a unique γT

a that solves problem
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and the constraint holds with equality. This γT
a defines πT

a and thus also
λT

a at the optimum, so nT∗
a,j can be found from Proposition 3.

The shadow belief of marginally increasing CT
a follows directly as the

inverse of the shadow costs of marginally increasing belief by the inverse

function theorem. An alternative route is to solve dπT
a

dCT
a
= ∂πT

a
∂γT

a

∂γT
a

∂CT
a

directly.

Proof of Proposition 6. Let πT
a and πB

a be target beliefs on the individual
sets of objectives. Let nT∗

a,j

(
cT

a,1, . . . , cT
a,JT

a
, πT

a

)
be the solution to the cost

minimization problem in Proposition 3. Define the continuous cost func-
tions

CT
a

(
πT

a

)
=

⎧⎨
⎩∑JT

a
j=1 nT∗

a,j

(
cT

a,1, . . . , cT
a,JT

a
, πT

a

)
cT

a,j if 0 < πT
a < 1,

0 if πT
a = 0,

and CB
a analogously. Rewrite the cost minimization problem in the present

proposition as a minimization over all possible beliefs in either set of ob-
jectives,

minimize
πT

a ,πB
a ∈[0,1)

CT
a

(
πT

a

)
+ CB

a

(
πB

a

)
subject to 1−

(
1−πT

a

)(
1−πB

a

)
≥πa.

Note that πT
a = 1− (1− πa)

α, πB
a = 1− (1− πa)

1−α satisfies the con-
straint and covers all possible choices of πT

a and πB
a for α ∈ [0, 1]. So the

problem can be rewritten as

minimize
α∈[0,1]

CT
a
(
1− (1− πa)

α
)
+ CB

a
(
1− (1− πa)

1−α
)
.

This is allowed because a the cost functions are monotonously increasing
in πT

a and πB
a respectively.

We now show that the cost function CT
a
(
1 − (1 − πa)α

)
is concave in

α, thus so is CB
a
(
1− (1− πa)1−α

)
.14 This implies that the sum of such

functions is concave in α. Minimizing a concave function leads to a cor-
ner solution, α∗ ∈ {0, 1}. This corresponds to nT∗

a,1 = · · · = nT∗
JT
a
= 0 or

nB∗
a,1 = · · · = nB∗

JB
a
= 0. Let α ∈ (0, 1) and define g(α) = 1− (1− πa)

α. The

14 If a function is concave in x then it is also concave in 1 − x. The definitions of the
transaction and the balance related cost functions are the same, so we can focus on
either of them.
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Lagrangian of CT
a (g (α)) is as in the proof of Proposition 3. Therefore,

by the envelope theorem dCT
a

dg = λT
a . The second derivative is

d2CT
a

dα2 =
dCT

a
dg

d2g
dα2 +

d2CT
a

dg2

(
dg
dα

)2

= −λT
a (1− πa)

α(ln (1− πa))
2 +

dλT
a

dg
((1− πa)

α)2(ln (1− πa))
2

= (1− g)(ln (1− πa))
2λT

a︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

(
dλT

a
dg

1− g
λT

a
− 1

)
.

Focus on the sign of the latter term. Apply the implicit function theorem
to the log-definition of λT

a (the last display in Proposition 3 for g = πT
a ),

f
(

λT
a , g

)
= ln g−

JT
a

∑
j=1

ln
λT

a g

λT
a g + cT

a,j/wT,S
a,j

= 0,

to obtain

dλT
a

dg
=− ∂ f /∂g

∂ f /∂λT
a
=

1
g − 1

g ∑JT
a

j=1
cT

a,j

cT
a,j+λT

a wT,S
a,j g

1
λT

a
∑JT

a
j=1

cT
a,j

cT
a,j+λT

a wT,S
a,j g

=

1
g

(
1−∑JT

a
j=1 e−nT∗

a,j wT,S
a,j

)
1

λT
a

∑JT
a

j=1 e−nT∗
a,j wT,S

a,j

.

The technical conditions of the implicit function theorem are satisfied
by differentiability and the invertible Jacobian. The last equality follows
from the proof of Proposition 3.

To finalize the proof, we show by induction that g ≥ 1− ∑JT
a

j=1 e−nT∗
a,j wT,S

a,j .

For JT
a = 1, ∏JT

a
j=1

(
1− e−nT∗

a,j wT,S
a,j

)
≥ 1−∑JT

a
j=1 e−nT∗

a,j wT,S
a,j holds with equal-

ity. Suppose the inequality holds for JT
a ≥ 1, then

JT
a +1

∏
j=1

(
1− e−nT∗

a,j wT,S
a,j

)
≥
(

1− e
−nT∗

a,JT
a +1

wT,S
a,j
)⎛⎝1−

JT
a

∑
j=1

e−nT∗
a,j wT,S

a,j

⎞
⎠

= 1−
JT
a

∑
j=1

e−nT∗
a,j wT,S

a,j − e
−n∗

a,JT
a +1

wT,S
a,j + e

−n∗
a,JT

a +1
wT,S

a,j
JT
a

∑
j=1

e−nT∗
a,j wT,S

a,j

> 1−
JT
a +1

∑
j=1

e−nT∗
a,j wT,S

a,j ,
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so the inequality holds for JT
a + 1. Substitution into the second derivative

gives

dλT
a

dg
1− g

λT
a
− 1 =

1−g
g

(
1−∑JT

a
j=1 e−nT∗

a,j wT,S
a,j

)
∑JT

a
j=1 e−nT∗

a,j wT,S
a,j

− 1 ≤ 1− g
g

g
1− g

− 1 = 0

⇒ d2CT
a

dα2 ≤ 0.

For α ∈ (0, 1) the cost functions are concave and the minimization prob-
lem is defined on α ∈ [0, 1]. Since the cost functions are continuous on
a compact domain, a global minimum exists and can only be interior if
costs are constant for all α. This happens only when JT = JB = 1 and
cT

1 = cB
1 .

Proof of Proposition 7. As shown in the proof of Proposition 5, the belief
maximization problem can also be written as a maximization over πa
with the optimal costs in the constraint. By Proposition 6 it follows di-
rectly that one boundary point is always a global optimum.

Proof of Proposition 8. The modified Langrangian of the optimization prob-
lem is

L(n1,1, . . . , n1,J1 , . . . , nA,1, . . . , nA,JA)

=
A

∑
a=1

Ja

∑
j=1

na,jca,j−η

(
A

∏
a=1

(
(1−ya)

Ja

∏
j=1

(
1−e−na,jwS

a,j

)
+ya

)
−π̃

)
.

The Kuhn-Tucker conditions are

∂L
∂na,j

∣∣∣∣∣
na,j=n∗a,j

≥ 0, n∗a,j ≥ 0,
∂L

∂na,j

∣∣∣∣∣
na,j=n∗a,j

n∗a,j = 0,

A

∏
a=1

(
(1− ya)

Ja

∏
j=1

(
1− e−na,jwS

a,j

)
+ ya

)
= π,

where (with substituted constraint)

∂L
∂na,j

∣∣∣∣∣
na,j=n∗a,j

= ca,j − η
π(1− ya)e

−n∗a,jw
S
a,j wS

a,j

(1− ya)

(
1− e−n∗a,jw

S
a,j

)
+ ya

.
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Rewriting the first condition gives

e−n∗a,jw
S
a,j≤ ca,j

(1−ya)(ca,j+ηwS
a,jπ)

⇒ n∗a,j≥
1

wS
a,j

ln

(
1+ηπ

wS
a,j

ca,j

)
−wNS

a

wS
a,j

.

Note that the following solution satisfies the three Kuhn-Tucker condi-
tions

n∗a,j = max

{
1

wS
a,j

ln

(
1 + ηπ

wS
a,j

ca,j

)
− wNS

a

wS
a,j

, 0

}
.

It directly follows that

e−n∗a,jw
S
a,j = min

{
ca,j

(1− ya)(ca,j + ηwS
a,jπ)

, 1

}
.

η is implicitly defined by substituting this result into the last Kuhn-
Tucker condition, giving that

π =
A

∏
a=1

(
(1− ya)

Ja

∏
j=1

(
1−min

{
ca,j

(1− ya)(ca,j + ηwS
a,jπ)

, 1

})
+ ya

)
.

Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 3, it is easy to see that a unique η
exists for any π with corresponding n∗a,js. To prove that this solution of
the Kuhn-Tucker conditions solves the optimization problem, we need
to show that it is the only solution to the Kuhn-Tucker conditions. This
is relatively easy to see from the third set of conditions, which implies
that either the first set, or the second set of conditions must hold with
equality. The maximum in the proposed solution achieves exactly that.

Now assume all yas are zero; there is no non-statistical evidence at the
account level. From the definition of qa,

qaπ = πa =
Ja

∏
j=1

ηπ

ηπ + ca,j/wS
a,j

=
Ja

∏
j=1

λaqaπ

λaqaπ + ca,j/wS
a,j
⇒ η = λaqa.

Therefore, qa = ∏Ja
j=1

ηπ

ηπ+ca,j/wS
a,j

= η
λa

.

Proof of Proposition 9. The proof follows the exact same lines as the proof
of Proposition 5.
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5 A N O N - PA R A M E T R I C T E S T F O R PA RT I A L
M O N O T O N I C I T Y I N M U LT I P L E R E G R E S S I O N

abstract

Partial positive (negative) monotonicity in a dataset is the property that
an increase in an independent variable, ceteris paribus, generates an
increase (decrease) in the dependent variable. A test for partial mono-
tonicity in datasets could (1) increase model performance if monotonic-
ity may be assumed, (2) validate the practical relevance of policy and
legal requirements, and (3) guard against falsely assuming monotonic-
ity both in theory and applications. To our knowledge, there is no test for
this phenomenon available yet. In this article, we propose a novel non-
parametric test, which does not require resampling or simulation. It is
formally proven that the test is asymptotically conservative, and that its
power converges to one. A brief simulation study shows the character-
istics of the test. Finally, in order to show its practical applicability, we
apply the test to a dataset and interpret its results.

5.1 introduction

Partial positive (negative) monotonicity in a dataset is the property that
an increase in an independent variable, ceteris paribus, generates an
increase (decrease) in the dependent variable. This concept is both intu-
itive and ubiquitous. “For instance, [ceteris paribus], the price of a house
increases with the house area, the price of a car decreases with the car
age, and the bond rating of a company increases with the debt to capital
ratio” (Daniels and Velikova, 2010, p. 906). We propose a novel statistical
test to validate whether a dataset is monotone in one of its independent
variables. To our knowledge, there is no test for this phenomenon avail-
able yet.
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Generally speaking, incorporating domain knowledge such as mono-
tonicity in predictive models increases the performance of such models
(Sinha and Zhao, 2008; Daniels and Velikova, 2010; Sill, 1998). So, if a
neural network predicts the price of a house based on the house area
and a number of other variables, then the network’s performance is
likely to increase when the domain knowledge is added that a house
with a larger area, ceteris paribus, has a higher price. Intuitively, this re-
lation should be clear. Indeed, the possibility is excluded that a trained
network is not monotone and thereby false.

Apart from model performance, Daniels and Feelders (2001) identify
that in order to comply with corporate policy or legal frameworks, pre-
dictive models need to incorporate domain knowledge. For example, in
some countries banks are required by law that their credit rating func-
tion is increasing in client income. Hence, a customer applying for a
mortgage should get the same or a better credit rating than a similar
customer with a lower income.

However, incorporating monotonicity in prediction models naturally in-
troduces complexity as a result of the additional constraints. Moreover,
falsely incorporating monotonicity deteriorates the model performance
(Popova, 2004). For example, Daniels and Kamp (1999) found that the
monotonicity requirements that are propositioned by theory did not con-
cur with their noisy data. Consequently, falsely imposing monotonicity
may lead to worsened (goodness of) fit and model forecasting power.

Next to predictive models, theories may also depend on monotonicity
assumptions. For example, the non-satiation property of utility func-
tions implies that if a person is given more of a good, ceteris paribus,
this person’s utility weakly increases. Such assumptions are the basis
of many economic models (Varian, 2006). However, if this assumption
proves factually false, then this means that the theory built on its basis
can no longer be trusted. Alternatively, the theory is strengthened if its
core assumptions are supported with data.

By and large, this means that a test for partial monotonicity in datasets
could (1) increase model performance if monotonicity may be assumed,
(2) validate the practical relevance of policy and legal requirement, and
(3) guard against falsely assuming monotonicity both in theory and ap-
plications. In this article, we propose a novel non-parametric test for
these purposes.
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The layout of this article is as follows. In Section 5.2, we discuss the
existing statistical tests for related problems and their limited applica-
bility. In Section 5.3, the prerequisite assumptions are listed, and Sec-
tion 5.4 places the proposed test on this framework. Section 5.5 shows
that the significance level constraint is asymptotically satisfied and that
the power of the test grows to one with the sample size. In Section 5.6,
the test is used on simulated and actual data. Finally, Section 5.7 dis-
cusses the test, its limitations and possible future research.

5.2 related work

Although methods of non-parametric regression with monotonicity re-
strictions are abundant, testing for monotonicity in regression or pre-
dictive models in general is a problem that is underlit (Ghosal et al.,
2000). This section discusses several contributions, none of which fully
concur with the problem of partial monotonicity. We give a high-level
description, because a closer look at the differences, advantages and
shortcomings is rather pointless when our problem deviates.

There are a few tests available for regression models with a single inde-
pendent variable. The mathematical description of these models often
resembles Y = f (X) + ε, where Y and X are real valued random val-
ues, the error term ε is independent of X and has E(ε) = 0, and f is
an unknown yet sufficiently smooth function. Subsequently, these tests
evaluate the monotonic increasing property of f . Our problem is differ-
ent in the sense that we assume X to be vector valued, and our interest is
in the monotony of f in a specific direction.

The first of such tests that we discus is one by Bowman et al. (1998).
They build a model on the critical bandwidth in a kernel estimation of
f . This idea originates from Silverman (1981), who used it to test for the
number of modes in a population. Essentially, they repeatedly estimate
the function with an increasing bandwidth. The bandwidth at which
the estimated function becomes monotone subsequently generates a p-
value, using bootstrap procedures.

Gijbels et al. (2000) develop two tests that mitigate some of the disad-
vantages of tests based on critical bandwidths, namely that they have
low power when f has flat parts. Both tests are based on the signs of
differences in the observations of the Y values of neighbouring x val-
ues. The first is based on the number of equivalent signs that are found,
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118 a test for partial monotonicity

the second on the length of series of equivalent signs. Our test could be
viewed as a multidimensional version of this test that looks at the most
extreme negative signed difference that can be found in the dataset.

Ghosal et al. (2000) design a test that resembles the tests of Gijbels et al.
(2000). The test is based on the signs of differences in the Y values of
neighbouring, one dimensional x values. However, they weigh these
signs by a proximity to a point in which they are testing, t, using a
kernel. Subsequently, they change this testing point on a testing region
to obtain a stochastic process for the degree of monotonicity. The actual
test occurs on the level of this process.

A test that shows a closer resemblance to our approach is that of Hall
and Heckman (2000). After ordering the one dimensional x values, they
consider all possible subsets {xr, . . . , xs} ⊂ {x1, . . . , xr, . . . , xs, . . . , xn},
of at least three points. Subsequently, a linear regression model is fit
through each subset, and after a standardization, the steepest down-
ward sloping fit is chosen as the test statistic. Our method can be seen
as a generalization of this principle to a higher dimension, but only con-
sidering certain pairs of points. However as opposed to the bootstrap
methods proposed by Hall and Heckman, we derive an analytic upper
bound for the limiting null distribution.

Durot (2003) considers the integral of f , which is concave iff f is non-
increasing. The empirical estimate of this integral is compared with the
least concave majorant in a Kolmogorov-type test. The author employs
the rather restrictive assumption that xi = i/n.

Baraud et al. propose a more general framework, where it is tested
whether the vector ( f (x1), . . . , f (xn) belongs to some collection of lin-
ear subspaces of Rn (2003), or to a convex subset of Rn (2005). This is
done by projecting the the vector on the subspaces and considering the
difference. In this fashion, a measure of distance is obtained that can be
used to test, among other things, the monotonicity of f .

More recently, Birke and Dette (2007) develop a test that assumes strict
monotonicity under the null hypothesis. The test relies on the (band-
width dependent) estimation of the inverse of f and estimation of f
itself. The composite of these two estimated functions, f−1 ◦ f , is the
identity function iff f is strictly monotone. This is tested based on the L2-
distance. Domínguez-Menchero et al. (2005) follow a related approach
in the sense that they measure a distance based on isotonic regression.
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Apart from these regression and subspace based tests, there exists a
test based on a generalization named stochastic monotonicity (Lee et al.,
2009). Instead of the function f (x) = E[Y|X = x], the test is executed on
the generally stricter requirement that FY|X(y|x) is stochastically mono-
tone, i.e. Y|X = x stochastically dominates Y|X = x′ whenever x ≥ x′.
When ε is i.i.d. and independent of X, such stochastic monotony is
equivalent with the statement that E[Y|X = x] is monotone increasing.
The test statistic that Lee et al. (2009) propose is related to that of Ghosal
et al. (2000), but the method extends to a vector valued X. However, it
is only possible to test for full monotonicity in all directions simultane-
ously, and not for partial monotonicity that translates to ceteris paribus
assumptions.

Outside the statistical domain, Daniels and Velikova (2010) construct a
measure of monotonicity by looking at the fraction of monotone pairs in
a multidimensional dataset, and how this fraction changes by deleting
the variable of interest. It should be stressed that this measure cannot
be our starting point, since it measures the dominance of the increasing
part of the dataset over the decreasing part. That is, the measure regards
a parabola and a constant function as equally monotone if the data is
considered to be symmetrical around the maximum.

By and large, all existing tests do not have an application beyond a
single independent variable, or can only consider full monotonicity. To
our knowledge, a test for partial monotonicity in a multidimensional
setting does not exist.

5.3 maintained hypothesis

In this section, the assumptions of the model, i.e. the maintained hypoth-
esis, is discussed. The input of the test is a dataset

[
y X

]
, where each

of n rows represents a sample element,
[
yi x�i

]
. The process governing

this dataset is subject to the following assumptions.

A 1 (Regressor distribution). The regressors x1, . . . , xn are i.i.d. from a con-
tinuous probability density function fx : X → R++ with continuous non-
degenerate conditional distributions. The marginal density generated by omit-
ting the dimension in which monotonicity is to be tested, the h-th dimension,
is denoted fx−h : X−h → R++ and has support X−h which is connected and
compact and has a smooth boundary ∂X−h.
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120 a test for partial monotonicity

The non-degenerate nature of the conditional distributions ensures that
we can hold a set of variables constant to check monotonicity in a ce-
teris paribus sense. This condition is related to the ‘no perfect multi-
collinearity’ assumption in linear regression.

The assumption that X−h be compact is generally rather strict. A com-
mon distributional assumption for the xis such as joint normality clearly
violates this assumption. If a violation is plausible, our methodology
can be used to test for monotonicity on a prespecified compact and con-
nected subspace of the support of fx−h . The sample regressors that are
not in this set should then be deleted from the dataset, such that the
resulting sample is obtained as if it were sampled from fx−h satisfying
A1.

A 2 (Population model). The data is governed by the model y = f (X) + ε,
y ∈ Rn, X ∈ X n ⊂ Rn×k, ε ∈ Rn, E [ε] = 0, and f : X → R Lipschitz
continuous.

Here, X =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

x�1
...

x�n

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ and f (X) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

f (x1)
...

f (xn)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦. A function is Lipschitz contin-

uous if there exists a K ∈ R such that | f (a) − f (b)| ≤ K‖a − b‖, for
all a, b ∈ X . Lipschitz continuity basically guarantees that f is finitely
steep.

A 3 (Exogeneity). the elements of X are mutually independent of the elements
of ε.

Note that this does not only hold for elements of the same row of X and
ε, but also across different rows.

A 4 (Errors properties). The elements of ε are i.i.d.

A 5 (Distribution assumption). ε are normal distributed.

Note that (A2), (A4) and (A5) ensure that ε ∼ N (0, σ2
ε In).

Having formulated the mathematical model and its assumptions on
which the test acts, we continue with the test itself.
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5.4 test statistic 121

5.4 test statistic

This section describes the hypothesis tested and the associated test pro-
cedure.

Without a loss of generalization, it is assumed that we test for the mono-
tonic increasing property of f in variable xh, denoted f ∈ Mh. For
the decreasing property, we can just multiply the independent variable
in question by minus one. The mathematical description of increasing
monotonicity, limited to Lipschitz continuous functions (A2) denoted
FLC, is

Mh = { f ∈ FLC |∀a, b ∈ X , a−h = b−h, ah > bh : f (a) ≥ f (b)} . (5.1)

Where a−h denotes a vector a with the h-th element deleted. Subse-
quently, the test is formally expressed as

H0 : f ∈ Mh vs. H1 : f ∈ FLC\Mh, (5.2)

or more directly,

H0 : ∀a, b ∈ X , a−h = b−h, ah > bh : f (a) ≥ f (b) (5.3)

vs. H1 : ∃a, b ∈ X , a−h = b−h, ah > bh : f (a) < f (b).

I.e. it is tested whether f is monotonic increasing in variable h or not.
In the remainder of this chapter the notion of a type-I and type-II error
should be understood in the context of these two hypotheses, unless
otherwise indicated.

The test statistic is obtained as follows. Create a distance matrix D(X) ∈
Rn×n with elements dij(X) = ‖xi,−h − xj,−h‖, where ‖ · ‖ denotes the �2-
norm. Then obtain a set of pairs of sample indices (edges in the graph)
T(X) that represents the minimal spanning tree (MST) of the graph with
distance matrix D(X). By construction there are n − 1 pairs in T(X).
Computing D(X) and finding T(X) can be done in O(n2).

The intuition behind the test statistic T(X) is as follows. To reject H0, we
need to find xi, xj with xi,−h = xj,−h. These (almost surely) do not exist,
since we sample from a continuous distribution. However, we can find
sample elements that are close to one another in X−h by considering
small distances in D(X). The MST approach is a method that finds n− 1
pairs in a way such that all sample elements are included in at least one
pair, and that minimizes the total distance. Naturally, there are other
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122 a test for partial monotonicity

methods to generate pairs, but it will be shown later that MSTs have
desirable properties.

After finding T(X), the second part of H0, informally ah > bh : f (a) ≥
f (b), is tested for each pair {i, j} in T(X). This test is formulated as
follows.

Hi,j
0 : f (xi) ≥ f (xj) vs. Hi,j

1 : f (xi) < f (xj), (5.4)

in case xih > xjh, and with opposite signs if not. Define the test statistic
for such a test as below.

S∗i,j =
yi − yj√

2σεsign(xih − xjh)
, {i, j} ∈ T(X). (5.5)

Without loss of generality, it is assumed that xih − xjh > 0, otherwise,
the indices can be switched. This implies that the sign function in the
denominator can be ignored, which will be done in the remainder of
this article.

Evidently, σε is an unknown quantity that is replaced by σ̂ε. For simplic-
ity, the estimated variance of a linear regression fit with linear, squared
and interaction terms is used. Because the model is parametric, σ̂ε con-
verges to an upper bound of σε. For better performance, non-parametric
consistent estimators should be chosen, as proposed by Neumeyer and
Keilegom (2010). In any case, redefine

Si,j =
yi − yj√

2σ̂ε

, {i, j} ∈ T(X). (5.6)

Loosely speaking, this statistic is expected to be large when f is steeply
increasing in the dimension h, and is expected to be negative when it is
decreasing. Note that under (A2), (A4) plus (A5), (Si,j|xi,−h = xj,−h, σ̂ε =
σε, H0) ∼ N (0, 1), or stochastically larger, and thus the p-value of the
test is (Pi,j|xi,−h = xj,−h, σ̂ε = σε, H0) = (Φ(Si,j)|xi,−h = xj,−h, σ̂ε =
σε, H0) ∼ U (0, 1), or stochastically larger. A similar result holds for
the upper bound estimation, P

[
Pi,j < q|xi,−h = xj,−h, σ̂ε ≥ σε, H0

]
≤ q

whenever q ≤ 1/2. So (Pi,j|xi,−h = xj,−h, σ̂ε ≥ σε, H0) is weakly stochas-
tically larger than the uniform distribution on the lower half of this dis-
tribution. This holds because Si,j is centred around 0 more closely than
S∗i,j.

In spite of these results, in the sample it (almost surely) does not hold
that xi,−h = xj,−h. Nevertheless, T(X) has been chosen such that the
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distance between the two is small. Therefore, Pi,j = Φ(Si,j) are quasi
p-values, in the sense that they are (almost surely) not uniformly dis-
tributed under H0.

As the problem generates (n − 1) (quasi) p-values, a multiple testing
problem arises. Even if H0 holds and we assume xi,−h = xj,−h, giving
uniformly distributed p-values, then the fact that there are n− 1 p-values
would normally give a few rejections. This is compensated for using
Bonferroni (1936) correction. The single p-value for the overall test is

P = min
{i,j}∈T(X)

{1, (n− 1)Pi,j}. (5.7)

Hence if Pi,j were indeed p-values, then P would be conservative when
used as a p-value of the overall test, and it would thus represent an
upper bound for the lowest significance level that could be chosen for
the test, while still rejecting H0. That is, choosing P as the p-value would
satisfy the level constraint. However, since P is based on quasi p-values
here, for which no distribution has been derived, such a claim is invalid.
The next section shows that (1) asymptotically, the level constraint is
satisfied, and (2) the test (almost surely) rejects a false H0 as n grows to
infinity.

5.5 asymptotic properties of the test statistic

In this section, the minimal requirements of a statistical test are proven;
(1) asymptotically, the level constraint is satisfied (i.e. the test is conser-
vative) and (2) the power increases to one. That is, as n → ∞, asymptot-
ically P [Type-I error] ≤ α and P [Type-II error] = 0.

We first prove that the significance level constraint is asymptotically sat-
isfied. The proof is based on a result in geometric probability.

Theorem 4 (Penrose (1999) strong law for MST longest edge). If Xn is a
random sample of size n from fx, then

nθ(M(Xn))k−1

ln n
P→ max

{(
min

x−h∈X−h
fx−h(x−h)

)−1
,

(
2− 2

k− 1

)(
min

x−h∈∂X−h
fx−h(x−h)

)−1
}

,
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where θ is the volume of the unit ball in Rk−1, and M(Xn) is the longest edge
of the MST described by T(Xn).1

This result is used to show that for a series of samples Xn, the test statis-
tics Si,j, {i, j} ∈ T(Xn) asymptotically have a known distribution under
the null.

Lemma 2 (Distribution of individual statistics). Assume H0 is true and Xn
is a random sample of size n, then it holds that limn→∞ P

[
Si,j < s

] ≤ Φ(s)
for all {i, j} in T(Xn), s < 0.

Proof. Using (A2), decompose

S∗i,j =
yi − yj√

2σε

=
f (xi)− f (xj)√

2σε

+
εi − εj√

2σε

.

By (A2), (A3), (A4) and (A5) the latter term is standard normally dis-
tributed. For {i, j} ∈ T(Xn), introduce the modified data vector x′j =

(xi1, . . . , xi(h−1), xjh, xi(h+1), . . . , xik). By H0 it holds that f (xi)− f (x′j) ≥ 0,
so using the definition of Lipschitz continuity from (A2),

f (xi)− f (xj) = f (xi)− f (x′j) + f (x′j)− f (xj) ≥ f (x′j)− f (xj)

≥ −| f (x′j)− f (xj)| ≥ −K‖x′j − xj‖ = −K‖xi,−h − xj,−h‖
= −Kdij(Xn) ≥ −KM(Xn).

Where M(Xn) = max{i,j}∈T(Xn) dij(Xn) denotes the maximum dij(Xn)
of any pair in T(Xn). By Theorem 4, which holds under (A1), and the

continuous mapping theorem, M(Xn)
P→ 0, so S∗i,j

d→ N (0, 1), or stochas-
tically larger.

If an estimate of the error variance is used, then the same holds for Si,j if
the estimator is consistent, since Si,j → S∗i,j. If the estimator converges to
a strict upper bound, then the result holds only on the lower half of the
distribution. Namely, limn→∞ P

[
Si,j < s

] ≤ Φ(s), s ≤ 0. This difference
stems from the fact that Si,j has a lower variance than S∗i,j.

Theorem 5 (Level constraint). When H0 is true, the probability of a type-I
error is asymptotically bound from above by the significance level α ∈ (0, 1) of
the test.

1 Note that k − 1 is used instead of k since T(Xn) is based on ignoring the distance in
the h-th dimension when computing the MST.
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Proof. Assume H0 is true, so all probabilities in this proof should be read
from the assumption that f ∈ Mh. Using Boole’s inequality,

P [Type-I error] = P [P < α] = P

[
min

{i,j}∈T(X)
(n− 1)Pi,j < α

]

= P

⎡
⎣ ⋃
{i,j}∈T(X)

Pi,j <
α

n− 1

⎤
⎦ ≤ ∑

{i,j}∈T(X)

P

[
Pi,j <

α

n− 1

]

= ∑
{i,j}∈T(X)

P

[
Si,j < Φ−1

(
α

n− 1

)]
.

Using Lemma 2,

lim
n→∞

P [Type-I error] ≤ lim
n→∞ ∑

{i,j}∈T(X)

P

[
Si,j < Φ−1

(
α

n− 1

)]

≤ ∑
{i,j}∈T(X)

Φ
(

Φ−1
(

α

n− 1

))
= α.

Next, it is proven that asymptotically, the power of the test increases to
one. This is naturally equivalent with the statement that the probability
of a type-II error decreases to zero. The first step in this proof is to show
that the test is able to detect a violation of the monotonicity with positive
probability.

Lemma 3. Assume H1 is true, there exist open balls B(a∗, δ) and B(b∗, δ),
a∗−h = b∗−h, a∗h > b∗h and δ > 0, such that for any vectors a ∈ B(a∗, δ),
b ∈ B(b∗, δ), the test statistic based on these vectors has the property that for
any q ∈ (0, 1), there exists a t ∈ (0, 1) such that P

[
Φ(S∗a,b) > q

]
< t(1− q).

Proof. Given that H1 is true, there exist a∗, b∗ ∈ X such that a∗−h = b∗−h,
a∗h > b∗h and f (a∗) < f (b∗). Denote v = f (b∗) − f (a∗) > 0. Take δ =
v/(2K), then for any a ∈ B(a∗, δ), it holds that f (a)− f (a∗) ≤ | f (a)−
f (a∗)| < K‖a − a∗‖ < Kδ = v/2. Analogously, for any b ∈ B(b∗, δ),
it holds that f (b∗) − f (b) < v/2. Adding these results, f (b∗) − f (b) +
f (a) − f (a∗) = f (a) − f (b) + v > v/2 + v/2 = v, so f (b) − f (a) > 0.
Therefore, for any a ∈ B(a∗, δ), b ∈ B(b∗, δ), ( f (a) − f (b))/

√
2σε < 0.

This implies that the corresponding test statistic S∗a,b ∼ N (μ, 1), with
μ < 0. Consequently, for any q ∈ (0, 1), it holds that P[Φ(S∗a,b) > q] =
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1− P[S∗a,b ≤ Φ−1(q)] < 1− Φ(Φ−1(q)) = 1− q. The existence of t ∈
(0, 1) follows from this inequality.

Less formally, this lemma states that under the alternative hypothesis H1
there exists a possibility for a test statistic to occur that can be used to
reject Hi,j

0 with a probability larger than a chosen significance level q. As
a direct consequence of the lemma, if a specific X contains xi ∈ B(a∗, δ),
xj ∈ B(b∗, δ) and {i, j} ∈ T(X), then P

[
Pi,j > q|X] < t(1− q).

Theorem 6 (Asymptotic power). For a chosen significance level α ∈ (0, 1), if
H1 is true and with consistent estimator σ̂ε, it holds that P [Type-II error]→ 0
as n → ∞.

Proof. Assume that H1 is true, so all probabilities in this proof should be
read from the assumption that f ∈ FLC\Mh. Define N(Xn) as the num-
ber of independent test statistics of which the sample elements satisfy
Lemma 3.2 B(a∗, δ) and B(b∗, δ) are open balls that coincide if the h-th
dimension is ignored. Because sample elements have a positive probabil-
ity of being inside either open balls, the number of pairs in T(Xn) that
inside these open balls grows with the sample size n. Therefore, also
the number of independent test statistics grows with n. Consequently,
N(Xn)→ ∞ as n → ∞. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the
first N(Xn) test statistics satisfy Lemma 3, and that they are relabelled
l = 1, . . . , n− 1. Using the law of total probability and Boole’s inequality,

P [Type-II error] = P [P > α] = EXn [P [P > α|Xn]]

= EXn

[
P

[
min

{i,j}∈T(Xn)
(n− 1)Φ(Si,j) > α

∣∣∣∣Xn

]]

= EXn

[
P

[
min

l=1,...,n−1
(n− 1)Φ(Sl) > α

∣∣∣∣Xn

]]

= EXn

[
P

[
n−1⋂
l=1

Φ(Sl) >
α

n− 1

∣∣∣∣∣Xn

]]

≤ EXn

⎡
⎣P

⎡
⎣N(Xn)⋂

l=1

Φ(Sl) >
α

n− 1

∣∣∣∣∣Xn

⎤
⎦
⎤
⎦

2 Quasi p-values are independent if they do not have common sample elements on
which they are based. Effectively, test statistics are dependent if they are based on ad-
jacent edges in the MST. The expected number of independent test statistics increases
with the size of the MST.
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= EXn

[
N(Xn)

∏
l=1

P

[
Φ(Sl) >

α

n− 1

∣∣∣∣Xn

]]
.

Taking limits on both sides and applying Lemma 3,

lim
n→∞

P [Type-II error] ≤ lim
n→∞

EXn

[
N(Xn)

∏
l=1

P

[
Φ(Sl) >

α

n− 1

∣∣∣∣Xn

]]

= lim
n→∞

EXn

[
N(Xn)

∏
l=1

P

[
Φ(S∗l ) >

α

n− 1

∣∣∣∣Xn

]]

≤ lim
n→∞

EXn

[((
1− α

n− 1

)
t
)N(Xn)

]

≤ lim
n→∞

EXn

[
tN(Xn)

]
= 0.

5.6 application to data

First, simulated data is used to test the power and bias of the test. We
choose extreme cases for the simulation in the sense that either a very
large or small part of the function violates the monotonicity. Second, the
test is applied to a dataset and the outcome is briefly interpreted.

The first simulation data is generated from f (x1, x2) = |x2− 1
2 |. In the di-

rection of x1, the monotone increasing property (weakly) holds, whereas
it clearly does not hold in x2. In order to investigate the behaviour of the
test, the fraction of rejected H0 hypotheses is plotted against the signif-
icance level. When the simulation runs are many, this fraction is an ac-
curate estimate of the probability of rejecting H0. The results for various
sample sizes are shown in Figure 5.1.

Ideally, the fraction lines are as follows. When H0 is true, the fraction
line should be lower than the y = x line. Naturally, we expect a Type-I
error, so a positive fraction is not problematic. In fact, for simple tests,
the fraction line usually is the y = x line. The maximum Type-I error
that is acceptable is by definition the significance level α, so the fraction
line should lie weakly below y = x.

Alternatively, when H1 is true it is desired that the fraction line be as
high as possible. Indeed, the fraction that is rejected should be as high
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Figure 5.1. Simulated data from f (x) = |x2 − 1
2 |, σε = 1

10 and fx(x) =
I(0,1)(x1)I(0,1)(x2). σ̂ε is estimated based on the MSE of a linear regression model with
a constant and all linear, interaction and squared terms. Monotonicity is tested in both
directions. Different sample sizes are indicated. 10000 iterations.
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as possible. Differently put, the test is desired to have maximum power.
However, a small deviation from H0 or a small sample results in a lower
fraction, especially for small significance levels α.

If these two notions are regarded with respect to the results in Figure 5.1,
the following can be noted. First the fraction line of x1 does not always
lie weakly below y = x. However, the level of violation is significant
only for very small samples. For larger samples, the asymptotic qualities
that are derived are engaging, such that the test is clearly conservative.
Second, the fraction lines of x2 dictate that the power of the test is rea-
sonable for lower sample sizes, and increases rapidly with the sample
size.

The second dataset is generated from f (x1, x2) = 1/
(
1 + e10(x2− 1

2 )
)
+ x2.

In the direction of x1, the monotone increasing property (weakly) holds.
In the direction of x2, it holds almost everywhere, except tightly around
x2 = 1

2 , where the function is steeply decreasing. The results for various
error variances are shown in Figure 5.2.

We observe a decrease in power along with the increase of the variance
of the error term, as expected. However, f clearly does not fit the regres-
sion model from which the variance of the errors was estimated. This
means we have overestimated the upper bound of the variance of the
error, which corrodes the power of the test. By the same principle, the
test is very strongly conservative for small variances.

Apart from simulated data, the test is applied to a real dataset, included
with Shmueli et al. (2010). This dataset consists of 1424 used Toyota
Corollas. The independent variables are car age, mileage, horsepower,
cylinder capacity and weight. The dependent variable is selling price.
It is tested whether the price is monotone decreasing in the first two
variables and increasing the latter three.

Before running this test, the data is normalized by dividing by the sam-
ple standard deviation. This is done to ensure that the MST weighs each
dimension equally. Again, the error variance is estimated based on the
MSE of a linear regression model with a constant and linear, interaction
and squared terms. The results can be found in Table 5.1.

Evidently, there is no evidence that the data is not monotone decreasing
with age and mileage. Hence it is safe to assume that ceteris paribus, an
older car with a higher mileage is worth less. However, for significance
level α = 0.05, the data is significantly not monotone increasing in the
other three variables. There are many explanations for this. For example,
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Figure 5.2. Simulated data from f (x) = 1/
(
1 + e10(x2− 1

2 )
)
+ x2, n = 40 and fx(x) =

I(0,1)(x1)I(0,1)(x2). σ̂ε is estimated based on the MSE of a linear regression model with
a constant and all linear, interaction and squared terms. Monotonicity is tested in both
directions. Different error variances are indicated. 10000 iterations.

Table 5.1. Descriptive statistics and p-value results for Toyota Corolla dataset.

Variable Unit μ̂ σ̂ p-value

Mileage km 69,017 37,230.3 0.85307

Age months 56.2128 18.2701 0.89324

Cylinder capacity cm3 1,576.31 425.611 0.02339

Weight kg 1,071.82 50.9965 0.01504

Horsepower hp 101.470 15.0148 0.00050
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who would be interested in a heavier car when the engine is not more
powerful?
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5.7 conclusion

The test that is developed in this article asymptotically satisfies the level
constraint and its power converges to one. The simulation has shown
that for reasonable functions, the small sample bias disappears quickly
with the sample size or a decrease in error variance. By and large, it
should be noted that there is no other known test for the problem of
partial monotonicity. This implies that there is no other test with which
this test has to compete on power. Application to a dataset shows that
the test performs well on a realistic problem.

Future research might develop alternatives to this test. Interesting gen-
eralizations are a departure from the distribution and homoscedasticity
assumptions that are included in the maintained hypothesis. Variations
could revolve around alternatives to the use of the MST. Finally, a possi-
ble direction for further research might be in the appliance of the MST
approach to other problems. For example, the methods presented in this
article might also be applicable to test for convexity and other character-
istics of multiple regression.
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S A M E N VAT T I N G ( S U M M A RY I N D U T C H )

multidisciplinaire essays in finance

Dit proefschrift omvat vier studies die, in de brede zin, binnen het
financieel-wetenschappelijke domein vallen. Hoofdstuk 2 bestudeert sto-
chastische processen vanuit de financiële wiskunde. Hoofdstuk 3 be-
schrijft een raamwerk voor het analyseren van scenario’s vanuit een
economisch uitgangspunt. Hoofdstuk 4 begeeft zich meer in de bedrijfs-
financiële hoek, en beschrijft het optimaliseren van de externe audit. Tot
slot beschrijft Hoofdstuk 5 een statistische test die nuttig kan zijn bij een
datascience-aanpak van specifieke financiële vraagstukken.

Hoofdstuk 2

Hoofdstuk 2 introduceert het zgn. regime-wisselende affiene proces. In-
formeel gezegd is dit een Markov proces dat zich, conditioneel op ie-
der regime, als een affien proces gedraagt met regime-specifieke pa-
rameters. Om analyse mogelijk te maken leggen we bepaalde restric-
ties op aan deze onderliggende parameters. De regime-wisselingen wor-
den gedreven door een Markov-keten met een eindige toestandsruimte.
We bewijzen dat het gezamenlijke proces van de Markov-keten en het
conditioneel-affiene deel een proces is met een affiene structuur op een
algemene ruimte, conditioneel op het startpunt van de keten. Zoals geldt
voor affiene processen, kan de karakteristieke functie uitgedrukt worden
in een stelsel differentiaalvergelijkingen dat in bepaalde gevallen analy-
tisch opgelost kan worden. Dit resultaat verklaart verschillende semi-
analytische oplossingen in de literatuur omtrent het prijzen van deriva-
ten van specifieke regime-wisselende processen op kleinere deelruimten.
Daarnaast biedt het een overkoepelende theorie die ons in staat stelt
om regime-wisseling te introduceren bij het prijzen van veel derivaten
binnen de brede klasse van affiene processen. Europese opties en rente-
derivaten met stochastische volatiliteit en default-risico zijn daar voor-
beelden van. In principe kunnen we regime-wisselingen introduceren
zonder de analytische uitrekenbaarheid op te hoeven offeren wanneer
een analytische derivatenprijs op basis van een affien proces bestaat.
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Hoofdstuk 3

Simulatoren van economisch scenario’s simuleren economische en finan-
ciële variabelen in de toekomst, met het oog op met name toepassingen
in risicomanagement en portfolio-allocatie. Het is vaak niet toereikend
om het gedrag van alle variabelen enkel op het verleden te kalibreren.
Kalibreren op vooruitkijkende informatie zoals toekomstige scenario’s is
essentieel voor stress-testen en portfolio-optimalisatie, maar er is geen al-
gemene methodiek beschikbaar die voorschrijft hoe dit gerealiseerd kan
worden. Hoofdstuk 3 introduceert een conditionele scenario-generator:
een raamwerk waarmee men simulaties en voorspellingen consistent op
tegelijkertijd historische data en vooruitkijkende informatie kan kalibre-
ren. Dit raamwerk kan geïnterpreteerd worden als een multi-periodieke,
multi-factor veralgemening van het Black-Litterman model, en omvat
een breed scala van financiële en macro-economische modellen, hetgeen
geïllustreerd wordt door twee voorbeelden vanuit frequentistisch en Bay-
esiaans oogpunt.

Hoofdstuk 4

Hoofdstuk 4 start vanuit een holistisch raamwerk van de externe au-
dit, en is geworteld in de Dempster-Shafer-theorie van ‘belief-functies’.
Binnen dit raamwerk leiden we het optimaliseringsprobleem van de au-
ditor af, gegeven het gedrag van de auditee en de kosten van het uit-
voeren van steekproeven. De auditor kiest de steekgroottes binnen elk
account, om zodoende een voldoende groot vertrouwen te hebben in de
correctheid van de financiële overzichten. Nadat we dit optimaliserings-
probleem opgelost hebben laten we zien dat er dominante strategieën
bestaan, wat impliceert dat in sommige gevallen het gedrag van de au-
ditee irrelevant is. Bijvoorbeeld, voor elke account is het optimaal voor
de auditor om expliciet te kiezen tussen het uitvoeren van balans- of
transactie-testen. Dit staat haaks op de praktijk, waarin het de norm is
om een kleinere steekproef op zowel de balans als de transacties uit te
voeren. We laten daarnaast zien dat de interactie tussen verschillende
vormen van bewijs en tussen verschillende accounts een holistisch mo-
del voorschrijft voor het accuraat modelleren van een audit.
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Hoofdstuk 5

Partiële positieve (negatieve) monotoniciteit in een dataset is de eigen-
schap dat een stijging in een onafhankelijke variabele, ceteris paribus, ge-
paard gaat met een stijging (daling) in de afhankelijke variabele. Een test
voor partiële monotoniciteit in datasets kan (1) modelnauwkeurigheid
ten goede komen als monotoniciteit een gerechtvaardigde aanname is,
kan (2) de praktische relevantie van voorschriften en reguleringen toet-
sen, en kan (3) ons behoeden voor het foutief aannemen van monotonici-
teit (zowel in een theoretische als in een praktische context). Voor zover
we hebben kunnen vaststellen is er geen test voor dit fenomeen voorhan-
den. Hoofdstuk 5 stelt een nieuwe non-parametrische test voor, die geen
hertrekking of simulatie vereist. We bewijzen dat deze test asymptotisch
conservatief is, en dat het onderscheidend vermogen van de test naar 1
convergeert met de omvang van de steekproef. Een korte simulatiestu-
die demonstreert de karakteristieken van de test. Tot slot laten we de
praktische toepasbaarheid zien middels experimenten op een bestaande
dataset, en interpreteren we de resultaten.
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C H A P T E R C O N T R I B U T I O N S A N D C O - A U T H O R S

Chapter 2 is published in Finance and Stochastics (van Beek et al., 2020).
An older version of this paper is part of conference proceedings (van
Beek et al., 2014). The idea of the paper comes from my supervisors
Michel Mandjes, Peter Spreij and Erik Winands, and they guided me
through the research process. I formulated the main theorems and wrote
the proofs in close collaboration with Peter Spreij.

For Chapter 3, I generated the idea, developed the theory and wrote
the paper. I received a lot of helpful feedback from my supervisors and
practitioners. A paper version of this chapter is available on arXiv (van
Beek, 2020).

Chapter 4 is a collaboration with Anja De Waegenaere and Hennie Daniëls.
Hennie Daniëls came up with the idea of the topic, and Anja de Waege-
naere and Hennie Daniëls provided feedback at various stages during
the research project, most significantly in the writing stage. A very early
version of the research results was submitted as a Bachelor thesis, but
the main contributions of this chapter were developed afterwards. My
supervisors also provided very useful feedback, primarily on the text
and structure of the paper.

Chapter 5 is published in Computational Economics (van Beek and
Daniels, 2014), and is a collaboration with Hennie Daniëls, who came
up with the topic. I developed the test statistic and proved the asymp-
totic properties. A first version was submitted as a Bachelor thesis, but
after valuable comments from John Einmahl I decided to redesign the
test statistic completely. Daniëls provided me with feedback and guid-
ance throughout the research process.
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